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Chapter 1

Intra ductian

We prop ase in this report a system of equational deductions in the calculus
that can be the basis of a computer program. We intend that our system be
as faithful as possible to the usual (Leibniz) calculus notations and inferences.
The language, however I is restricted mainly to equations, so the system is not
sufficient to provide a basis for proving theorems, but we think it is sufficient for
solving the usual excercises in the e,alculus of one variable. (Concerning theorem

. proving in the calculus see (5].)
Another limitation of the system prop osed, is that it does not include the

algebraic techniques for numerical solutions of systems of equations. Thus, after
deducing an equation or system of equations in the system, the usual algebraic
techniques should be used for solving them. Although the incorporation of these
methods into the derivation system presents no essential difficulty, we decided
not to include them, since it is well known how they can be implemented, and
it would complicate our system unduly.

The work reported here is what may be called an excercise in "descriptive
logic." Instead of translating mathematical sentences into an artificial logical
language, we are trying to repro duce as faithfully as possible the usual calculus
equations. In order to prove the soundness of the system we provide a translation
into set theory.

The main motivation for the system presented here is the need to develop a
system of derivations of equation which is sound and copes with the peculiarities
of the usual calculus notation. These peculiarities make it different from the
usual logical systems. In this introduction, we will discuss these features mainly
through examples.

In a normal algebraic situation, if we have an equation i = I, we can deduce
without any problem, say, U + j = U +.. This is an example of the rule
of replacement used in equational logic. In the calculus, however, we cannot
always deduce tit/d:& =d./d:z: from j =•. For instance, if we assume :z: =1, and
we deduce d:&/d:z: = d1/d:&, we obtain the contradiction 1 = O. It is perfectly
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consistent, however, to differentiate both sides of the equation % = 1 with respect
to a different variable j. We then obtain, tb:/dt =O. This only means that x is
a constant function of j (see Example 1, below).

A slightly more complicated situation with the same contradictory result is
the following. Suppose that we define f(x) = x' and g(x) = ft, and that we
assume that f(x) = g(x). We cannot deduce that {'(x) = g'(x), because we
would get a contradiction. The reason for this contradiction is that f(x) = g(x)
is true only at 0 and 1, and not in any open interval. The fact that in presenting
this example we did not use the Leibniz notation, indicates that the underlying
problem is not due to the notation.

The following example shows the need fo, the rule that allows for the dif
ferentiation of two sides of an equation. When we define the function f(x) =
,;;2 - -Ix' , for all x, we should be able to deduce that f' (x) = 0, fo, all x.
We can easily see that we cannot obtain {' (0) = 0, by employing the usual
rules for derivatives (the rule for differentiating a sum, and the chain rule,
for instance), since the derivative of ..;z~ does not exist at o. We can obtain
1'(0) = 0, however, by differentiating both sides of the universally valid identity
,;;2- -Ix' = 0, and getting, f'(x) = d(,[;> ~ ,[;»/tb: =dO/tb: = 0, for all x
(see Example 2, below).

Another example of the same sort is obtained when we define the function
g(x) = ~x' .~. We cannot obtain that g' (0) = 0 using the pwduct and
chain rules, because ~x' is not differentiable at O. Since g(x) = ~ fo, all x,
diffe[Cntiating both side of this equation, we do get g'(O) =O.

We cannot always I however, differentiate both sides of an identity, as the
following (and the first two) example shows. We have the identity ,;;2=x, for

x ~ 0, but we should not be able to obtain d,[;>/tb: = tb:/tb: = 1, fo, x 20,
because the derivative of the left hand side does not exist for x = O. We just
have d,[;>/tb: =dx/tb: =1 fo, x > 0 (see Example 3, below).

The need for a rule that allows the differentiation of the two sides of an
equation becomes even more apparent for applied problems, such as related
rates and the solution of diffe<ential equations. An example, will be presented
later. But, as we have seen, the rule should be ,est,icted. That is, we have to
determine from which equations j =, we can deduce that the de,ivatives a,e
equal. The solution is ve,y simple in principle, although its implementation is
somewhat complicated. Fo, the derivatives with respect to x to be equal, the
equation i = • has to be true not just at :&, but in an open neighborhood of %,

that is, an open interval containing !C.

A similar problem arises with limits, differentials, indefinite integrals, and
definite integrals. In the case of differentials, we also need equations valid in
neighborhoods. For indefinite integrals, we need equality on neihgborhoods
or specified open intervals; in the case of limits, we need equality in deleted
neighborhoods; and in the case of definite integrals, in closed intervals.

The examples discussed above show that, in general, the derivative of a term
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is not obtained recursively from the derivatives of ita 8ubterma, and, also, that
the differen tiability of a term does not depend recursively on the differentiability
of its 5ubterms. The other calculus operators, limits and integrals, for instance}
behave similarly in this respect to the derivative. This is the most salient de
viation of ordinary calculus notation from the recursiveneBS of the standard
semantics of terms in logic. On the other hand, the domain of definition of a
term can be defined recursively. For instance, a term Iii is defined if and only
if i is defined and i ¥ O.

The second problem that we must deal with, is the use of dependent and
independent variables. In an expression of the form dy 1d3: , the variable y is a
function of x, which does not have explicit its argumen t %. In some other part of
the argumen t, tI may be anum ber. So tI sometimes is a function and sometimes
is a number. We shall show that this notation can be made perfectly consistent.
In fact, the use of dependen t variables, as we shall show in Chapters 2 and 3,
can be taken to be a hidden use of the lambda calculus for functions.

An example in which both problems occur is the following related rates
exercise. Supp oae that two boats A and B start from the same point at the
same time, A due north and B due west. A tr~vels at a constant speed 'of
10 kmlh, and B has a speed of 20 km/h after 5 hours when it is 30 km from
the starting point. At what speed are the boats separating at this time?

The usual solution goes as follows. Let. be the distance between the two
boats, :r: the distance that B has travelled, and y the distance that A has
travelled. Then

.' = :r:'+ y' and y = 10i.

lIenee,
(1)

The first step is to differentiate both sides of (1) with respect to J. We
obtain, after simplifying,

d. d3:• - = 100J +:r:-
dJ dt

(2)

In order to be able to carry out this differentiation, we must assume that equa
tion (1) is valid in a neighborhood ofL

It is a common mistake of students to substitute in (1) the numbers assigned
to i, %, or z before differentiating. That this sort of replacement is mistaken, is
usually mentioned in the calculus texthooks, but the reason why it is mistaken,
is not generally discussed. We shall explain the precise reason when we develop
this example (Example 4).

Since we differentiate z and x with respect to 1, z and x must stand for
functions ofi. After differentiating we do substitute the corresponding numbers
for:r: and I (and also for i and d3: / dt) so one can see that these variables stand
both for functions and for numbers.

Another problem that we must cope with, is the ambiguity in the notion of
indefinite integral. As it will be seen, this can be solved with the usual device,
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namely, the addition of a new, but arbitrary constant. In Example 5, we shall
discuss the subtleties of this approach further.

One of the features of the systeIIlB we shall develop is the extensive use of
the stroke operator. That is, the use of terms of the form j 1.=., as, for instance
lU

This is necessary because although y may be a function of "', '" does not occur
explicitly in y. Thus, substitution is not possible. The stroke plays the role
of substitution for these cases. For simplicity, we do not allow the calculus
operators to be applied to terms with the stroke. although it would not present
any essen tial difficulty to do so.

We would like to have a system that looks as similar as possible to the usual
calculus derivations. It is clear that references to equations or inequalities valid
in neighborhoods do not occur at all or only occur unobtrusively in calculus
textbooks. In order to be close to this ideal, we have decided to have a system
in which each line of the derivation contains its premises. The conclusion of
each line, will always be a simple equation, and all equations or inequalities
that are assumed to be true in neighborhoods or intervals will be restricted to
the premises of the line. Also, all restrictions in the domain of functions and
conditions of differentiability or existence of limits, are relegated to the premises.
When the system is put in place in the computer, the only element that will
usually appear in the screen is the conclusion of the line. The premises will only
appear when a mistake is detected or are required by the student.

Thus, the general idea of the deduction system is to have derivations com
posed of successive lines. Each line consists of an equation, say -t = s (called
the consequent of the line) and a set of formulas, say A, which are premises
of the equation, called the antecedent of the line. Thus, a line is similar to a
sequent in a Gentzen type logical calculus, with the consequent containing just
one formula. Lines will be written

A ~ j = •.

The system could be reformulated, however, as a natural deduction system.
The anteceden ts of the lines con tain formulas of three types: simple equa

tions or inequalities, equations or inequalities that are valid in neighborhoods,
deleted neighborhoods, or specified intervals, and statements that assert the
existence, in particular the differen tiahility, of certain terIIlB.

The system is a system of rules of inference with no axioms. Each rule of
inference asserts that from a certain line or set of lines (which may be empty).
another line can be inferred.

The main rules that allow for the use of neighhorhood equations in the
anteceden t of a line without introducing them in the consequents are forms of
replacement rules. We also need to have rules to deal with the neighborhood
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and interval equations. We believe that in the computer implementation these
rules can mostly be applied automatically, so that the derivations will look very
similar to those occurring in Calculus books.

In this introduction, we shall discuss the replacement rule for derivatives,
with some examples. The replacement rules for the other calculus operators are
similar. The replacement rule for derivatives has the following form. Let A be
a set of equations and inequalities, and i = r an equation. Supp ose that we can
deduce the line

A *i =•.
Then the rule asserts that we can deduce the line

(A)nh<> , is differentiable with respect to:r: * ~ = ~,

where (A)nh% is an abbreviation for the set of formulas contained in A asserted
to be valid in a neighborhood of :r:.

We shall now discuss informally the use of this rule for the solution of the
some of the examples introduced above. For these example we shall leave tacit
the condition that asserts the differen tiability of certain terms.

Example 1.1 Suppose that we assume :r: = 1. This will be done in the system
by introducing the line

:r:=1*:r:=1.

We then apply replacement to this line, and obtain

d:r: dl
(:r: = l)nh. * d:r: = d:r:'

and from this line, by the usual rules for derivatives,

(:r:= 1).1>< *1=0.

(3)

Although the consequent of this line is contradictory, the line itself is perfectly
correct, because the antecendent is also contradictory: (x = l)nhz means that
there is an open neighborhood of :r:, N, such that for all u in N, U = 1. This is
plainly contradictory.

We can also, however, apply replacement to line (3) and differentiate with
respect to a different variable i. We then obtain

and
d:r:

(z =l).h' * - =O.
dl

Here, neither the consequent nor the antecendent are contradictory. (x = l)nh(
means that x is the constant function of i which is equal to 1 in an open
neighbothood of 'i, which is a correct assertion.
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EXll.lllpie 1.2 By algebra, we have that y':z:2_ y':z:2 = O,for all:z:. This will be
expressed in the system by having the line

=> ,,;;>- ,,;;> =0

with an empty anteceden t.
Then, we can deduce by replacemen t

dO
= d:z:'

This is exactly what we need.

Exa=pIe 1.3 By algebra again, we have that for:z: <: 0, y' :z:2 =:z:. So we shall
have the following line valid,

:z: <: 0 => ,,;;> = :z:.

Then, by replacemen t,

and, hence, by the usual derivative rules,

(.::c ~ O)nh: is interpreted as "there is an open neighborhood of $, N, such
that for all u in N, we have that u <: 0." Thus,:z: <: 0 is true in a neighborhood
of :z:, exactly when :z: > O. So we shall have a rule that allows for the exchange
of (:z: <: O)oh< in the antecedent by:z: > 0, and obtain,

dy':z:2
:z:>0=>--=l.

d:z:

Exa=pIe 1.4 We now discuss the related rates example of the boat. The
student has to introduce equation (I), .2 = 10012 + :z:2. By introducing the
equation, he in fact introduces the line

that is, (1) as a premise of itself.
Thus, by replacement

and then proceed with the usual rules for derivatives.
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Here, (.' =100/' + ",')n.' means that both. and", are functions of / , such
that there is an open neighborhood of i, N, with u in N implying (.(u))' =
10au' + (",(u))'.

But suppose that the student decides to replace", by 30 before differentiating.
In this case, the system would allow it, for instance, by introducing the line

.' = 100/' + ",', '" = 30 => .' = lOOi' + 900.

He now differen tiatcs, Le., uses the rule of replacement, and obtains

, " d.' d(IOOi' + 900)
(. = 100i + '" )nh', ('" = 30)n.' => di = dl .

This is a perfectly valid line. One of the premises of the line, however,
although not contradictory, is false: x is not equal to 30 in a neighborhood of"t,
because this would mean that x is a CODatan t function of ~ in an open interval,
and hence, that boat B is not moving. Thus, the student in this case obtains a
wrong result, because he has introduced a false premise.

In order to show the metho d for resolving the ambiguities of indefinite inte
grals, we shall discuss the rule for antiderivatives. This is a one premise rule.
The premise is the line

dy
A=> -=u

d.:

and from it, we conclude,

A(ul). a < '" < b => Jud.: = y + C

where A(ul) is an abbreviation of the assertion that A is valid when'" is in the
interval (a,b), and C is a new constant that depends on a and b. We actually
have a function C(a, b); for simplicity and to follow the usual terminology, in
our system we shall attach to the line the condition that C depends on a and
b, instead of having C as a binary function.

Thus, the conclusion of the rule asserts that there is a C, depending on a and
b, such that for any x which satisfies the antecedent of the line, the consequent
is valid.

This is the general interpretation which we shall give of lines. When there
is a new parameter in the consequen t of the line which does not occur in the
anteceden t or in the previous lineal the assertion of the line means that there is a
value of the parameter that makes the line universally valid. This interpretation
matches the usual logical systems, wllere the existence of an It which satisfies a
certain formula B is equivalent to the consistency of adding a new constant c
and the axiom B(e).

We shall discuss this rule with an example.
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Example 1.5 This example was suggested by M. J. Beeson, who has developed
an alternative deduction system, [1]. We can deduce in the system, by rules that
are similar to the usual rules for differentiation, the following line

d 1
:c # 0 =} -(arctan :c + arctan -) =O.

d:c :c

By the rule of antiderivatives, we get

(:c # O)(Oz+~), 0 < :c =} J0 d:c = arctan :c + arctan ~ + C

where C is a new constant which depends on a and +00.
We shall also be able to eliminate the premise (:c "# O)(oz+~) from the line.

which is obviously universally valid.
We also can deduce in the system,

=} J0 d:c =C I

where C 1 is a new constant.
By algebraic replacement, we get

Ia< x=> 0 1 = arctan x + arctan - + 0,
:c

and then
Ia< x => arctan x + arctan - ::::: C - C1 •
:c

By an algebraic rule of substitution, we get

I
o< I =} arctan 1 + arctan 1 = C - C"

and, since, 0 < 1 is true algebraically, we will be able to deduce, by the rule of
Modus Ponens, that we have in the system

I
=} arctan I + arctan - =C - C I .

I

But, by the usual prop erties of arctan, we have

I "
=} arctan I + arctan 1 = 2"

So, by algeraic replacemen t
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and, finally
1 ~

0< z => arctan !& + arctan; = 2'

1 ~
:I: f:. 0 => arctan :J; + arctan - = -.

'" 2
This ends our example.

Thus, we obtain a correct conclusion and we avoid the deduction of the
incorrect result

From the rule for antiderivatives and the rule for differen tiating a product,
we can obtain the rule for integration by parts in the following form

dv du
dx and dx are continuous on (r, '), r <:J: < ~

'* J U~d:J:=u,v- JV~d:J:+C

where C is a new canstan t that depends on rand ,.
This version of the rule is not the usual one, because of the occurrence of

the constant C. An example communicated to us by Paul Berg shows, however,
that this constant is necessary. Supp ose that we decide to integrate by parts
1/"" with u = 1/", and dv = d:J:. With the usual rule for integrations by parts
(without the constant) we get

which leads to a contradiction if the indefinite integrals are treated as regular
terms. Here, we could device special rules for dealing with indefinite integrals
or add the constant to the rule. We decided on the second course of action.

From Richardson's result [4] it follows immediately that the complete sys
tem is undecidable. There are many open problems, however, concerning the
decidability of fragments of the system. We plan to study them in the future.

A briefer version of this report, not including all of the rules and other details
will appear in [2]

We shall discuss two systems. The first one, called the primitive 'yltem is a
system that we think it is enough to include most calculus deductions, but which
it is not very practical. The purpose of this system is to facilitate the proof of
soundness. All the rules in the second system, called the derived ,y,tem can be
derived from the first one. Thus, the second system contains many superfluous
rules but it is more practical.

Both systems, as they stand now I do not have recursive algebraic rules. In
fact, we have now a rule that states that any line which is true algebraically
can be added. There are several (incomplete) systems of algebraic rules in
the literature which could be used, with suitable modifications, to replace our
nonrecursive algebraic rules. Since our main purpose in this report is to discuss
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the problems which arise sp ecifically with the calculus operators, we shall not
include them here. Aa was mentioned before, we shall not include rules for the
solution of systems of equation.

Besides the main systems described above, we include a preliminary report
on a system that uses infinitesimal numbers. We believe that it is a much
simpler system. In particular, equations valid in neighborhoods are not needed.
We think the system with infinitesimals is especially appropriate for derivation
of differential equations and definite integrals. Several examples are included.

A brief description of the rest of this rep ort follows. Chapter 2 contains a
description of the language of the primitive and derived systems, and also the
interpretation for this language. Chapter 3 contains the rules of the primitive
system, and provides a proof of its soundness by showing that the interpreted
rules are correct. Chapter 4 describes the derived system and contains a proof
that it is derivable from the primitive system. Chapter 5 includes some examples
of applications of the derived system. Finally, Chapter 6 describes the system
with infinitesimals.

We also include two appendices. The first contains a stronger rule for implicit
differentiatioD, and the second, ideas for an extension of the systems to include
functions defined by cases.
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Chapter 2

The languages

2.1 The object-language

We begin with a description of the language of the deduction systems for the
calculus. This language will be referred to as the object-language. We begin by
enumerating the different types of symbols.

2.1.1 Symbols.

1. Variables: .x, V, z" w, U, u, 1, with or without subindices. A variable x
may be declared indepenclen t of another variable yo. These declarations
should be made when the variable :z: or the variable y is first introduced.

2. Symbols rornumbers including the rational numbers, e, and r.

3. Numerical parameters G, b I C, d, . .•.

4. Atomic functional parameters /, 9, hi ...

5. The symbols +00 and -00. We shall use ±oo when we want to refer to
either of them.

6. Symbols for the constant elementary functions such as addition, mutipli
cation, division, rational powers, exponential, logarithmic, trigonometric,
and inverse trigonometric functions.

7. Symbols for composition 0 and inverse -1.

8. Binary functional parameters C,C lJ C2 , •••• These are called ,pecial
constant..

9. Symbols for the calculus operations such as derivatives, limits, differentials
and integrals.
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1. Variables, numbers, and numerical pa-

10. The .troke operator I.

11. The connective :;..

In the definition of the terIIlll the .ymbol. will be spelled out. A few of the
.ymhol. need .ome explanations. The binary functional parameters C .tand
for the con.tant. that are needed when writing the mo.t general antiderivative
of a function. As we .hall see later, theBe con.tant. actually depend on two
parameter., that is why they have to be treated aB binary function•. The .troke
operator is used, for instance, in expressions of the form

where it means the value of the derivative when x = 5. The stroke operator re
places substitution when the independent variable, as in the case of the example,
X, is not explicit as an argumen t of the function.

2.1.2 Terms.

We fir.t define the terfiB that alway. denote functiollB

Definition 2.1 (Functional term.) 1. An atomic functional parameter or
a functional constant is a functional term.

2. If I and g are functional terfiB, then log, 1-1, and f' are functional
terms.

Functional terms without I are called algebraic functional terms.

The usual terms used in the calculus are supposed to denote numbers or
functions, depending on the context. This will be more clearly seen when we
give the interpretation. We .hall introduce two type. of terIIlll. One type, the
normal term., can be used in all contexts. The ,pecial term., on the other hand,
can only be UBed in some contexts. Notice that, from the definitions that follow,
±oo are not terms.

Definition 2.2 (Normal terms)
rameters are normal terms.

2. If i and , are normal termo, then i + " i - " i· " ii', Iii, and i' are
normal terms.

3. If i i. a normal term and I i. a functional term, them I (i) i. a normal
term.

4. If i and , are normal terms, or" is -00, or .. , is +00, and C is a special
con.tant, then C(i,.) i. a normal term.

For the next clauses ., ,r I and, are normal terms, and x is a variable.
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5. If • is a term where neither ::& nor any variable occurring in '4 occurs, then
limS'_:r~, lilIls-_.-~, and li~_d ~ are normal terms.

6. limS'__ oo i, and liIIls-_+oo ~ are normal terms.

7. ill / d3: is a normal term.

8. J: ~ d::& is a normal term.

9. If x is a variable that does not occur in subterms r of j such that x occurs
in p and r is dp/dy, lim, _ m p, or f; p dy where y i. different from x',
then ~ IS' =:r is a normal term.

A normal term that is constucted according to rules (1)-(4) and using only
functional algebraic terms is called algebraic.

We have three types of special terms. We introduce them in the next defi
nitions.

Definition 2.3 (Indefinite integral terms) 1. If j is a normal term and
::& 1 a variable, then Ji d::& is an indefinite integral term.

2. If 11, .,., ~n are normal or indefinite integral terms, and al, ... , an are
numbers or numerical parameters, then Gf'l + ... + a"1,, is an indefinite
integral term.

Definition 2.4 (Stroke terms) Ifj is a term, and 11 ..• 1. are normal terms,
then

11S'1=.1 •...•z .. =:r ..

is a term.

So we have two types of terms where the stroke is used. For instance,

is a normal term with the stroke, called a normal ,troke term, and

is a stroke term that is not normal. Thus, the difference between a stroke term
~Iz=, is that ::& may occur in any form in 'I, while in a normal stroke term its
forms of occurrence are restricted. A stroke term may also contain more than
one variable in the stroke, while a normal stroke term contains only one.

The next definition introduces differe"tial term•.

Definition 2.5 (Differential terms.) 1. If j is an algebraic term and , is
a normal term, then I cH is a differential term.

lThese occurrences of'% will be called dependent by Definition 2.8.
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2. If"t 1, ... , tl\ are differential terms, and al, ... , aft are numbers or numerical
parameters,then al"tl + ... + aft"tn. is a differential term.

Definition 2.6 (Terms) A te"" is either a normal term, an indefinite integral
term, a stroke term, or a differen tial term.

We now define some syntatical properties of terms.

Definition 2.1 A term 1 occurs algdraically in a term r, if. is obtained from
t, and maybe other terms, by the use of rules (1)-(4) of Definition 2.2 using
only algebraic functional terms.

An occurrence of a variable in a normal, indefinite integral, or stroke term
may be free, bound, explicitly dependent on the variable %, explicitly indepen
dent of the variable x, explicitly dependent, or explicitly independent. The
notions of free and bound variables are similar to the corresponding notions
for the usual languages for logic. The other three notions are specific for the
language of analysis.

Definition 2.8 (Occurrences of variables) In this definition 1, s, and Sl,

.•• , I" are always normal terms (except for. which may be ±oo in the limit
clauses). The term p is normal or indefinite integral.

1. An occurrence of a variable % in a term p is 6aundif it occurs in a subterm
of p of one of the following forms; limr _. 1, li~_._ 1, lim.r_.t '1, L' 1tk,
and 11.rl=.1' .. ..r ... =' ... , where !C is %i for some i (we include both normal and
not normal stroke terms).

2. An occurrence of a variable y is aplicilty independent of :x, if it has been
declared indep enden t of x.

3. An occurrence of a variable y in the term p is aplicitly dependent on %, if
it haa not been declared independent of 3: and it occurs in a. sub term q of
p of one of the following forms:

(a) di/Ik or Jt Ik.

(b) lim.r_ .1, limr _. - 1, limr _.+ i, or 1,' 1cU where y is different from oX

and the occurrence is in i.

4. An occurrence of a variable % in the term p is uplicitly independent if it
occurs in a subterm of p of the form til / Ik or Jilk.

5. An occurrence of a variable that is not bound is uno ound. An occurrence
of a variable that is neither bound nor dependent is free.

6. We need a special definition for differential terms.

(a) A variable x is the ah,olutely independent variahle of a differential
term I til, if x is the only explicitly independent variable in , that
occurs in 1.
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(b) A variable:z; is the ab.olutely independent variable of the linear com
bination G1'l di 1 + ... + aft'1I, di ft I if it is the absolutely independent
variable of each s; dii for i = 1 ... n. When there is no danger of
confusion, we shall just speak of the independent variable.

(c) If:z; is the absolutely independent variable of the differential term
d, then all other variables in d that have not been declared inde
pendent of:z; are up licitly dependent on:z;. If there is no absolutely
independent variable in d, then all variables in d are called up licitly
dependent.

7. If an occurrence of a variable y is explicitly dependent on some variable :c
different from y or is explicitly dependent, we say that it is dep endent.

8. An occurrence of a term i in a term. is free, if and only if no 0 ccurrence
of variable which is free in i becomes bound, dependent or independent in

••
9. A term i is constant with respect to the variable :& if all unbound variables

in i have been declared independent with respect to:c.

Notice that except for variables declared explicitly independent, all other
types of occurrences are determined syntactically.

As was mentioned in the introduction, dependent variables represent func
tions. This will be made explicit in the interpretation.

2.1.3 Formulas.

We begin with the different types of formulas, starting with the simplest.

Definition 2.9 (Basic formulas) The basic formulas are of four types:

1. Simple equations and inequalities. These are formulas of the forms i :::;: S 1

i :f:. " 't < $, i > " i ::; I, and i 2:: " where i and. are normal, indefinite
integral, or stroke terms. These will be called rimple equation. or simple
inequalitic •.

2. The formulas lim:_.i = ±oo, liIIlr_,-i = ±oo, and limS'_,+ i = ±oo
where x is a variable and i a term, and I is a term or ±oo (for the first
formula). These are also considered .imple equation., although ±oo are
not terms.

3. Equations with differentials. These are of the form. = j, where both s

and j are differential terms.

4. Restricted quantifier formulas. These are formulas whose interpretation
involves quantifiers. We close the basic formulas that do not contain stroke
terms under the following operations. In this definition, A does not con
tains stroke terms.
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(a) (A)nhs., where", and V are the only free variables in A, and A
contains no dependent or independent variable.

(b) (A)nh" where", is a variable that is not dependent in A, and s is a
term. We abbreviate (A)nhn by (A)nhs

Formulas defined in the previous two clauses are called neighb orho od
formula,.

(c) (A)dnhs" (A)dnh..- (A)dnhs" where", is a variable, and. is a term
in which :r: does not occur I or I in case of the first formula, +00 or
-00. These are called deleted neigh6 ornood formula.. The first, two
sided deleted neighborhood formula or briefly deleted neighborhood
formulas, the second, left deleted neighborhood formula, and the last,
right deleted neighborhood formula.

(d) (Ah",], (A)( ..,). (Ah..,), and (A)(",] where", is a variable, and,
and i are terms. In the second and fourth formula. may be -00,
and in the second and third, i may be +00. The.. are called interoal
formula•.

The expressions nh"" nh",., dnh",., [.",i], (.",i), [."'i), and (."'iJ are called
relativizatioru with variable z.

Examples of restricted quan tifier formulas are the following

( , _ 3)
:I: -JI nbs and

Notice that we do not allow differentials in inequalities. We write (A )1%1

when we want to refer to any of the interval from ulas with variable",. We also
write (A)nh.. I.=, for (A)nh..I.... and (A)ps,I.=< for (A)pl .... 'I .... Similarly
with more variables in the stroke. The restriction of applying restricted quatifi
cation only to formulas without stroke terms, is just for simplicity. There is no
essential difficulty in extending the definition. We do allow, however, normal
stroke terms. Thus, for instance

is a permissible formula.
We extend the definitions of the notions for bound. dependent and free

variables to restricted quantifier formulas.

Definition 2.10 (Occurrences of varaibles) All occurrences of", except those
in rand. are bound in formulas (Alnh,,, (A)dnh.. , (A)I...]. (A)(... ), (A)l"')'
or (A)(...]. Occurrences of the other variables that are not declared indepen
dent of:£ in these formulas, except in r and I, are dependent on:r:. Variables
in r or • retain the same character as they had in r or ,. Variables declared
independent of '" are free
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Thus, any variable different from x, which has not been declared independent
of x, occurring in a neighborhood formula of the form (A)nh. is dependent on
x. In formulas (A)nh.. the occurrences of x itself are bound in A, but free in
nhx.

We need a special definition for equations with differentials.

Definition 2.11 A variable x is the (06rolute1y) independent variable of the
equation with differentials r = j, if it is the absolutely independent variable of
both r and j, or of only one of them and the other does not ha ve an absolutely
independent variable.

We next introduce the definition of a line. Lines are a form of sequents, as in
Gentzen's sequent calculus.

Definition 2.12 (Lines) Formulas are of the form A '* B, where B is a
simple equation or an equation with differentials, and A is a finite set of basic
formulas. If A contains only one basic formula we identify A with the formula
it contains.

The last definition of this section is

Definition 2.13 (Algebraic occurrences of terms) We define by recursion
when an occurrence of a term "l is algehraic in a formula A.

1. A is rR" where R is =, ;f:., <, >, ~, or ~J and the occurrence of i is
algebraic in r or .,.

2. A is (B)nb... (B)dnh... or (B)"f and the occurrence of j is algebraic in
',p,orq.

3. A is B !Sl=.l, ....S ..=... and the occurrence of.., is algebraic. in Sl, .. " Sf!.

4. A is B => C I and the occurrence of i is algebraic in one of the basic
formulas of A.

We end this section with a few informal remarks about the interpretation of
formulas. In the metalanguage, we shall abbreviate the formula, which is not a
part of the object-language, denoting the conjuntion of the set A by 1\ A. The
abbreviation of A implies B is A -+ B.

Formulas will be formally interpreted in the next section. Equations and
inequalities are interpreted as what in equational logic are called ,trict equation,
ond inequaliti... Thus, j =• is true if and only if both j and • are defined and,
moreover, j and r denote the same number. Similarly, j ¥: • is true if and only if
both i and r are defined and they are different. This has the consequence that
j ¥: r is not, strictly speaking, the negation ofj = r. Both j =. and j ¥: • imply
that j and I are defined. Thus, in order to express that j is defined, we can
and shall use j =j. Although this way of expressing the domain of definition of
terms may seem awkward, it simplifies the notation for the proof of soundness.
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In the derived system that we shall introduce in Chapter 4, we shall use other
\V3.ys of expressing 'i is defined. 1

The interpretation of restricted quantifier formulas will be clearer after we
give the formal interpretation in the next chapter. Informally, a formula (1 =
')nhop says that there is an open neighborhood N of p (i.e. an open interval
around p) such that if 3: is in N, then 1 = •. The formula (1 = •)nh. aBBerts
that there is an open neighborhood N of 3: such that for all u in N, 1(u) = • (u),
where u is a new variable. The interpretation for deleted neighborhood formulas
is similar.

A formula (1 = ')["IJ is interpreted as saying that for all 3: in the interval
[a,b], 1 = •. Similarly for other interval formulas.

Lines, that is, formulas of the form A => B I when asserted, are interpreted
as aBBerting that the formula 1\ A _ B holds for every value of the unbound
variables. Thus, a line => B asserts that B is universally valid.

Rules are sequences of lines, the last of which is called the conclusion, and
the others, premise lines. Let P 1) •.. I P n be the premise lines of a rule, and C its
conclusion. A rule asserts, that if some assignment to the parameters makes the
premises P l , ... J P" and the lines introduced by functional definition universally
true, then it is pOBBible to complete the assignment with an assignment for the
new parameters in C, such that C is universally true. We shall sp edfy the rules
in the next chapter.

2.2 The metalanguage

In this chapter we provide an interpretation of the object language and of the
rules of the primitive system in a slightly modified system of set theory. We
could define an interpretation without modifying the language of set theory, but
at the cost of considerable complications.

The primitive system and the interpreted system are equivalent in the fol
lowing sense:

If AI, A 21 "0' An' and B are any lines of the primitive system
and A LAt, ..., AL and B I are their interpretations, then we can
obtain B from AI, A 2, ..., and Aft in the primitive system if and
only if we can obtain BI from AL A~, ... , and A~.

We now describe the language, called the metalanguage in which our system
will be interpreted. The metalanguage is the usual language of set theory with
a few modifications. The notation is mostly standard. The main adjustment
we shall make is to restrict some variables and operations to real numbers and
functions over real numbers. The usual lower case letters from the end of the
alphabet u, v, X, !I, and z with or without subscripts, are restricted to real
numbers. We call these variables numerical variable.. We also restrict the
letters f, g, and h to real continuous functions of a real variable, and caU them
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functional oariahler. We add a new set of functional variables, also restricted
to functions continuous in their domains. For each pair of different numerical
variables y and x, we introduce the functional variables Y!l' These functional
variables are called special functional variable., The variable y of the object
language represen ts both a numerical variable, and a variable dependent on
another variable, Bay x, which means that tI is a function. We need, in the
metalanguage, to distinguish between these two usages. Thus, we intra cluce in
the metalanguage the numerical variable Y and the functional variable y" both
interpreting the object-language variable y. Which is the right interpretation
will depend on the context.

Letters C, ell c1 , .. . are binary real functions, called special constants.
Letters (I, h, c are also restricted to real numbers and are called numerical
parameters. \Ve define, just as is usual, the operations on real numbers of
addition, multiplication, etc,~ constant [unctions that include all the elementary
functions, and some specific numbers, such as the rationals, e and 'K. Numerical
term. are those constructed with numerical variables, numerical parameters,
functional parameters, specific numbers, and operations on real numbers.

The usual notation for set theory will be used. We use capital letters as
unrestricted variables for sets, when they are needed. We write IIX for the
function I restricted in its domain to the set X. dol denotes the domain of
the function I. Just as usual, if I is a function and Y is in its domain, I (Y) is
the value of the function at Y. log is the composition of I with g. The usual
notions of free and bound variables are used.

In the metalanguage, we also use identities as strict identities. That is, ~ = $

is true if and only if both 1 and I are defined and equal.
We introduce the following definition of the lambda operator restricted to

numerical terms. This is a rna dification of the usual lambda operator,

Definition 2.14 (A-operator) Let -t be a numerical term, and !Il, !l2, ,.,,!In
all the variables in~ different from x, Zlt Z21 .. ',Zm. Then

.\..,I" •...,'~ = {(u,w) 1V.., (0 = x -+ w =1 [ Yl()
Yb :r:

We note that %1, ••• , %m are the variables interpreting those which have
been declared indep endent of..,. When there is no danger of confusion we shall
omit them.

Notice that x is bound in AX (1'.lt...• I .. and that the only free numericalvari
abies are %1, %2, ' . . , %m. The only special functional variables that -occur in ..\.1: ~

are of the form y %, where !I is differen t from X and is free in -t.
Also, AX -t is a function with domain

dO(.\xI) = {u 13wV..,(u =.., -+ w =1 [ YI()
Yb x
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If v E do(hi), then

A"'i(v) = w if and only if'o'",(v ='" --+ W =i [ V'()
Y1S' !C

v. ])
Y•• (",) .

It is also clear that Y. = A'" V, so we shall use, in general, A'" V for Y•.
Functional term, include A..2d for each numerical term i, functional variables,

and are closed under composition, inverse, and the following analysis operators:
If f is a functional. term, then f', and lim f are one-aIy functional terms,

and Jf is a binary functional term.
If f is a functional term and , a numerical term, then fC') is a numerical

term. In the case of the analysis operators, for , and r numerical terms, we
write f' (r), lim, f, and J: f. We also consider li_~ f as a numerical term.

Notice that the analysis operators for derivatives, differentials, limits and
definite integrals, are only applied to functional terms, that is, to functions. We
do not have indefinite integrals in the metalanguage.

What we have given above, amounts to a simultaneous recursive definition
of numerical and functional terms. We ha.ve to use this recursive procedure in
some of the proofs.

In the metalanguage there are no dependent or independent variables, and
the only bound variables in terms are given by the lambda operator and the set
abstractor. Since the lambda operator is defined in terms of the set abstractor,
this latter one is the only variable binding term operator.

We need to make explicit the relation between V and Y.. that allows them
to interpret the same variable V. This relation is given by the formula

Y.(",) = V (A)

or, what is the same, (h V)("') = v. So we must assume these conditions on
the free variables of the formulas. We shall add a finite number of them as
conditions for every interpreted formula.

We introduce the following abbreviation.

Definition 2.15 Let A be a finite set of formulas or terms of the metalanguage.
Then Sp(A) is the conjunction of all possible formulas of type (A) formed with
the functional variables occurring in A. The formulas in Sp(A) are called the
,pecial formul.. for A.

When there is no danger of confusion, we write Sp with or without subscripts
for Sp(A).

We can prove the following simple properties of the A operator.

Theorem. 1 For every RumericGl term i,

Sp(A'" i) --+ (A'" i("') = A'" i("') --+ A",i(",) = i). (1)

Sp(A"'i)--+(hi(u)=A"'i(u)--+A"'i i,continuo", atu). (2)
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Proof. (1) is an immediate coosequence of the definition and the special for
mulas.

(2) is a consequence of our restriction of functional variables to continuous
functions and the fact that all the constant functions that we are considering
are continuous in their domains.

Theorem 2 1. If i i. a numerical term, then

Sp(,\;o i, AU i, AX u) -0- (,\;0 i)ldo«Au i) 0 (AX u)) = (AU i) 0 (AX u).

That i., the appropriate .pecial formula. imply that if (,\;0 u)(v) and
(Aui)«AXU)(V)) are defined, then (,\;oi)(v) i. defined and

(,\;oi)(v)= «AU;)O(,\;ou»)(v).

2. Let 1 be a numerical term and let til, ... , UOn be all the distinct variahle.
in 1 different from XI Zl, ••. , Zmo Then

i[ Y, Yft x]_;[ Y,
AXY,(U) AXYft(U) U - AXY,(U) ,\;oYft(u)

(Axi., •....• _)(u) =; [..\ Y'() ... , Yft() X].
:I:1ItU .•. ASYnU U

Proof. We prove (1). Assume the special formulas. Suppose,first. that (v,w) E
(..\u i) 0 (..\x u). Then there is a Y such that

\tX(v = X -0- Y= (..\x u)(x)) and \tu(y = U -0- W = (AU;)(U»

By Theorem 1. we have that (Aui)(u) =; and (..\xu)(x) = u. Assume. now,
that 1I = x, then fI = U I and, hence, w = i. Therefore, we have

\tX(v =x -0- W =;).

We also have by Theorem 1, (..\x ;)(x) = i. Hence

\tx(v =x -0- W =(AX i)(x)) ,

Le., (v, w) E AX;.
Suppose, now, that v is in the domain of the composite function, and that

(v, w) E AX;. Then, there are Y and • such that

\tX(V=X -o-y = (..\xu)(x)) and \fu(y =u -0-' = (AU;(U)),

and
\tx(v =X -0- W = (..\x;(x)).

By Theorem 1. (..\xu)(x) = u, (AU;)(U) =;, and (..\xi)(x) =1.
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A6Bume that u =3:. We get that z =., and w =.,. Hence, Z = w. Thus,

Vx(v = x -> y = (-\:r: u(x)) and Vu(y =u -> w = (Auj)(U»,

and, therefore,
(v, w) E (.\u~) 0 (-\:r: u).

We now prove (2). Assume, for simplicity that we only have one variable y

different from x. Suppose

j[ Y X]_i[ Y x]
y,(u) tJ - y,(u) U .

Then

Vx(x =u -> j [y,(u)

So, by the definition of the A operator

x]_j[ y ]
u - y,(x)

[ y xu] .(Axi)(u) = i y,(u)

TheoreIn 3 If C i, a conjunction of .pecial formula. which cont.in. Sp(A)
and C -> A i. uni••r-ally ••Iid, then Sp(A) -> A i. uni.erlOlly ••lid.

Proof. Suppose, for simplicity, that there is only one special functional variable
y, occurring in C but not in Sp(A). Then y. does not occur in A. Thus, C -> A
is logically equivalent to

y,(x) = y -> (Sp(A) -> A).

Since (1) is universally valid, we have,

VyV/(I(x) = y -> (Sp(A) -> A)).

Because 1 does not occur in Sp(A) -> A, (2) is logically equivalent to

Vy«31 f(x) = y) -+ (Sp(A) -> A».

But, for any y, 3/(1(x) = y) is clearly true in set theory, thus we get

Sp(A) -+ A.
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2.3 Interpretation

To each formula A in the ob ject language we associate a formula At of the
metalanguage in four steps. We start with a normal or indefinite integral term 1.

The operators we must eliminate are d/d:x J J I d:r:, lims-_c I, J: •dz, and 11%=Jo
These, plus the differential d, will be called the calculu. ope...!orr. We define a
metalanguage term 1° that does not contain these calculus operators. We then
eliminate differen tials from equations with differentials. Thus, if A is a form ula
or the object-language, we obtain a (ormula A a of the metalanguage with no
calculus operators. Then, we eliminate the restricted quantifier statements and
the stroke statements from A' , to obtain A·. Finally, we obtain Al by changing
A· to Sp(A·) ~ A·.

We write A('ll) for A with. replaced in one or more places by j. Where
the replacement has been made will be clear from the context. We first pick a
new numerical parameter as' for each variable x occurring in the formulas we
~nt to interpret.

Let r be a normal or indefinite integral term. The elimination is done by
recursion. The clauses for the elimination in normal or indefinite integral terms
are the follo wing.

1. If lims-_J 1 occurs in r, but not inside a calculus operator, then there are
two cases

(a) ifj is /(x), then change r to

r(lim /(x)llimf)
so ..... J •

(b) otherwise, r is changed to

r( lim jllim AX j).
so...... •

2. If d1/th occurs in r, hut not inside a calculus operator, then r is changed
to

ell
r( u l(Ad)'(x)).

3. If f't d:z: occurs in r but it is not inside a calculus operator I then there are
two cases

(a) if r is /(x) then change r to

(b) otherwise, change r to

r(f jul [ ,\."j).

'.
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4. If J' i dx occurs in r but it is not inside a calculus operator, then there•are two cases

(a) ifj is I(x), then change r to

r([ l(x)d:J:1 [ f)
• •

(b) otherwise, change r to

5. If tl~=, is a normal stroke term that occurs in r but not inside a calculus
operator then there are two cases

(a) if j is /(x), then change r to

r(l(x)I.=.I/(·»

(b) otherwise, change r to

For the equations with differentials we proceed as follows. Let

be an equation with differen tials A. We first eliminate all calculus operators
from the normal terms '1, ... , 'ft, and P1, ... , Pm to obtain the corresponding
terms with a circle. We then have two cases.

1. If x is the absolutely independen t variable of A, then change all parts of
the form' dJ to (AX')(X)' (AxJ)'(x).

2. If A has no absolutely independent variable, we introduce a new (new to
all the formulas we are interpreting) variable w, and replace all parts of
the form' dJ by (AW ,)(w). (AWi)'(W).

By repeated applications of (1) - (4) and the procedure on equations with
differentials, we can obtain A 0, which is free from calculus op erators. We then
change the neghborhood and interval formulas. Notice that A 0 contains no
dependent, indep endent or bound variables, in the old sense.

Before eliminating the restricted quatifier formulas, we introduce a few ab
breviations in the metalanguage. Let B be a formula of the metalanguage and
u a new numerical variable. Recall that B [~] is the result of substituting of free
occurrences of:& by u in B .
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(B)nla. for 3< > Ollu(i, - ul < <-+ B[;]),

(B)dnh.. for

(B)dnh.+~

3. > Ollu(O < I' - ul < .-+Br.]),

for 3rlly(u> r -+ Br.]),

and similary for -00 and the other deleted neigb orhood formulas.

(BlI",! for lIu(r:O; u:O; , -+ B[;]),

and similarly for the other intervals.
It is clear that (B)nla abbreviates

3. > Ollu(l.. - xl < <-+ Br.]).

The following changes have to be made for the elimination of the restricted
quantified statements. We first eliminate the calculus operatols. Suppose that
we are left with a formula B of the form iR., where R is =, <, >, ::;, or ~.

Then if I is a relativization with variable x, (Bli is

«Ax1)(x)R(Ax ,)(x)lI.

IfB is of the form (A)nh,.. then (E)i is

IfB is of the form (A)dnh,.. then (B)i is

Similarly for the other deleted neighborhood formulas.
If B is of the form (A)in'I' then (B)i is

Similarly for the other intervals.
If B contains only x and v, as free numerical variables, change for B'"

(B)nh<, to 3. > Oliullu(lI(u,u) - (x,y)1I < <-+ B(xlu)(ylu)).

The following changes must be made to eliminate the stroke operator from
stroke terms that are not normal. We first eliminate the calculus operators.
For simplicity, we assume that there are only two variables under the stroke.
We write A (1 1.=" ,=,) for a formula A indicating explicitly one occUrrence of a
term with the stroke, The changes are made in three steps. First, any formula of
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the form A(i!.=,.,=,) i. replaced by the formula Vu,(il.=,.,=, = u, _ A(u,)
where u 1 is a new variables. Second, we transform -tl s=" '=i =u to

where til and Wl are new variables. Finally, we transform i]S='filY=Ul = Ul in
the following way. Suppo.e that y. and y. occur in i. Then, UI.=», ,=u, = u,)'
is

V:r:VvVuVv(x= v,A V= w, A(.\u y)(u) = w, A (.\vy)(v) =w,_i =u,).

These changes are needed to avoid collisions of bound variables. We proceed
similarly for the cases with more variables, or other occurrences of special func
tional variables. We must be careful to avoid collisions of variables. That is. no
variable in r or r must become bound. If they do, it is necessary to alphabeti
cally change the variables.

For instance, (A)nhzJ Iz=~ is translated first to

Vu(u = s 1.=, - (A)"h.. )

where u is a new variable. Then, to

Vu(Vv(v = i _ u = .1.=.) - (A)"h.. )

where t1 is a new variable, and finally to

Vu(Vv(v =i _Vx(x=v _ .. =.)) - (A)"h.. ).

Notice that in case Xv occurs in " we must make the same adjustments as
above.

Note that given that the special formulas for A are true, the interpretation
of normal stroke terms as normal terms or as not normal stroke terms are
equivalent. For instance, if we take 11.~=. = i '1,=,1, where the terms are normal,
the interpretation i. (.\xi)(.) = (.\Vi')(l). If we interpret the formula as if the
terms were not normal we get the following. i!so=, = i'I'='1 corresponds to

Vu(Vv(v =. _Vx(x = v _i =u) _Vw(w =,,_ VV(V =w _i' =u))).

But, given the special formulas, Vx(x = v _ i = u) i. equivalent to (.\xi)(v) =
u, and Vv (V = w _ i' = u), to (.\y i')( w) = u. Thus, by logical transformations,
we get the result.

In particular, the formula il4'=so = ilso=so, when the terms are Dormal, is
interpreted by (.\xi)(x) = (.\xi)(x). Thus, it say. that i is a function of z,
which is defined at %. So in this way, we caD say in our language that a term
i, in particular a variable V, is a function of x. We shall write in this case i(z)
instead of ilso=4" Similarly, for normal terms 1lso=" we shall write sometimes
i(') and declare that the indep enden t ~ariable of i i. x.
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After repeatedly applying these substitutions. we obtain for each atomic A
in the object language, a formula A· in the metalanguage. If A is a finite set
of formulas of the object-language, we write A' for the set of C' with C in A.

If D is a compound formula of the object language, A :} B. then D' is
/\A' __ B'. Finally, DI is SpeD') __ D'.

A fact to notice is that free variables in the primitive formula remain free
in the interpreted formula either as a numerical or special functional variable,
hound variables disapp ear I dependen t variables become free special variables
occurring in the scope of a lambda operator (we shall also call them dependent

variable.), and indep endent variables become free but as arguments of a function
defined by the use of the lambda operator, that is, as $ in ita last occurrence
in a term of the form '\",1(",). We shall also call variables '" occurring in such
contexts, independent.

2.4 Preliminary lemmas

For proving the soundness of some of the rules that deal with restricted quan
tifiers and the replacement rules we need the following lemmas.

Lenuna 1 Let v oe a different variable from the variable x. Then

(AI A ... A A.)dnh., .... (Add.h., A··· A (An)dnh..

(AIA···AA.)I .... (AdIA"'A(Anh

where I i. an interval, are t.mivenally valid.

Proof. The proof of the first two statements is almost immediate from the fact
that the intersection of a finite number of open sets is open. The third statement
depends on the distributivityof the universal quantifier over conjunction.

LeDUllB. 2 Let A he a let of tran,{ation. of 6a.ic formular to the metalanguage,
and., anel • numerical term. in the metalanguage. Suppo,e that C ~ (I\A -+

., = .) i. a formula of the metalanguage, true for all auignmentJ of the variable.,
and let I he any of the relativization. with l1ariahle :c. Let 111, ... , lin. he all the
free varia1Jle. in i and , not in A and different /rom !t, %1, ••• , Zm. Then

C A «,\", YI)("') = ('\"'Yd("'))I A··· A «'\"'Y.)(",) = p", Yd("')h--

«/\ Ali -- «hi., _)("') = (,\""., .....• _)("')lIl

i. true for all auignmenb of it. variaole', where (A A h i. the conjunction 0/
all formula. in A relativizea to I.
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Proof. 'Ib be specific, we shall prove it when I is Db... and A consists of the
formulas p = q and (B)[mnj. For simplicity, we shall not write C and assume
no Zl, ... , Zm J and that there is only one variable 11 free in i and I but not in
A.

Suppose
p = q /\ (B)[m'd --+ j = r

is universally valid. We have to show that

(p... y)(...) = p.... y)(...».h. /\ (-\... p)( ) = (.\... q)( ».h./\
((B)[(h mX.).(h ,X.)I).h. --+ (.\... 1)( ) =(h .)( ».hs·

(I)

Assume (1), that .\'" y is defined on a neighborhood of "', and that A is also
true in a neighborho od of "'. By Lemma 1, all these formulas can be true in
the same neighborhood N of "'. Let ... be in N. Then (.\ ... y)( ... ) is defined.
(A"'p)(U) = P",q)(u) and (B){C'.mX.).(h,X.)]'

For simplicity} we assume that PI ql r\ and m have only one free variable z

different from",. By Theorem 2, we have

(.\ p)(u) = p [(.\'" :)(u) :],

(.\ q)(u) = q [(.\",:)(u), :],

(.\zr)(u) = r [(.\ :)(u) :],

(hm)(u) = m [(.\ :)(u) :].

From (1), we get,

(.\",y)(u) = (.\",y)(u)/\p [(.\"':)(U) :] =q [(h:)(U) :] /\

(B)[(h mX.).(h,X.)1 --+

j[(.\",:)(U) (.\... :)(u) :]=r[(-\... :)(u) (.\",:)(u) :].

So, by the hypotheses and (2)-(5)

I [(.\... :)(U) (.\... :)(u) :]=·[(.\... :)(u) (.\... :)(u) :].

By Theorem 2 we obtain

(.\... 1)( ...) = (.\... r)(u).

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Thus, .\'" j and .\'" r are equal on the neighborhood of"" N, which is the desired
conclusion.
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Chapter 3

The • ••prlnutlve system.

We start this chapter with the formal definition of a rule.

Definition 3.1 (Rules) The rules a:;sert that from a set of lines. called the
premi,e line. of the rule (the set of premises may be empty), another line,
called the conclu,ion of the rule, is derived. The declarations in the premise
lines (about some variables being independent of other variable) are inherited
by the conclusion.

We noW give a list of the rules. Each rule will be given with its interpreta
tion. Occasionally, we give as translations formulas which are clearly logically
equivalent to the official interpretation.

We can actually prove the equivalence between the primitive and interpreted
systems. That is, we must prove that if D 1, ... , D'II, yields D is a rule of the
system and D ~ I ••• I D ~ are true in the reals for an assignmen t to the free
variables, and interpretation of the numerical parameters, then nt is also true,
for the some assignment to the free variables and interpretation to the numerical
parameters which extends the previous one. This will prove the soundness of
the primitive system. In order to prove the faithfulness of the interpretation,
we must also prove that if D\, ...• D~ are translations of the premises of a
rule, and DI (which is a translation of the formula D of the object-language) is
a consequence of nt, ... ,D~ in the metalanguage, then from D 1, ... , D Il we
can obtain D in the primitive system. In many cases, it will be obvious from
the form of the interpretation that soundness or faithfulness are true. In some
other cases l we must add a short proof.

When A is a set of formulas, for simplicity we shall write A for the conjunc
tionof A. In all the rules, unless explicitly stated otherwise, u, v, W, %, V, and
z are variables, a, b, c, d are individual constan ts, and m, P, q, r I $ and i are
terms. In many cases, we shall not repeat in the interpretation restrictions on
the terms and formulas which are mentioned in the primitive rule. It is assumed
that these restrictions also apply to the interpretation.
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301 Definitions of functions

Although definitions of functions are a form of introduction rules, which will be
treated in the next section, they have special features that deserve a separate
treatment.

Rule 3.1 (FD) Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

where ., 1= =:r is a normal term. f should not occur in 1 or in previous lines and
all functional parameters occuring in i should have been defined previously.

This conclusion can 80160 be written in our alternative notation

lex) =lex) ~ f(x) = lex)

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Sp -+ «;lxlO)(x) = (;lxlO)(x) -+ f(x) = (;lxlO)(x))

As it can be seen, these are conditional definitions.
Proof. Here we have nothing to prove, because the interpreted line is a le
gitimate conditional definition in the metalanguage. Thus, the line defines the
function f =AX l °.

We define, now I validity of a line

Definition 3.2 (Validity) A line A is ••Iid with , ..peet to the function defi
nition, D 11 D 2 I ••• , D ft if it caD be obtained by a sequence of applications of
the rules possibly using the rule FD with lines D" D 2 , •.•• D •.

If ", h> ... , f. are the functional parameters defined in D 1, D 2 •••• , D ••
then we also say that A is valid relative to It, ... , f.

When we prove that the rules are correct, what we shall have proved about
valid lines is the following. Let A be valid with resp ect to the function definitions
D" D 2, .... D •. Then A is a valid line only if

Dt/\D~/\ ... /\D~ -+ AI

is universally valid in the real numbers.
In order to prove that the rule as introduce is definitional, we need to verify

its noncreativity and eliminability of function definitions FD.
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The noncreativity is easy to verify. For simplicity, we assume that there is
only one definition

(A",i)(",) = (A",i)(",) .... f("') = (,\",i)("')

in the derivation of A and that f does not occur in A. Then, we have that

(A",i)(",) = (A",i)(",) .... f("') = (,\",i)(",) .... AI

is a valid formula. Thus,

3f('\"'i)("') = P",i)(",) .... 1("') = (A",I)(",» .... AI

is also a valid formula. But, since / does not occur in -t

3/«'\"'1)(",) = (,\",1)(",) .... 1("') =('\"'I)(x))

is equivalent to

(,\", i)(x) = (A",i)(x) .... 3/(1(x) = (.\x I)(x»

which is obviously valid. Therefore Al is valid. lIence we have proved that if
a defined function does not occur in a line, we can eliminate its definition as a.
condition for its validity.

In order to prove the eliminability of defined terms, we must examine all the
rules, so we must wait until the end of this chapter.

The noncreativity that we have just showed, proves the correctness of the
following rule, that is similar to the premise elimination rules to be introduced
in Section 3.6.

Rule 3.2 (DE) Elimination of definitions.
Premise lines. A is valid with respect to il, ... , In' 91, ... gm' and fl' ... ,

f. do not occur in A (n or m may be 0).
Conclusion. A is valid with respect to gl, ...• gm.

3.2 Introduction rules

Rule 3.3 (II) Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

A=>B
where all the formulas in A and B are algebraic and 1\ A .... B is universally
valid in the real numbers.

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

where all the formulas in A and B are algebraic and 1\ A .... B is universally
valid in the real numbers.
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Pro of. Since A and B are algebraic the interpretation does not change them
and their are no special formulas, so that the two rules are obviously equivalent.

Rule 3.4 (IF) Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Sp(j', ,') _ (j' = " _ j' = ,')

When there is no need to specify the particular special formulas, we abbre
viate the special formulas by Sp with or wihout subscripts. It will be clear from
the context, which are the special form ulas needed.

3.3 Substitution rule.

Let A be a set of basic formulas. We write A ~::.::'.;':] for the result of substi
tuting all free occurrences of the distinct variables ,zl, ••• , Xfl by the terms ~ 1,

••• , '1ft., We assume that the resulting set, Al:t.'.:::;.:r....L is a set of basic formulas.
In particular, differential terms occur only in equations in which both sides are
differential terms. If this is not the case. then the substitution is forbidden.
When A[:;,::o:,'tz.-] is a set of basic formulas, we say that Xl, ..• 1 X n are free for
i l , ... , in in A.

Rule 3.5 (Sub) Premise line:
A:;.B

Conclusion:
A"'······] j =1 ... j = j :;. B .. ·······]l:tl ~. l 1 1, ,ft n. 1::1 1 •••••1..

where Zi, for j = 1, ,n, does not occur dependentor independent in A or B,
and :r; 11 ••• I .2:n are free for il,'" I 1n in A and B.

Interpretation. For simplicity we shall only use one variable :c.
Premise line:

Sp _ (A' _ B')

Conclusion:
Spi\Sp,_ (A·[f.]i\j· =j' -B·[f.])

where Sp, contain the new special formulas that relate to j' .
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Proof. Supp ose that
Sp ..... (A' ..... B')

is true. Then, since % is neither dependent nor independent, it does not occur
in Sp, and hence

(Sp t\ A' r:.] /\1' = i') ..... (B' [~.]))

Hence, we obtain the conclusion.

3,4 Stroke rules

The rules for the stroke operator will be denoted by Str with a number. If A is
a basic formula or a set of basic formulas, we abbreviate by A !S'=s,l' =1 the resuit
of applying the stroke operator to all the formulas in A. For simplicity, we use
only two variables x and II, but there may be any finite number of them. We
ahve the same rules for the normal stroke with onr variable. The interpretation
of the stroke rules seem very complicated, because of the need to avoid collisions
of bound variables, but they are logically very simple.

Rule 3.6 (Strl) Premise line:

A:>B

Conclusion:

Interpretation. For simplicity, we assume that A is p = q and B is r = m.
where P, 2,", and m are terms. We also assume that V occurs dependent on x in
q, but free in the other terms. The proof for the other possibilities are similar.
Premise line:

S ( , , , ')Pl -+ P = q -+ r = m

Conclusion: The interpretation of the conclusion is very complicated, so we
shall do it by steps. We begin by stating the conclusion for the case we are
considering.

We first put stars on all the terms. Then the subformula p'I,=,.,,=,. =
q.!:=, -. J =1- is replaced by

(2)
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In (2) we replace q'I.=." ,=,. = U I by

Similarly, p'I.=.",=,· =Ul is replaced in (2) by

'Iu,'Iw3(V3 = " A w3 = j' -> 'I:rNy(x = v3 A Y = w3 -> P = u,))

Thus, (2) is changed to

'Iu,('Iv,'Iw,(v, = .. Aw, =j' -> \/:rNy(x = u,Ay = w,A(h y)(x) = w, -> q =ud)

-> 'Iv3'1w3(v3 = .. AW3 =j' -> \/x'ly(x = V3A Y =w3 ->P =u,))).

The changes in the rest of the conclusion are similar. So, we obtain

Sp, -> (,' =,' A j' = t" A \/UI(VV,'Iw,(v, = .. A w, = j'

- 'Ix'ly(x = v, A Y = w, A (Ax y)(x) = w, -> q = ud)

- 'Iu3'1w3(V3 = " AW3 = j' -> 'Ix'ly(x = v3 A Y = w3 -> P = u,)))

_ 'Iu,('Iu.'Iw,(v, =,' Aw, =j' _ 'Ix'ly(x = v, A Y = w, -> r = u,))

- 'Ius'lws(vs =.' A Ws = j' _ 'Ix'ly(x = Vs A Y = Ws -> m = u,)))

We also give the interpretation for normal stroke terms. The special case of
the rule that we shall give is
Premise line.

p=q~r=m

Conclusion.

where all terms are normal.
The interpretation of the premise is the same as before, but the conclusion

is interpreted by

SP3 - (,' =,. A (Axp')(,') =(Axq')(,') -> (hr')(,') = (hm')(s)

Notice that SP3 may be different from the old Sp, since there may be more
special variables in SP3'

Proof, The proof is obtained from logic, and the fact that Sp, contains the
formula y = (Ax y)(x).

We shall not give any more interpretations for normal stroke terms, unless
required by the rule, since they are usually simpler to interpret, and the proofs
for general stroke terms imply those for normal terms.
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Rule 3.7 (Str2) Premi5e line:

Conclusion:
C, pr.:JRq:}B

where p contains neither dependent nor independent variables, and R is =, :Fl
<, >, ::;, or ~.

Interpretation. Premise line:

Sp _ (C' AVu(VuVw(u =,' A w = j'

_ VxVy(x = u A Y= w _ p' = u» _ uRq') _ B')

Conclusion:
Sp_ (C' Ap·r,!,.]Rq· _B')

Pro of. From logic, we get that

Vu(VuVw(u = ,. A w = j' --+ VxVy(x = u Ay = w _ p' = u»

is equivalent to p' r,!t .JRq, 50 the result is clear.

Rule 3.8 (Str3) Premise line:

C, pr.:JRq :} B

Conclusion:
C, PI.= ••J=,Rq:} B

where p contains neither dependent nor independent variables, and R is =, #,
<, >,:$, or;:::.

Interpretation. Premise line:

Sp_ (C' Ap·r,!,.]Rq· --+B')

Conclusion:

Sp_ (C' AVu(u = q_

VuVw(u = .. Aw =j' _ VxVy(x =uAy = w_ p'Ru») _ B')
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Rule 3.9 (Str4) Premise line:

C :;. pl.=.,,=, = q

Conclusion:
C:;. p!:n =q

where p contains neither dependent nor independent variables.

Interpretatione Premise line:

Sp -+ (C· -+ Vu(u = q' -+ VvVw(v = .. Aw = j' -+ VxVy(x = vAy = w -+ p' = UI))

Conclusion:
Sp -+ (CO -+ Pr.?,.] =q)

Rule 3.10 (Str5) Premise line:

C :;. pr.n =q

Conclusion:
C :;. pl.=.,,=. = q

where p contains neither dependent nor independent variables.

Interpretation. Premise line:

Sp -+ (CO -+ p'r.?,.] = q')

Conclusion:

Sp -+ (C· -+ Vu(u = q' -+ VvVw(v = .' Aw = j. -+ VxVy(x = vl\y = w -+ p' = u)))

Rule 3.11 (Str6) Premise line:

Conclusion:
C,pRq,x=" y=j:;.B

where p contains neither dependent nor independent variables,and· R is =, ;;j;,
<,>,:5:,or~.
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Interpretatian~ Premise line:

Sp -+ (C' 1\ Ifu(u = q' -+

Ifulfw(u =,'/\ w =,' -+ 't:rNy(:r: =v I\y= w -+ p'Ru)) -+B')

Conclusion:
Sp-+ (C'/\pORq'I\:r:= sl\y =,' -+B')

Rule 3.12 (Str1) Premise line:

C,X=SI y=i::>p=q

Conclusion:
C ~ pl.=.,,=, =q

where p contains neither dependent nor independent variables.

Interpretation. Premise line:

Sp -+ (C' I\:r: =.' /\ Y =1' -+ p' = qO)

Conclusion:

Sp -+ (C' -+ 'tutu = q' -+ 'tv'tw(v = ,'I\w =,' -+ 't:r:lfy(:r: = ul\y = w -+ p' = u))

Rule 3.13 (5tr8) Premise line:

C, p!.=.,,=,Rq ~ B

Conclusion:
C, p!.=,Rq ~ B

if:J: does not occur free, dependent or independent in P, and R is =: -:f' <, >,
:5, or ~.

Interpretation~ Premise line:

Sp -+ (C' 1\ 'tutu = q -+ Ifulfw(u = " 1\ w = "

-+ 't:r:'ty(:r: =u /\ Y =w -+ pRu))) -+ B')

Conclusion:

Sp -+ (CO 1\ Ifu(u = q' -+ 'tw(w =,' -+lfy(y = w -+ p'Ru))) -+ B')
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Rule 3.14 (Str9) Premises:

Conclusion:

A, => y = i

C=>p=q

(1)

(2)

(3)

Interpretation. IIere we assume that !I occurs dependent on x in p. Other
cases are similar.
Premises:

Sp, - (Ai - x = $)
Sp, _ (A; _ y =i')

SP3 - (C' - p' =q')

Conclusion:

Sp\ /\ Sp, /\ SP3 - (Ai /\ A; /\ C' _ Vuf:tlvVw(v =" /\ w =i'

_ V:z:(:z: = v /\y = w /\,\:z: y(:z:) = w _ p' = u)) _ q' = u))

(1 )

(2)

(3)

Proof. For simplicity, we suppose that neither x nor y occur in $ or 1, and
thus we do not need the new variables u and w. Assume the premises of the
interpreted rule, the formulas,

and
Vx(:z:= " /\,\:z:y(x)=i' _p' =u).

We then get from (1),

and

But, by Sp, y = ,\:z: y(:z:), so by (3),

",=,' /\'\",y(",)=i'.

Thus, we obtain by (2), p' = u, and hence, by (4),

which is the desired conclusion.
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Rule 3.15 (Strl0) Premise line:

A ~ pl,=.,.=< = q

Conclusion:
A ~ pl.=< = q

if % does not 0 cenr free, dep enden t or indep endent in p.

Interpretation. Premise line:

Sp _ (A" _ Vu(u = q" _ VvVw(v = ,"I\w =;" _ VxVy(x = vl\y = w _ p" = v!)))

Conclusion:

Sp, _ (A" _ Vu(u = q" _ 'vw(w =;" _ Vy(y = w _ p' = uj)))

Rule 3.16 (Strll) Premise line: :-lone.
Conclusion:

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Sp _ (;" = i" _ Vu(u =;" _ VvVw(v = xl\w = Y _ VxVy(x = vl\y = w _;" = v»)))

Rule 3.17 (StrI2) Premise line:

A~ 11,=. = r

where i I.s-=. is a normal term.
Conclusion:

A ~ 1= r

if't is constan t with reap ect to :£.

Interpretation. Premise line:

A" _ (.\x;")(') = r"

Conclusion:
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305 Prop ositionallogic rules

Rule 3.18 (MP) This rule can be called Modus Ponens or hypothetical syllo
gism.
Premise lines:

A, j =, ~ a
D ~ j=,

Conclusion:
A,D~a

Interpretation. Premise lines:

Sp, _ (A' A l' = " _ a')

Sp 2 - (DO _ j' =,')

Conclusion:
Sp,_(AOADO_aO)

Pro of. From the two premises, we get

Sp, ASp, _ (AO AD' _ EO).

(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

(.)

SPa is a sub conjunction of SPl /\ Sp2" Thus, by Theorem 3, we obtain the
conclusion.

Rule 3.19 (PC) Proof by cases.
Premise lines:

A, j, oft '" ... , jn oft 'n ~ a
D"jl=,,~a

Conclusion:
A,D tl ... ,Dn:::>B
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Interpretation. Premise lines:

F 1\ Sp 11\ ... 1\ Sp, (A° 1\ ji # .; 1\ j~ # .; ..... BO)

GII\ Spl (j; = .;1\ D I BO)

(1 )

(2)

(n + 1)

where SPt, , .. , Sp", contain the special formulas for i1 = 'l,"" in = f'l' F,
those for A and B, and G;, those for Di.
Conclusion:

F 1\ G ..... (AOI\D ..... BO)

Since we do not have negations in the consequent of lines, we need to express
the assertion of the negation of a formula in some way. A negation line is a line
of the form

such that

is true. If we have a negation line, then we can assert the line with one of the
formulas in the antecedent negated. This is a form of proof by contradiction.
We will not allow an arbitrary negation line, because the system would then
be very nonconstructive, and we do not need them. So, for the moment, we
introduce just three

A, i< I::> i = "

A,i> ,::>"=S,

and
A=? R =0,

where n is the name of a number different from O. Later, we shall add other
negation formulas. We have the following rule

Rule 3.20 (PCo) Proof by contradiction.
Premise lines , None
Conclusion,

A, B =? C

where A, -,B => C is a negation line and -,B is an equation or inequality
equivalent to the negation of B , which is itself an equation or inequality,

Interpretation. It is obvious.
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3.6 Premise elimination rules

Rule 3.21 (PEl) Premise line:

A, (y ='h ~B

Conclusion:
A,('='h~B

where h is either empty, negh borhood, deleted neighborhood, or interval; y is a
variable that does not occur in A,B or J I and V is different from the variable
that occurs in h.

Interpretation. \Ve assume that h is nhx. The other cases are similar.
Premise line:

Sp -+ (A· A (.Axy(x) = (.Ax ')(X»)nhr) -+ B·)

where C contains the special formulas for A, B, and s.

Conclusion:

Sp,-+ (A· A«hr')(x) = (.Axs·)(X»)nhr -+B·)

Proof. Suppose that the premise, Sp, A·, and «.Ax ,·)(x) = (.Ax,· )(X))nhr are
true. Sp is of the form (.Axy)(x) = yASp" Then, since y is not free in Sp" ,.,
A\ or B·, we have, from the premise,

3f3y(f(x) = y A (f(x) = (.Axs· )(x»)nhr) -+ (Sp, -+ (A· -+ B·))

But «.Ax ,·)(x) = (.Ax ,')(X))nhr means that .Ax,· is defined in a neghborhood
of x. Since,· is a term built with continuous functions, A~,· is continuous
wherever it is defined, and hence, it is continuous in a neighborhood of x. Also,
by Theorem 1, (.Ax,·)(x) = ,', Thus, if we set y =,' and f =.Ax,·, we obtain

3f3y(f(x) = y A (1(",) = (.Ax")(x llnhr)'

so that we obtain B· ,

Rule 3.22 (PE2) Premise line:

A,(y, =Y1h., "" (Yn = y.h. ~B

Conclusion:
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where Ul1 .•. ,Un do not occur in A and B,and hI, . .. , h" are neighborhoods or
intervals.

Interpretation. We suppose for simplicity that there are two variables Y and
• and that we have as premise:

Sp -> ((AO /\ ((Az y)(z) = (.\.1: Y)(Z»).h. /\ ((Az y)(z) =(.\.1: y)(z)l[.. 'J/\

((AY')(Y) = (AY')(Y).h, -> BO)

Conclusion:

Proof. We have that Sp is (.\xy)(z) = y/\(Ay.)(y) =, "Sp,. Since neither
!I, nor z occur in Sp 1, A <0 or B·, we get,

3j3g3y3.(f(z) =y "g(y) =, /\ (f(z) = (f(Z»).h. /\ (f(z) = !(z)l["'J/\
(g(y) = (g(Y))nh,) -+ (Sp, -+ (AO -+ BO»)

But clearly there are such functions j and g. So we get,

Rule 3.23 (PE3) Premise line:

A, (f(:z:) =.). ~ B

Conclusion:
A, (, = 'h ~ B

where h is either empty, neghborhood, deleted neiborhood, or interval, and:z: is
the variable that occurs in h; f is a functional parameter that does not occur
inA,B or 6.

Interpretation. We assume that h is nh:z:. The other cases are similar.
Premise line:

Sp -+ (AO "(f(:z:) = (A,..O)(:Z:))nh. -+ BO)

Conclusion:

Sp -+ (A° /\ ((Az ,O)(z) = (A,..O)(:Z:})nh. -+ B")
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301 Restricted quantifier rules

The following are some neighb orhood aod interval rules, QR, that deal with
the restricted quaotifier formulas. The validity of several of these rules depeud
on the fact that all terms which we are considering define functions that are
continuous in their domains. We may need more of these rules. In the computer
implementatioD, it may be possible an automatic implementation.

Rule 3.24 (QRl) Premise line:

where all stroke terms are normal.
Conclusion:

A, (C)nlu, ~ B

Interpretation. Suppose that C is ~ = r.
Premise line:

Sp, - ((AO 1\ (hi')(.O) = (A..,.O)(.O) ..... BO)

Conclusion:

Sp, _ (AO 1\ «(A,d)(x) = (AxrO)(x)):........ BO)

where SPI aod Sp, contain the special formulas, aod SPI is a part of Sp,.

Proof. «Ax jO)(",) = (Ax r' )(x))n... says that these two functions coincide
when", is on a neighborhood of •. Since they are define on a neighborhood,
they are defined at •. Hence, (hrO)(.) =(A",jO)(.).

Rule 3 .25 (QR2) Premise line:

A, (C)nlu, r < x < • =? B

Conclusion:
A, (C)... =? B

where r and p are terms or ±oo.

Interpretation. For simplicity, we assume that C is ~ = " and that we have
(r",p).
Premise:

Sp _ (AO 1\ «Axj')(x) = (Ax .0)(X))nh./\ rO <:z; < pO ..... BO)
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Conclusion:

Sp -> (A·/\ «>'",'.)("') = (>,,,, ,.)(",))(, ••••) -> B·)

Proof. The interpreted rule is clearly valid, because if a function is defined on
any interval, then it is defined in a neighborhood of any interior point of the
interval.

Rule 3.26 (QR3) Premise line:

A, « C),)l ~ B

Conclusion:
A, (Cli ~ B

where I is any of the relativizations.

Interpretation. To be specific, we assume that I is nh~ Premise .line:

Conclusion:

Rule 3.21 (QR4) Premise line:

A, (C)"hI. ~ B

Conclusion:

Interpretation. For simplicity, we shall consider the case where C is, = ,.
Premise line:

Sp,-+ (A' /\«>."".)(",) = <>.", '·)("'))"hI•• -+ B·)

Conclusion:
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Rule 3.28 (QR5) Premise line:

(p = i)ob.. => B

Conclusion:
(p = i)ob.. I.=" (u = ')ob.. => B

where J l~=, is a normal stroke term.

Interpretation. Premise line:

Conclusion:

Proof. Suppose the premise and the antecedent of the conclusion. By Theorem
2, the anteceden t of the conclusion and the sp ecial rormulaa, we have that

and

when :c is on a neighborhood of r· .
Since (AZU)(Z) = (AZ ,)(z) when Z is on a neighborhood ofro, and (AU pO)(u) =

(AU JO )(u) when U is in a neighborhood of (AZ ,0 )(rO), we have that

when Z is on a neighborhood of rO. But this implies «h pO )(z) = (AZ iO )(x»ob.. •.
Thus, by the premise, we get BO.

Rule 3.29 (QR6) Premise lines:

B, (J = 'h => C

Conclusion:

(1)

(2)

(Ah, (YI = Ylh,· .. , (Yo = Yolk, B => C

where h is any of the relativizations with variable z, and YI, ... , Yo are the
unbound variables in't and, not occurring unbound in A different from :c and
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not declared independent of x.

Interpretation. We shall assume that h is nhx. The other cases are similar.
We shall also assume that there is only one unbound variable y different from
x.
Premise lines:

Sp, --+ (A' --+ t =,')
Sp, --+ (E' II (j' =,' )nh. --+ C')

Conclusion:

SP3 --+ (((.\:c y)(x) = (.\xY)(X))nh, II ((A)~h' ,\B' --+ C)

where SP3 contains SPl and SP2"

(I)

(2)

Proof. This is obtained from Lemma 2, since, from Premise (1), we have that,
given the special formulas

«.\X y)(x) = (.\:c Y)(X))nh' II (A)nhr --+ (j = ')nh•.

Rule 3.30 (QR'Ta) Premise line:

where "1 is 11~=S' and r1 is,., or"l is r\%=.r and 11 is 1, or 11 is 11S'=, and "1 1S

rls:=% I and h is nh or dnh.
Conclusion:

Interpretation. We assume that j, is j 1,=, and " is ,.
Premise line:

Sp --+ (A' II «.\x (.\x j' )(x))(x) = (Ax,' )(x )lh.. --+ B')

Conclusion:

Sp --+ (A' II «.\xj')(x) = (.\x")(X))hu --+ E')

Rule QR7b is the same as QR'Ta with premise line and conclusion inter
changed.
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Rule 3.31 (QR8) Premise:

Conclusion:
A, i!.=. f 0, (i = i)nh. :} B

where i l~ =. is a normal term.

Interpretation. Premise:

Sp - (A' A «>.xi')(x) f O)n"',' _ B·)

Conclusion:

Sp _ (A· A (>.x i·)(") # 0 A «A.d· )(x) =(>.xi· )(x))n'",. _ B·)

Proof. The anteceden t of the conclusion implies that>'.z i" is a continuous
function in a neighborhood of ' •. Thus, if (Axi·)(,·) # 0 then (>.xi")(x) # 0
in a neighborhood of,· .

Rule 3.32 (QR9) Premise line:

where R is 2: I > I :S or <.
Conclusion:

A, il.=.SO, (i = i)nh.. :} B

where S is > if R is ;:: or >, and S is < if R is :s or <.
Interpretation. Premise line:

Sp _ (A· A «AX i· )(x )RO)n"'. _ B·)

where R is ~, >, ~ or <.
Conclusion:

Sp _ (CA· A «Axi·)(x) = (Axi·)(X))nh... A (Axi·)(s)SO _ B·)

where S is > if R is ;:: or > , and S is < if R is :s or <.
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Rule 3.33 (QR10) Premise line:

A, (C)dnh.. :} B

Conclusion:
A, (C)nh<. :} B

Interpretation. Premise line:

Sp _ (At /\ (Ct)d"h... _ B t )

Conclusion:
Sp - (At /\ (Ct)"n.•• _ Bt)

Rule 3.34 (QRll) Premise line:

A, (B )••h.,t :} C

Conclusion:

Interpretation. Premise line:

Sp _ (At /\ (Bt)d"....t _ C t )

Conclusion:
Sp _ (A t /\ (Bt)d".... _ C t )

Rule 3.35 (QR12) Premise line:

A, (Bld"h.. - :} C

Conclusion:
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Interpretationa Premise line:

Sp -+ (A' /\ (B')dnb.. ,- -+ C'

Conclusion:
Sp -+ (A' /\ (B')dnb.. , -+ C')

Rule 3.36 (QR13) Premise line:

Conclusion:

Interpretationa Premise line:

Sp -+ (A' /\ (B')dnb.. , -+ C')

Conclusion:
Sp -+ (A' /\ (B')dnh<,"t /\ (B')dnb..·- -+ C')

Rule 3.31 (QR14) Premise line:

Conclusion:
du

A, (1 = ')nh., d3: t- 0 ~ B

Interpretationa Premise:

Sp, -+ (A' /\ ((Aul')(u) =(Au ")(U))nb. -+ B')

Conclusion:

Sp, -+ (A' /\ ((Ax 1')(x) = (Ax " )(X))nh. /\ (Ax U )'(x) t- 0 -+ B')
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Proof. Assume the premise and the antecedent of the conclusion. Since
(AX u),(x) "I 0, AX u is one-ta-one in a neighborhood of x. Hence, the inverse
function is continuous in a neighborhood of u. We also have, by the special
formulas, Ax u(x) = u. Thus, by Theorem 2, AU X is this inverse.

Hence, by Theorem 2,

and

in a neighborhood of u, so that

in a neighborhood of u. Therefore 1 by the premise, we get B", and hence. the
conclusion.

Rule 3.38 (QR15) Premise line:

where Go, al, Idots, an are terms that are constan t with respect to x.
Conclusion:

A, a; "10 =? B

where i = 1, 2, ... , or n.

Interpretation. Premise line:

Conclusion:
Sp,_ (A· 1\ a; "I O-W)

Rule 3.39 (QR16) Premise line:

A, (pRxS q)•• , =? B

where Rand S are < or S, and if Rand S are S, then p"'q is [pxq], if Rand
S are <, then pxq is (pxq), and similarly for the other two possibilities. Also, p
and q should be constant with respect to x.
Conclusion:
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Interpretation. We shall assume that I''''q is (p",q)
Premise line:

SPl -+ (A' 1\ Vu(p' < u < q' -+ (>.",p')(u) < u < (A",q')(U)) -+ B')

Conclusion:

Proof. Since I' and q are constant with repspect to "', we have that (A"'p')(U) =
p' and (h q')(u) = q'.

Rule 3.40 (QR17) Premise line:

C, (A)". => B

Conclusion:
C, (A)"" ,::; 1', q ::; r => B

Interpretation. We take here p"'q to be (p",q) and A, / = m.
Premise line:

C' 1\ Vu(p' < u < q' -+ (A"'i')(u) = (A"'m')(u)) _ B'

Conclusion:

C' 1\ Vu(,' < u < r' -+ (h i')(u) = (A'" m')( u)) 1\ " ::; 1" 1\ q' ::; r' _ B'

Rule 3.41 (QR18) Here I is a relativization with variable", and all unbound
variables of A are independent of "'.
Premise line:

B, (All => C

Conclusion:
B, A => C

Interpretation. We assume that A is i = ,.
Premise line:

Sp -+ (B' 1\ «(>.",/')(",) =(h r')("')h ..... C)
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Conclusion:
Sp --+ (B' A l' =,' --+ C)

Rule 3.42 (QR19) Here 1 is a term that is constant with respect to x, R is 2
or >, and hxO is nhxO or dnhxO.
Premise line:

B, (1 + XRO)nb.O => C

Conclusion:

Interpretation. Premise line:

Sp--+ (B' A((h(1' +z)(x)RO)nb<o --+ C)

Conclusion:

Rule 3.43 (QR20) Here if B is 11.=,RpI.=" (11.=.+.RPI.=.+.)dnb.O if Cis
(iRp)ntu-,. or vice-versa, where R is =, ;f:., ::;, ~, <, or >.
Premise lines:

A, B => D

Conclusion:
A, C => D

Interpretation. For the interpretation we take one of the two cases with R,

Premise line:

Sp --+ (A' A (Az1')(,)R(Azp')(,) A«h1' )(1+ u) =(AZ p')(. +U))dnb.O --+ D)

Conclusion:

Sp --+ (A' A «A."j')(.,) =(AZ P')(X))dnb<,--+ D)
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308 Structural rules

The next six rules are structural rules. They could also be implemen ted auto
matically. The first one allows one to add a premise to the antecedent of a line,
and the last five, allow for simplification or change of the antecendent of some
lines.

The structural rules are easy to verify. In particular, the simplification rules
depend on the fact that we are using strict identities and inequalities. That is
the assertion jR" where R is the identity or an inequality symbol, implies that
j and, are defined. Similarly, j is differentiable at :r: implies that j is defined in
a neighborhood of :r:. The same applies to the other restricted quantifiers.

Rule 3.44 (AM) Amplification rule.
Premise line:

Conclusion:
A, C => B

Interpretation. Premise line:

Conclusion:
Sp,/\ Sp, .... (AO /\ CO .... BO)

Rule 3.45 (511) Premise line:

A, (jR')r, (j =j)r => B

Conclusion:
A, (iR,lt => B

where I is empty or one of the relativizatioDs, and R is =, ;p, <, >, ~ 1 or ;:::.

Interpretation. We assume that I is nh:r:.
Premise line:

sp .... (AO /\ «A:r:jO)(:r:)R(A:r: ,O)(:r:))nl>< /\ (tA:r:jO)(:r:) = (A:r:jO)(:r:)nhr .... BO)

ConcLusion:
sp .... (AO /\ «A:r:jO)(:r:)R(A:r: ,O)(:r:))nh..... BO)
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Rule 3.46 (512) Premise lines:

(1)

(2)

Conclusion:
A,C~B

where i occurs in a term rand dr jdx OCCUIS in s or m.

Interpretation. Premises:

5Pl - (AO /\ «(A:J:J")(x) ='\xjO)(x))n" - BO)

Conclusion:

where i" occurs in a term rOO and (Axr·y(x) occurs in ,. or mOO.

(1 )

(2)

Proof. Assume the premises and the antecedent of the conclusion. We have
that C· implies that AX,.'" is differentiable at x. Hence, AX r" is defined in a
neighborhood of x, and hence ,'Ix jO is also defined in a neighborhood of x. That
is, (Ax jO lex) = (Ax jO)(X)).h•. Hence, BO. Thus, we obtain

5p,/\ 5p, _ (AO /\ Co _ BO)

Since SP3 is contained in Sp, /\ SP,. we now use Theorem 3 to obtain the
conclusion.

Rule 3.47 (513) In this rule, p is a normal term or ±oo .
Premise lines:

A, (j =j)dnh•• ~ B

C ~,=m

Conclusion:
A.C~B

where 1 occurs in a term rand lirn:r _ p r occurs in m or I.

Interpretation. Premises:

Sp, - (AO /\ «,\xi')(x) = ('\xjO)(X))dnh••• --0 BO)
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SPo -+ (C' -+ .. =m')

Conclusion:
SP3 -+ (A' 1\ C' -+ B')

where 1" 0 ccurs in a term r and lim,- r occurs in m" or J"

Rule 3,48 (S14) Premise lines:

A, (j = j)[,<,1 ~ B

C:::>m=.

Conclusion:
A,C~B

where i occurs in a term rand Ip
i r dx OCCUIS in m or s.

Interpretation. Premises:

SP1-+(A'I\«A:d')(x) = (Axj')(x))[P,<,'I-+B')

Spo -+ (C' -+ " = m')

Conclusion:
SP3 -+ (A' 1\ C' -+ B')

where 1" occurs in a term r and f;:A3: r occurs in m" or s·

Rule 3.49 (SIS) Premise lines:

C~m= ,

Conclusion:
A,C~B

where i occurs algebraically in m or s.

Interpretation. Premise lines:

SPl -+ (A' 1\ j' = j' -+ B')

SPo -+ (C' -+ m' = ,')

Conclusion:
SP3 -+ (A' 1\ C' -+ B')

where i occurs algebraically in mor $.
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3.9 Algebraic rules

Rule 3.50 (AA) Premise line:

D C[<',····<·]:} B
, 11 ••••• ~ ..

Conclusion:
D, A~11,'.:·::t..."'], i1 =11, ... ,1.11. =i" ~ B

where A and C are algebraic and /\ A _ /\ C is nniversally valid in the real
numbers.

Interpretation. For simplicity, we assume that we have only one variable x.

Premise line:

Conclusion:
SpAA·[~.Jt\1· =j·_B

where A and C are algebraic and /\ A _ /\ C is universally valid in the real
numbers.

Proof. We just have to notice that, since A and C are algebraic, there are no
special formulas for them, so that the special form ulas in the premise and the
conclusion are those for i"'. Also, A'" and C· are the same as A and C.

Rule 3.51 (AR) Premise lines:

(1)

(2)

Conclusion:
A,D :}E

where D and E are obtained from B and C by replacing i by $ in one or more
places where i occurs algebraically.

Interpretation. Premises:

Conclusion:

SPI --+ (A· _ i· = •• )

SP. --+ (B" --+ C")

(1 )

(2)

SP3 --> (A" AD" --> E·)

where n· and E· are obtained from B· and C· by replacing i- by $. in one or
more places where i 4 occurs algebraically.
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Proof. We only have to notice that a term" occurs algebraically in a formula
A if and only if,' occurs algebraically, that is, free, in the formula A'. (Free
means that it does occur inside a quantifier or a lambda operator.) This can be
proved by induction. We then apply Theorem 3 to reduce Sp, A Sp, to SP3'

3,10 Rules for limits

In the rules for limits, p and , are normal termo with or without + or -, or
±oo (where it makes sense). The rules with + will be denoted by adding an r
to the name of the rule. and the rules with -. by addling an J.

From the lemmas, we can obtain the replacement rules for limits, derivatives,
and definite integrals. We shall only give the proofs for the replacement rules for
derivatives and indefinite integrals. The other rules of replacemen tare provea
similarly. We now begin by stating the rule of replacement for limits.

Rule 3.52 (LRe) Replacement for limits.
Premise line:

A~, =,
Conclusion:

(A)dnhr" (y, = Y,)dnh...... , (Y. = y.)dnh...

lim, = lim, ~ lim, = lim,z-, $-P z-p z-p

where (A)dnh., is the set of formulas in A relativized to dnhzp, and y, . ... , Y.
are all the unbound variables in , different from z that do not occur unbound
in i or in A.

Interpretation~ Premise line:

Sp, -+ (A' -+,' =,')

Conclusion:

Sp, -+ «A')dnh., /\ «AZ y,)(z) = (AZ y,)(Z))dnhr, /\ ... /\

«Azy.)(z) = (Azy.)(Z))dnh., /\ lim.\.z" =lim.\.z" -+ lim.\.z,' = limA.",')
p. p. ,. p.

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof for DR (3.79), derivative replacement.
which will be given later.
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Rule 3.53 (LCV) Change of variable for limits.
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

lim f(x) = lim f(x) => lim f(u) = lim f(x)
:r-p z ..... p ...... p z-p

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Sp -+ (lim f = lim f -+ limn = Iimf
p. p. p. p.

Rule 3.54 (Learn.) Here ~ I and m are terms, or +00 or -00, where it makes
sense.
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

(f(x) = f(x))nh'" lim f(x) = j, lim g(y) = ,=> lim f(g(y)) = j
.:_s ,_m ,--m

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Sp --+ (f(x) = f(x))nh" /\ lim f = j' /\ limg = " --+ Iimf 0 9 = j')
• m m

Proof. Assume the antecedent. Since lim, f and lim", 9 exist, and f is contin
uous in a neighborhood of S, by the analysis tbeorems on limits of composite
functions, we get the consequen t.

Rule 3.55 (LC) Limit of a constan t function
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

p = p, j = i => lim j = j.-,
where i is constan t with reap ect to x.

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Sp -+ (p' =p' /\i =j -+lim'\xj=j),"
where 1 does not contain :r: or any special functional variable Y:r'
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Rule 3.56 (LI) Limit of the identity function
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

p=p~ lim",=p%-,

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Sp _ (p. = p. _ limA"'''' = p.),.

Rule 3.51 (LS) Limit of a sum
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

lim; = lim;, lim' = lim' ~ lim (j + ,) = lim j + lim'
% ..... 1' r ..... 1' r-p =-p r-p =-1' ::-1'

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Sp _ (limA",;· = limA",;· 1\ limA'" ,. = limA'" ,. -
p. p. p. p.

limA",(;+,r =limA",;·+limh,·)
p. p. p.

Rule 3.58 (LP) Limit of a product.
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

lim; = lim;, lim' = lim ,~ lim(;· ,) = lim; . lim ,
=-p =-1' :r-1' r-p x-p r--p :-1'

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Sp _ (limA",;· = limA",;· 1\ limA'" ,. = limA'" ,. _
p. p. p. p.

lim A", (; . ,r = limA"';· . limA'" ,.)
p. ,. p.

Rule 3.59 (LRec) Limit of the reciprocal
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:
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Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

We now proceed with rules (LInf) for infinite limits.

lim j = ±oo => lim ~ = 0
:r ..... p :r ..... p ~

Rule 3.60 (LInI!) Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Sp _ (limAxjO = ±oo _ limAx ~ =0)
;p. p. -t.

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

lim 1 = 0, (1 > O)dhn => lim ~ = +00
:r ..... p :rp :r-p -t

Rule 3.61 (LInf..l) Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

1
Sp _ (lim Ax jO = 0 A «Ax jO)(x) > O)dhn • _ lim Ax - = +00)

p. :tp p. ~.

lim 1 = 0, (1 < O)dhn => lim ~ = -00
:r-p :tp :r_p ~

Rule 3.62 (LInI3) Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

1
Sp_ (limAxjo = OA «AxjO)(x) < O)dhn ° _limAx- = -00)

p. :rp ,. 1.
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Rule 3.63 (L'H) L'Hopital's rules. Let a and b be both the term 0, or +=
and-=.
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

d~ ch Jf

lim" = a, lim ,. = b, lim cd: = lim "d= => lim : = lim ~=
=-p z-p =_p -L =-1' -L =-p, :-p....!...

4% i: d:

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

(>..d')' (>.x j')'
Sp -0 (lim >.x j' = a 1\ lim>'x " = b 1\ lim ( = lim (' )' -0

p. p. p•.lX.-)1 p. AX'S·

I· , j' l' -'-(>',--x_I_'),.,' )
IffiAX-= Im-;,--;
p' " p' (>.x ,')'

We also need some specific limits.

Rule 3.64 (LPow) Limit of a power
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Sp -0 (('\"'x")(x) = >'xX")(X))d"h'p' -0 lim>.xx" = (p")')
p'

Rule 3.65 (LLog) Limit of the logarithm.
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

p > O:} limlnx =lnp,-p

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Sp -0 (p' > 0-0 lim'\'" lnx =lnp')
p'
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Rule 3.66 (LExp) Limit of the exponential.
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

p=p~ lime' =e'
'-p

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

sp .... (p' = p..... lim Axe' = eP ')
p'

Rule 3.67 (LSin) Limit of the sine
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

p ::;:: p => limsinx::;:: sinp
'-p

Interpretation. Premise lines: ~one.

Conclusion:
sp .... (p' = p' .... limAx sinx = sinp')

p'

Rule 3.68 (Leos) Limit of the cosine.
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

p = p => limcosx = cosp
'-p

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

sp .... (p' = p..... limAx cos x = cosp')
pO

Rule 3.69 (LArcsin) Limit of the arcsine.
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

-1 < P < 1 ~ lim arcsin(x) = arcsin p
'-p

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

sp .... (-1 < p' < 1 .... lim AX arcsin(x) = arcsinp')
p'
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Rule 3.70 (LArcsin+) Limit of the arcsine.
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

~ lim arcsin("') =arcsin (-1): __ 1+

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

lim A'" arcsin'" = arcsin ( -1)
-1+

Rule 3.71 (LArcsin-) Limit of the arcsine.
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

::::} lim arcsin:& = arcsin (1)
%-1-

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

limA'" arcsin'" = arcsin (1)
1-

Rule 3.72 (LArctan) Limit of the arctangent.
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

p =p => lim arctan x = arctan p
<-p

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

sp ..... (p. =p...... limA'" arctan", = arctanp·)
p'

We may need other similar rules for elementary functions. We also need two
rules for the integral, namely

Rule 3.73 (LInt!) Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:
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Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Sp ..... «(Axj')(X)= (.\xC)(x))r.:,ji\ p' < d < q' i\p' ~ c~ q' .....

li~.\x (1' AX j') = l' .\xj')" ,

Rule 3.14 (Llntr) Premise jines: None.
Conclusion:

(j=jhp',J,p~d<q,p~c~q~ lim (l'jdx)= ('jdx
so--clt so iii

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Sp ..... «(Ax j')(x) = (.\x j' )(x))[p""} i\ p' ~ d < q' i\ p' ~ c ~ q' .....

lim.\x(j' AX j') = (' Ad')
cit so JIi

We alBO need the following rule for the double limit.

Rule 3.15 (Ldb) Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

lim 1 = 6, lim 1 = s => lim 1 = so
$---P+ $---P- ::---P

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Sp ..... (lim Axj' =" i\ limAxj' =,' ..... limAxj' =')
p·t p.- p.

Finally, we add two special limits, that are useful for many purp oses.

. x,
~ hm(l + -)" =e

.c--- 0 1

g are constant with respect to.1:.where j and

Rule 3,16 (Dele) Definition of e.
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

lim.\x (1 + :')'" = eo j

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:
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. sin:x
~ hm--=l

:r-O :J:

Rule 3.71 (Lims) Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

sIn :J:
lim,\x-- = 1
o x

3.11 Rules for differentiation

We first introduce a rule for the definition of the derivative of a function. As it
is well known, this rule is seldom used in elementary calculus.

Rule 3.78 (DD) Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

li
fCx+h) - f(x) I" f(x+ h) - f(z)

m = lID ~
.-0 h h-o h

/,(x) = lim f(x+h) - f(x)
h-o h

where x is a variable independent of the variable h.

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

lim.\hf(x+h)-f(x) =lim,\hfCx+h)-fCx) ..... /'Cx)=lim,\hf(x+h)-fCz )
o h 0 h 0 h

We now prove the soundness of the rule of replacemen t for derivatives.

Rule 3.79 (DR) Replacement for derivatives.
Premise line:

Conclusion:

where (A)nhS' contains the formulas in A relativized to nh:J: t and !ll, ... I !In are
the unbound variables in j which do not occur unbound in A or in ,"
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Interpretation. Premise line:

Sp --+ (A' --+ j' = s')

Conclusion:

Sp, --+ «(Ax y,)(x) = (Ax y,)(x »nbs A ... A « Ax Yn )(x) = (Ax Yn Hx ))nb. A

«A')nhs /\ (Ax ')'(X) = (AU')'(X) --+ (Axj')'(X) = (Au')'(x»

Proof. We assume Sp, and that (A' /\ Sp) --+ j' = s'. By Lemma 1 the
conjunction of the neighborhood formulas in A can be replaced by the neigh
borhood formula of the conjunction. So we can consider A· as one formula. By
Lemma 2, we get that

(A·)nhr --;. (.\XZ11 ... , .\xzm

are defined in a neighhorhood of x --+ (J' = .. )nhs)

where Zl, ... , Zm are the unbound variables in i· and,· different from x. But,
from the existence of the derivative of AX ,. we can obtain that the functions
determined from the variables in ,. are defined in a neighborhood. Thus, we
ohtain

(A')nhs A (AXS')'(X) = (Ax ')'(X) --+ (AXY1"'" >.xii.
are defined in a neighborhood of x --+ (J' = s' )nhs)

Assume (A·) nhr and AX ,. is differentiable at oX. From a theorem of analysis,
we bave that (AX j' (x) = AX s' (x))nb. and AX s' is differentiable at x imply
(Axj')'(X) = (Axs')'(x).

So we have the conclusion.

Rule 3.80 (D Ch) Chain Rule.
Premise lines: None
Conclusion:

Interpretation. Premise lines
Conclusion:

Sp --+ (hj')'(u) = (AUj')'(U)A (AXU)/(X) = (>.xu)'(x)
--+ (Axj')'(x) = (Auj')'(U) . (AX u)'(x».
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Pro of. The interpreted conclusion is obtained from Theorem 2 and the chain
rule theorem of analysis.

Rule 3.81 (DIm.) Implicit differentiation l . Here 1, 'II and '2 are terms with
no dependent or independent variables and with only x and y free.
Premise lines:

dy dy
A, (j = O)nh.. dx = dx => B

Conclusion:

Interpretation. Premise lines:

(1)

(2)

SPl - (A ° /\ «.\x jO)(x)"# O)nh, /\ (.\x y)'(x) = (,\x y)'(x) _ BO) (1)

Sp, - «.\xjO)(x) = (AxjO)(X))nh$/\ ('i = 'i)nh" /\ ('i = 'i)nh',/\

(AX y)' (x) = (.\x y)'(x) _ (.\x jO )' (x) = •i + .i . (.\x y)' (x) (2)

Conclusion:

SP3 - (AO /\ jO = 0 /\ UO =jO)nh,. /\ ('i = 'i)nh',/\

('i = 'i)nh" /\'i"# 0 - BO)

Pro of. A88ume the premises and the anteceden t of the conclusion. Let F( x, y) =
jO. Then F is a continuous function defined on a neghborhood of the point (x, y).
The second premise implies that F,(x,y) =" and F,(x,y) ='" Then the im
plicit function theorem imply the anteceden t of the first premise for a certain
continuous function Ax y. Hence, by (1), we get BO .

1For a stronger rule see Appendix A, Rule A.I.
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dy
d3: = u, u # 0 =}

Rule 3.82 (DIn) Derivative of the inverse function.
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Sp --+ «>.x y)'(x) =u t\ u # 0 --+ (>.y x)'(y) = l)
u

Proof. Assume the antecedent. Then, since the derivative of AX 11 is different
from 0, AX y is one-ta-one in a neighborhood of :r.. lIenee it has an inver~e in
a neighborhood of x. By Theorem 2 and the special formulas, >.y x is such an
inverse. So by the inverse function theorem, we obtain the result.

We add here a rule, that although not very well known, it is occasionally
needed. The proof is by a theorem of analysis.

Rule 3.83 (DB) Derivative at a boundary point.
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

(f(x) = I(X»nh", lim f'(x) = lim !,(x) =} !,(.) = lim f'(x)z-. z-. z-.

Interpretation. The interpretation is almost the same as the primitive rule.
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

(I(x) = f(X)).h" t\ lim I' = lim!, --+ 1'(.) = lim!,
•• •

The rules for differentiation of a Bum, product and quotient can be derived,
in the usual fashion, from the corresp onding rules for limits and the definition
of derivative. We first should derive that a differentiable function is continuous,
but, as we shall see in the next chapter, this is not difficult.

We need two rules, (DPO), that transform the Leibniz notation to the prime
operator and vice-versa.

Rule 3.84 (DP 0 1) Premise lines; None.

df(x)

d3:
df(x) =} {'(x) = df(x)

d3: dx
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Interpretation. Premise lines: None.

sp ..... (Ax f(x))'(x) = (,xx f(x))'(x) ..... f'(x) = (h f(x))'(x))

Rule 3.85 (DP02) Premise lines: None.

I'(x) = f'(x) => f'(x) = d':;)

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.

sp ..... (I'(x) = t' (x) ..... t'(x) = (Ax f(x))'(x))

The rules for the derivative of a constant and positive integral power can
be derived from the limits rules and the definition of derivative. The rules for
rational powers, from the inverse and cha.in rules, and, in some cases, using also
the derivative at a boundary point rule. A13 an example, we shall indicate how
one of these derivations is done in the next chapter. We can also prove the
derivative for the logarithm and exponential function, using the definition of e,
Rule 3.76. The derivatives of the sine and cosine can be obtained by using Rule
3.77. The other derivative of transcendental functions, by the usual proofs.

3.12 Rules for differentials

Rule 3.86 (Dilf) Definition of differentials.
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Sp -+ ((,xx i)' (x) = (,xx i)' (x)) ..... (,xx i)'(x) = (,xx i)' (x) . (,xx x)'(x))

Proof. This is clearly true, since (,xx x )'(x) = 1.
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Rule 3,87 (DiffC) Cancellation for differentials.
Premise line:

Conclusion:
A=>, =i

where :r: is the absolutely independen t variable in ,d:r: = j d:r:.

Interpretation. Premise line:

Sp, ~ (A' ~ (.\:r: ,')(:r:). (h:r:)'(:r:) =('\:r:i')(:r:). (,\:r::r:)'(:r:)

Conclusion:
Sp, ~ (A' ~,' =j')

Pro of. This is clearly valid, since from the special formulas we get by Theorem
1 that ('\:r: ,')(:r:) = " and (hi')(:r:) = j'.

3,13 Rules for integrals

We begin with the rule for replacement of indefinite integrals.

Rule 3.88 (IRi) Premise line:

Conclusion:

(A)nb.. (y, = Ydnb>, ... ,(Yo = Y.)nb, => Jjd:r: =J.d:r:

where til" .. , tin are the unbound variables in i and s different from:c.

Interpretation. Premise line:

Sp ~ (A' ~ j' = ,')

Conclusion:

Sp -+ «('\:r: y,)(:r:) = ('\:r: y,)(:r:))nb, /\ ... /\ «'\:r: Yn)(:r:) = ('\:r: y. )(:r:»).b,/\

(A ').b> ~ j' '\:r:i' = j' '\:r: ,'))
G. GI.
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This rule, together with lSi below, has the effect that J0 J:c =0, which is not
contradictory in our system. The interpretation of this equation, 1: .\x 0 = 0,••
is clearly true. Thus, although it is a little awkward, there is no harm in the
statement. The alternative is to modify IRi, but the modifications are not as
nice.

Proof. For this rule, we need the fundamental theorem of calculus. Assume
A" ---+ 1" = ,.. Then I from Lemma 2,

A'" Yl, ... , h Yn are defined in a neighborhood of '"

~ «A").", ~ «A",j")(",) =(h '")("')).h,)'

Let as' be a point in the neghborhood of.1: where .\X t =.\x ,. with a1' =F x.
We have that .\X 1· and .\X s· are continuous in that neighborhood, and hence,
in [a .. xl. Then.

j' h j' = j' AU",
";r II.

which shows the conclusion of the ,rule.

Rule 3.89 (IRd) Replacement for definite integral.'. Here A does not contain
the stroke operator.
Premise line:

Conclusion:

where where (A)[p',J i. the .et of formulas in A relativized to [p",q], and Yl,

••• I tift are all the unbound variables different from .x in i and " which do not
occur unbound in A.

Interpretation. Premise line:

Sp, ~ (A" ~ j" =,")

Conclusion:

:;: An alternative rule, that may be preferable, appears in Appendix B (B.8).
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Rule 3.90 (ICV) Change of variable for definite integrals.
Premise lines: None.

[f(X)dx= [/(x)dx=> [/(x)dx= [/(U)du
P P J P

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.

Sp - (}" / =}'" / -}" /=}' f)
p. p. p. p.

Rule 3.91 (IAn) Rule for antiderivatives.
Premise line:

dJ
A=>-=,

dx

Conclusion

(, = 'k.,,), (VI = Vd(.,,), .. ·, (Vn = Vo)(.,,), (A)(.,,), P < x < q

=> J,dx =i + C(p,q)

where 1111 ..• 1 11" are the unbound variables in ~ and s different from x and not
occurring in AlP is a. term or -00, q is a term or + 00, and C is a new special
constant.

Interpretation. Premise line:

Sp _ (A" _ (.\xi")'(x) =,")

Conclusion:

SPI - «(.\x VI)(X) = (AX vd(x)k.o"o)II .. ·11 «AX Vo)(x) = (.\x Vo)(x))(p.".)11

«.\xi)(x) = (,\xi)(x))(p"wl II«AX'")(X) = (,\""O)(x))(po"o)1I

(A ")oh' II p" < x < q") _ j' A""" = AX i"(x) + C(p", q"))

."
Proofo Suppose the premise. Then by Lemma 2, we have that

(.\xi is defined on (p",q")11 (A")(p"""l)

_ «(,\xi")'(x) = Ax ,"(x))(p""O)

lIenee, by the fundamental theorem, J.',<Axi"Y = Ax i"(x) + C, where C de
pends on p. and q• . By repla.cement we get the conclusion.
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Rule 3.92 (ISubi) Integration by substitution for indefinite integrals.
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

sp ..... «(Auj')(u) = (Auj·)(u))nh. A«A,d)(x) = (hj')(x))nh,l\

«(Ax u)'(x) = (Ax u)'(X))nh= ..... 1· Auj' = l' hj' . (h u)')
a .. 01.

Proof. Let F be an aotiderivative of AU j' io a neighborhood of u. Then

in this neighborho od. We have, by the chain rule,

(F 0 AX u)' = F' 0 AXu' (Axu)'.

We also have,

Hence,
(Fo AXu)' = Axj' . (Axul'

and is continuous in an neighborhood of 3:. Thus, F 0 AX u is an antiderivative
of AX j' . (Ax u)' in a neighborhood of x.

Let a, be a point in this neigh borhood of x, different from x. Then

j' AX j' . (Ax U)' = FlAx u(x)) - F(Ax u(a,)).
a.

Let a. = Axu(a,). Thus,

l' AX j' . (Ax u)' = F(u) - F(a.).
a.

Since F is an antiderivative of .xu -t. I we get that

[ AU j' = F(u) - F(a.).
a.

Thus, we get the. c.onclusion.
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Rule 3093 (ISub d) Integration by substitution for definite integrals.
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

(/(g($)) = I(g($))l!p.,], (u = g($))[..,], (g'($) = g'($))C..,),

lim g'($) = lim g'($)' lim g'($) = lim 9'($)
.:-p+ =-p+ %-'1- Z-f-

j 'C') j'
=} I(u)du = I(g($» .g'($)d$

,(p) p

Interpretation. Premise lines: ~one.

Conclusion:

Sp ~ (((A$ I(g($)))($) = (h !(g(z)))($))(por,Oj!\

«A$U)($) = (A$ g($))(Z))[P°r, 01 !\ «hg($)'(z) = (hg($)'($)Cpor,oJ'\

lim(A$ g($))' = lim(h g($»)' !\ lim(h g($)' =lim(h g($»' ~
p&+ p&+ ,-- '1--

j 'C'l j'.
AU I(u) = h I(g($») . (A$ g($))')

,(p') p'

Proofo The proof of (ISubd) is straightforward from the usual theorems of
analysis.

Rule 3094 (lAd) Additivity'.
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

(J =J)"p,q,r E I=} 1.' Jdz =1.'Jdz+ j' Jdz

where I is an interval, and p, q, rEI must he replaced by inequalities.

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Sp ~ «(h J. )($) =p,d )($)), !\ p., q', r' E I ~

j ' A$j' = j" AZ J' + j" A$j'
p. 1'& ,.

where I is an interval, and p. t q. , r· E 1 must be replaced by inequalities.

3 An alternative rule that may be prefera.ble appears in Appendix B (B.9).
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We give now the two versions, (1FT), of the fundamental theorem of calculus.
The first version, haa three subversions that are similar.

Rule 3.95 (IFTla) Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

where p is constan t with respect to x.

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Sp _ «AXj')(X) = (Axi')(x))[P'HJi\ p' < xi\ (hj')(x) = (AXj')(X))nhz 

(h 1.z

hj')'(x) = hj'(x))
p'

Rule 3.96 (IFTlb) Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

where p is constan t with respect to x.

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Sp _ «AXj')(X) = (Axj·)(X))[Hp·]i\ x < p' i\ (hj')(x) = (Axj')(X))nhz 

(AX 1.z AX j')'(x) = AX j' (x))
p'

Rule 3.91 (IFT2) Premise line:

A:;. (J j dx) =F(x)

Conclusion:

(AX,zl)' (F(x) = F(x))(pzIJ:;' t jdx = F(q) - FCP)
•
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Interpretation. Premise line:

Sp, -+ (A' -+ j' Axj' = F(x))
'.

Conclusion:

Sp, -+«F(x) = F(x))[po"Ojt\ (A')(p"'O)-+ jf AXj ' = F(q') _ F(p'))
p'

Rule 3.98 (lSi) Integration of a sum for indefinite integrals.
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Interpretation.. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Sp -+ «(Ax jO)(x) = (Axj')(X))nh, t\ «Ax r")(x) = (Ax .O)(X))nh' -+

j' AX(j + 'f = j' Axj' + [ AX")
II. C1. C1.

Rule 3.99 (INlei) Multiplication by a constant.
Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

(j = j )nh, =} Jd dx = cJj dx

where c is constant with respect to x.

Interpretation. Premise lines: None.
Conclusion:

Sp -+ «(Axj')(x) = (Axj')(x))nh' -+ j' AX (d)" =CO [ Ax j')
C1. 1I •

We conclude this chapter with a few remarks about the eliminability of
functions introduced by the rule FD (3.1). Suppose that we have a function f
introduced by a line
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and that A ~ B is a line D valid with respect to this definition in which f
occurs.

There are several cases. Suppose first that f(') occurs algebraically in D.
Then replace f(') by i 1%=, and add to the antecedent A of the line D, i 1%=. =
il%=,. This is justified by algebraic replacement.

If f(') occurs in a restricted quantifier formula, then use the same replace
ment, but add i 1%=. = i 1%=. with the same quantifier restriction. This is justified
by the QR rules.

If f(.) occurs in a limit term of the form lim.. _" q, make the same replace
ment, but add (il%=. = il%=,)dnh,p' If f(,) occurs in terms of the form dpldu
or Jp du, then make the same replacement but add (i!%=. = i!%=.)nh,; if f(')
occurs in a term of the form Jp'l m du I then add (11:1:=. = i 1:1:=. )[p'Il'llo

If /'(,) occurs, then replace it by

and add the co[[esp onding neighborho od formula. Similarly for higher deriva
tives.

All these replacements are justified by the different replacement rules, and
the last one, the replacement rule plus a DPO rule (3.84).

When f occurs in functional terms of the form (f 0 g)(,), replace it first by
f(g(,)) and then proceed as above. If f occurs as f- 1(,) = r, then replace this
formula by , = f(r), and proceed as above.

In this way, we can eliminate f, and then, by Rule 3.2, eliminate the defini
tion .
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Chapter 4

A derived systelll

4.1 Description

We now introduce some derived rules and terminology in order to make the
primitive system more practical. We call this new expanded system the derilled
.y.tem. We begin by classifying the different formulas that constitute a line.

The principal elements of lines are of three sets of formulas. The three sets
shall be called the main set, which contains only one formula, the set of premises
and the set of restrictions. When a line is asserted, what is asserted is that the
conjunction of the sets of premises and restrictions implies the formula. in the
main set. In presenting derivations, two more elements may be added, but they
are not essential: the number of the line, and the rule that was used with the
lines from which the line was obtained. We now describe more carefully the
different sets of formulas in a line.

1. Main set. The main set consists of a simple equation or an equation with
differen tials. Thill ill the consequen t of the line.

2. Set of premises. It is a set of simple equations or equations with restricted
quantification, i.e. in neighborhoods, deleted neighborhoods or intervals.

3. Restrictions. These formulas indicate where a term is defined. In the
system introduced this far, we have expressed this fact by formulas of the
type j = j. That is, j ill defined at z, if z satisfies the formula j = t.
We now replace this formula by a set of inequalities and conditions. This
set will be defined recursively. Conditions are expression that assert that
a certain term 1 is differentiable with respect to a variable x or that a
certain limit exists. In the official language Ci is differentiable with respect
to z', abbreviated ~ is z-dif[' ill expressed by dl/d:J: = dt/dz. Similarly
for the existence of limits. In our usual system, we shall introduce the
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defined term 'is differentiable' of 'limit exits' as an abbreviation of the
correap onding equations.

For convenience of formulation we shall abbreviate the set of inequalities and
conditions that indicate where the term 1 is defined, by '1 is defined'. Since all
our terms define continuous functions, the restricted quantifier equation

expresses the notion that ~ is continuous when x is in a neghborhood of i. In
particular,

(1 = iJnh%

caD be rendered as ~ is continuous in a neighborhood of x. \Ve shall abbreviate
this expression by '~ is continuous-nhx' or '(~ con)nh.%. Similarly for deleted
neighborho ods and intervals, we write for

'1. is can tinuous when x is in a deleted neighborhood of ',' or more briefly, '~ is
continuous-dnhx.' or '(i con)dnh$'J j' and for

'1 is continuous for x in [a, b]/ or "t is continuous-[axb), or '(i con)[ubcj" We
proceed similarly with the other intervals. Finally, we write ~ is defined as a
function of .1:" for oj !$'=$' = il :r=:r, where x does not occur dependent in t. :More
generally, we also use 'i is defines as a function of x at .' for il:r=_ = ~ !:r=_, where
x does not occur dependen t in ~.

Definition 4.1 (Domain of terms) The set of inequalitics and conditions .j

is defined' is defined by recursion on the complexity of terms, in the roHowing
way:

1. If oj is an individual constant or a number, then 'i is defined' is empty.

2. It 1 is a variable then

i is defined = {1 = 1}.

1 is defined =. 1 is defined U" is defined.

4. If 1 is • ,/ '" then

1 is defined =" is defined U" is defined U{" oF O}.
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5. If i is ," I where n is a nonnegative integer or a nonnegative rational with
odd denominator, then

j i. defined =. is defined .

6. If of is ,", where n is a nonnegative rational with even denominator, then

j i. defined =. i. defined U {O ::; .}.

7. If i is s", where n is a negative integer or a negative rational with odd
denominator, then

j is defined =. is defined U{s IO}.

8. If 1 is $"', where n is a negative rational with even denominator, then

j is defined =. is defined U {O < s}.

9. If i is cos s or sin s 1 then

j is defined =. is defined .

10. If i is tan s or sec' 1 then

j i. defined =. is defined U {cos. I O}.

11. If j is In s, then

j is defined =. is defined U {O < s}.

12. If j is e' • then
j i. defined = s is defined .

13. If i is arcsin I or arccos " then

Jis defined = sis defined U {. - 1::; O} U {O::; s + I}.

14. If j is arctan ., then

j is defined =. is defined .

15. If i is arcsec S I then

j is defined =. is defined U {O:$ ..;ii- I}.

16. Ifj is '!.=m.,=, then

j is defined = {i = j}.
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17. It 1 is as/dx then

I is defined = {. is differentiable with respect to "'}'

18. If1 is fl(.) then

I is defined = {f is differentiable at .}.

19. If I is lim,_, u then

I is defined = {lim u exists}.,-.
20. Ifl is J ,a", then

I is defined = {. is continuous-nh",}.

21. If I is J; ,dx then

I is defined ={. is con tinuous-[p",q]} .

We shall also modify the language slightly. Instead of the special constants
0, Gll ... , being binary functional symbols, we take them as constants, and
add a. condition to the rule that the constant depends on certain pair of terms
(or ±oo). This condition we write at the end of the line. We think that this
procedure is in accordance with ordinary usage.

It is clearly true that

I is defined --+ I = 1.

Thus we can replace the premises of the form I = 1 by ~ is defined.' We need,
however I to prove it our eqd system in order to show that the system is sufiicien t.
We shall do it in the last section of this chapter. In this section, we shall only
discuss modifications to our rules that simplify the application of the system.

Notice that since we are dealing with terms obtained by the use of elementary
functions, a term i is defined at ~ if and only ifi is continuous at:l:.

The first derived rules are, then, those in the system, but with 'i is defined'
replacing 1 = I, and the notation introduced above for (1 = 1). replacing this
formula, where h is any of the relativizations.

We shall also introduce a derived rule of one line

I is defined ~ 1 = 1.

The rules for limits of elementary functions will be strengthened by combin
ing the original rules with the rule for limits of a composite function (3.54).

We shall strengthen some rules for limits and derivatives by stating them for
terms and not just for functions. We use functions definitions for this pUlp ase.
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We will also add rules for differentiation of elementary functions, which can
be derived from the rules for limits and the chain rule (3.80) in the usual way.

The last modification is the addition of a few algebraic rules and a rew
derivative, differential and integration rules, in particular, a rule for integration
by parts. We will not spell out completely the algebraic rules needed, but we
shall show that the other rules are derived rules.

4.2 The derived systelIl

We now give a complete list of the derived rules, including the old rules that are
not modified. A sketch of the proof that they are derived is given in the next
section.

In all the rules, unless explicitly stated otherwise, u, tI,.x and yare variables,
a, b, c, d are individual constan ts, and p, q, r, 5 and i are terms. For simplicity,
we do not distinguish explicitly between the set of premises and the set of
restrictions of a line. \Vhen giving examples of derivations, we shall do so. We
shall label the rules, when applicable, with the same letters as the corresponding
primitive rules. After then name of the rule, when applicable, we shall put in
parentheses the number of the corresponding primitive rule.

4.2.1 Function definitions

Rule 4.1 (FD) Function definition (3.1).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

j!.=. = j [.=. ~ f(x) = j [.=.

where ilS'=S' is a normal term. / should not occur in i or in previous lines and
all functional parameters occuring in i should have been defined previously.

Rule 4.2 (DE) Elimination of definitions (3.2).
Premise lines. A is valid with resp ect to III ... , 111 I 91, ... gm I and h 1

f. do not occur in A (n or m may be 0).
Conclusion. A is valid with respect to 91, ... , gm'

4.2.2 Introduction rules.

Rule 4.3 (II) Introduction of identities (3.3).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

A~B

... ,

where all the formulas in A and B are algebraic and 1\ A -+ B is universally
valid in the real numbers.
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Rule 4.4 (IP) Introduction of premises (3.4).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

4.2.3 Substitution rule.

Rule 4.5 (Sub) Substitution (3.5).
Premise lines.

Conclusion.

A r',,···r_j j 'j d Ii d ~ B[r' .... r.]
lt1 , •••,i .. ) 1,,·,} ft are e ne -.r 111 •••• ~ ..

where Xi, for': = 1, .. "n, does Dot occur dependent or independent in A or B,
and Xl, ... 1 X n are free for 111 ... , ~" in A and B.

4.2.4 Stroke rules

For simplicity, we use only two variables x and y, but there may be any finite
number of them.

Rule 4.6 (Strl) (3.6)
Premise lines.

Conclusion.
sand'( are defined, A[.1'=.,,=1 ~ B\:r=.,y=t

Rule 4.1 (Str2) (3.7)
Premise lines.

Conclusion.
C, pCJlRq =} B

where p contains neither dependent nor independent variables, and R is =, #,
<, >,:5, or~.
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Rule 4.8 (Str3) (3.8)
Premise lines.

Conclusion.
C, pl.=•.•=,Rq:} B

where p contains neither dependent nor independent variables, and R is =1 ,=,
<,>,~,or;::.

Rule 4.9 (Str4) (3.9)
Premise lines.

Conclusion.
C :} p[;l] = q

where p contains neither dependent nor independent variables.

Rule 4.10 (StrS) (3.10)
Premise lines.

Conclusion.

C :} P1.=•.•=. =q

where p contains neither dependent nor independent variables.

Rule 4.11 (Str6) (3.11)
Premise lines.

Conclusion.
C, pRq, '" =', U=i:}B

where p contains neither dependent nor independent variables, and R is =, :f:l
<,>,$,or~.

Rule 4.12 (Str7) (3.12)
Premise lines.

C, '" =" U =i :} P =q

Condusion.
C :} p!.=•.•=, = q

where p contains neither dependent nor independent variables.
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Rule 4.13 (Str8) (3.13)
Premise lines.

C onelusi on.

if.2: does not occur free, dependent or independent in P, and R is =, ;f;, <, >,
::;, or ~.

Rule 4.14 (Str9) (3.14)
Premise lines.

A, :;. y = j

Conclusion.

Rule 4.15 (Strl0) (3.15)
Premise lines.

A:;. p!<=.,Y=l = q

Conclusion.

ira: does not occur free, dependent or independent in p.

Rule 4.16 (Strll) (3.16)
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

j is defined => j 1<=<, Y=Y = j

4.2.5 Propositional logic rules

Next, we have a few propositional logic rules, which are cut rules.
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Rule 4.17 (Str12) (3.17)
Premise lines.

where i I~=s is a normal term.
Conclusion.

if i is coostan t with reap ect to oX.

Rule 4.18 (MP) Modus Ponens (3.18).
Premise lines.

A,1 = s => B

D=>l=s

Conclusion.
A, D =}B

Rule 4.19 (PC) Proof by cases (3.19).
Premise lines.

A, i1 f:. 'I, ... t in ;;j:. '1'1. ~B

D 11 "l1=Sl=>B

Conclusion.

We introduce the following negation lines.

A, 1 < J => 1 = "

A, ., > • => i = ,}
and

(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

(n + 1)

A=} n = 0,

where n is the name of a number different from O. Later, we shall add other
negation formulas. We have the following rule
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Rule 4.20 (PCo) Proof by contradiction (3.20).
Premise lines. None
Conclusion.

A, B =:>C

where A, -,B => C is a negation line and ..,E is an equation or inequality
equivalent to the negation of B, which is itself an equation or inequality.

4.2.6 Premise elimination rules

The folioing (PE) rules are called premise elimination rules. The first two are
more properly "variable elimination" rules.

Rule 4.21 (PEl) (3.21)
Premise lines.

A, y = • =:> B

Conclusion.
A, • is defined => B

!I is a variable that does not occur in A, B or I, and no special constant
dependent on tI occurs.

Rule 4.22 (PE2) (3.21)
Premise lines.

A, (y = .h =:> B

Conclusion.
A, s is continuous-h => B

where h is either neighborhood, deleted neighborhood, or interval; " is a variable
that does not occur in A, B or " II is different from the variable of h, and no
special constant dependent on !I occurs.

Rule 4.23 (PE3) (3.22)
Premise lines.

A, Y1 is con tinuous-h11 ••• ) tin is con tinuous-h ft => B

Conclusion.
A=:>B

where tll, ... ,!lft do not occur in A and B, hi J' •• ,hft are neighborhoods or
intervals, and no special constant dependent on 1/1,112"", or lift occurs.
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Rule 4.24 (PE4) (3.23)
Premise lines.

A, f(x) = • :;. B

Conclusion.
A, • is defined :;. B

f is a functional parameter that does not occur in A, B or r I J contains no
dependent or independent variable and only :& free, and no special constant
dependent on f(x) occurs.

Rule 4.25 (PES) (3.23)
Premise lines.

A, (f(x) =.). :;. B

Conclusion.
A I J is continuous-h ~ B

where h is either neighborhood, deleted neighborhood. or interval, and x is the
variable of h; / is a functional parameter that does not occur in A, B or s, s
contains no dependent or independent variable and only x free, and no special
constant dependent on f(x) occurs.

4.2.7 Restricted quan tiller rules

Rule 4.26 (QR1) (3.24)
Premise lines.

Conclusion.
A, (C)nhs. :;. B

Rule 4.27 (QR2) (3.25)
Premise lines.

A, (C)nh.. r < x < I:;' B

Conclusion.
A, (C)... :;. B

where r and • are normal terms or ±oo.
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Rule 4.28 (QR3) (3.26)
Pretnise lines.

Conclusion.
A, (Ch ~ B

where h is any of the relativizations.

Rule 4.29 (QR4) (3.27)
Premise lines.

Conclusion.

Rule 4.30 (QR5) (3.28)
Premise lines.

(p =I)nb.. => B

Conclusion.

Rule 4.31 (QR6) (3.29)
Premise lines.

Conclusion.

A ~ 1 =.
B, (I =.h ~ C

(1)

(2)

(Ah, !/b ... ,!In are continuous-h, B ::} C

where h is any of the relativizations with variable .x, and !/l, ... , !/n are the
unbound variables in 1 and • different from x and the unbound variables in A,
and not declared indep enden t of x.

Rule 4.32 (QR7a) (3.30)
Premise lines.

A, (II = rllb.. => B

where i l is 11~=% and rl is r, or rl iarl:=: and i 1 is i, or 11 is ilz = and rl 18

rl. =., and h is nh or dnh.
Conclusion.

A,(I=r)b<.~B
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Rule QR7b iB the Barne aB QR7a with premiBe line and conciuBion inter
changed.

Rule 4.33 (QRB) (3.31)
Premise lines.

A, (I #- O)nhu => B

Conclusion.
A, ilr=. =F 0, i is continuous-nhzS':::;- B

Rule 4.34 (QR9) (3.32)
Premise lines.

where R is ~ or >.
Conclusion.

A, ilr =. > 0,1 is continuous-nhxs =- B

Rule 4.35 (QRIO) (3.33)
Premise lines.

A, (C)dnhu => B

Conclusion.
A, (C)nh<. => B

Rule 4.36 (QRll) (3.34)
Premise lines.

Conclusion.
A, (B )dnhu => C

Rule 4.31 (QR12) (3.35)
Premise lines.

Conclusion.
A, (B )dnhu => C
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Rule 4.38 (QR13) (3.36)
Preznise lines.

Conclusion.

Rule 4.39 (QR14) (3.37)
Premise lines.

A, (i = O)nh. ~ B

Conclusion.
du

A, (i = ')nh" d", oj. 0 ~ B

Rule 4.40 (QR15) (3.38)
Premise lines.

A, (a""," + ... + a,,,, + .0 # O)dnh.. :} B

where a 0 J 01, ldots, an are terms that are constan t with resp ect to x .
Conclusion.

A,a, #O~B

where, = 1,2, .. 0' or n.

Rule 4.41 (QR16) (3.39)
Pretnise lines.

A, (pR",Sq)p" ~ B

where Rand 5 are < or ~, and if Rand 5 are ~,then p"'q is [p",q], if Rand
S are <, then p"'q is (p",q), and similarly for the other two possibilities. Also, p
and q should be constant with respect to "'.
Conclusion.

Rule 4.42 (QR17) (3.40)
Preurlse lines.

C, (A),o, ~ B

Conclusion.
C, (A).." o~ p, q ~ r~B
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Rule 4.43 (QRI8) (3.41). lIere I i. a relativization with variable z and all
unbound variables of A are independent of z.
Premise lines.

Conclusion.
B, A =? C

Rule 4.44 (QRI9) (3.42). nere 1 i. a term that i. constant with respect to
x, R is 2:. or >, and hxO is nhxO or dnhxQ.
Premise lines.

Conclusion.
B,1 > 0 =? C

Rule 4.45 (QR20) (3.43). IIere ifB is 11,=.Rpl,=" (1!,=.+,Rp!,=.h)dnhO
if C is (1RP)nh~. or vice-versa, where R is =, f:., ~,:2:, <, or >.
Premise lines.

A, B=? D

Conclusion.
A, C =? D

4.2.8 Domain rules

We introduce a rew derived rules, that will help m eliminating or changing
premises from the an tecedent of a line.

Rule 4.46 (Dol) First domain rule.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

1 is defined =? 1 = 1

Rule 4.47 (D02) Second domain rule.
Premise lines.

A, (1 =1)n =? B
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Conclusion.
A, (J is defined h => B

where h is any of the relativizations.

Rule 4.48 (El) Elimination of variables.
Premise lines.

A, (",="'h=>B

Conclusion.

where h is any of the relativizations and x is the variable in h.

4.2.9 Structural rules

Rule 4.49 (AM) Amplification rule (3.44).
Premise lines.

Conclusion.
A, C => B

Rule 4.50 (SIla) (3.45)
Premise lines.

A, JR" J is defined => B

Conclusion.
A, JR. => B

where R is =, #, <, >, 5, or ~.

Rule 4.51 (SIlb) (3.45)
Premise lines.

A, (JR'h, j is continuous-h => B

Conclusion.
A, (jR'h => B

where h is one of the relativizations, andRis =, ;;f:., <, >,.::; I or ~"
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Rule 4.52 (512) (3.46)
Premise lines.

\

Conclusion.

A, i is con tinuous-nh% =*" B

C~ .=m

A,C~B

(1)

(2)

where t occurs in a. term rand ar/dx or Jr d:r: OCCUI in s or m

Rule 4.53 (513) (3.47). In this rule, p is a normal term or ±oo.
Premise lines.

A I i is con tinuous-dnhxp ~ B

Conclusion.
A,C~B

where 1 occurs in a term r and li~_p r occurs in m or J.

Rule 4.54 (514) (3.48)
Premise lines.

A, j is continuous-[pzqJ ~ B

C ~m= s

Conclusion.
A,C~B

where 1 occurs in a term r and Ip
i r d.x occurs in m or J.

Rule 4.55 (515) (3.49)
Premise lines.

A, j i. defined ~ B

C~m= s

Conclusion.
A,C~B

where i occur. algehraicaIly in m or s.
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4.2.10 Algebraic rules.

We add rule AA2 to the old rule AA. This is obtained by applying MP (3.18)
and Sub (3.5).

Rule 4.56 (AA) (3.50)
Premise lines.

D, cr·',····.] ~ B
l.:l1 ,•.•• ~ ..

Conclusion.
DI A611,'.:·:.~:L ill ... , if!, are defined => B

where A and C are algebraic and 1\ A _ 1\ C is universally valid in the real
numbers.

Rule 4.57 (AA2) Second algebraic rule.
Premise lines.

D ~ C,., ....··j
lill·..tt.

Conclusion.

D, "ll is defined, ... ,in is defined => A(:11,:::',~:]

where A and C are algebraic and A -. C is universally valid in the leal numbers.

Rule 4.58 (AR) Algebraic replacement (3.51). We combine in this rule sev
eral applications of the old rule AR with uses of SI5 (4.55).
Premise lines.

Conclusion.

A, ~ I, = "

A 1 => 12 = $41

B~C

(1 )

(2)

(n)

(n + 1)

A ll ... ,An ,D::>E

where E is obtained from C by replacing 1; by Ii in zero or more places where
i occurs algebraicallYi and D is obtained from B by replacement in one zero
or more places ii by Ii where i i occurs algebraically, and eliminating in zero or
more places a formula 'r is defined,' for any term r which occurs algebraically
in at least one ~ i or 'i.
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4.2.11 Rules for limits.

In the rules for limits, p and m are normal terms with or without + or -, or
±oo (where it makes sense). The rules with + will be denoted by adding an r
to the name of the rule, and the rules with -, by addling an l.

We begin with the generalization of the rule of replacement for limit•. We
fuat define by recursion certain types of occurrences of terms in other terms.
Let p be a term or ±oo. An occurrence of a term 1 is I-dnh.xp in q, if i
occurs algebraically in a. term r and lim:_ p r occurs algebraically in q. An
occurrence of a term i is n + l-dnhxp, if i occurs n-dhnxp in r and limS'_p r
occurs algehra.cally in q. An occurrence of i is dnhxp in q, if i occurs n -dnhxp
for some n 2: 1.

Although the old rule is a consequence of the rule we are about to state and
the other rules, it is convenient to keep it, since ita derivation is awkward. So
we first give the old rule and then the extended rule.

Rule 4.59 (LRel) Replacement for limit. (3.52).
Premise lines.

A~, =1

Conclusion.

(A )dnhS'p I lim i exists) til, ... , 11ft are continuous-dnhxp
<-p

~lim,=liml
~-p :-p

where (A)dnh.sp is the set of formulas in A relativized to dnh%Pl and till'" I tin.
are the unbound variables in I different from % and not independent of x which
are not unbound in A.

Rule 4.60 (LRe2) Replacement for limits.
Premise lines.

A~, =i

B ~q=m

Conclusion.

(A)dnh.spt 1111 ... t 11ft are continuous-dnh.xp => ql = ml

where (A)dnh<. is the set of formulas in A relativized to dnh...p, and q, = m, is
obtained from q = m by replacing i by , in one or more places where 1 occur.
dnhzPI and 1111 111ft are the unbound variables in I different from!J: and not
independent of which are not unbound in A.
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We state the next two rules, and some others later, for general terms and not
just for terms of the form f(x). In order to derive this more general forms, we
must use function definitions (Rule 3.1) and then the elimination of the function
symbol (Rule 3.2).

Rule 4.61 (LeV) Change of variable for limits (3.53).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

lim j exists => lim j[;] = lim j
~-m ._ftl :-m

where x does not occur dependent or independent in i and x is the only free
variable in i that is not indep enden t of x.

Rule 4.62 (LCarn) Limits for composite functions (3.54). IIere p is a term,
or +00 or -00, where it makes sense.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

i is continuous-nhxm, lim 1 = s, lim x = m => lim 1 = s
~-m J-P J ..... p

Rule 4.63 (LC) Limit of a constant function (3.55).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

p and j are defined => lim j = j<-,
where i is constan t with respect to x.

Rule 4.64 (LI) Limit of the identity function (3.56).
Premise lines. None.
Conelusion.

p is defined => lim x =p<-,

Rule 4.65 (LS) Limit of a sum (3.57).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

lim j and lim. exist => lim (j + .) = lim j + lim •
=-P ~-P % ..... p ~-p ~-p

Rule 4.66 (LP) Limit of a product (3.58).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

lim j and lim. exist => lim(i .•) = lim j. lim I
=-p ~-p :-P :-p :-P
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Rule 4.67 (LRec) Limit of the reciprocal (3.59).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

We now proceed with rules (LInf) for infinite limits.

Rule 4.68 (LInfl) (3.60)
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

lim j =±= =:> lim ~ = 0
r-p :r-p 1

Rule 4.69 (LInf2) (3.61)
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

lim j = 0, (j > O)dhn =:> lim ~ =+=
$_P sp or-, i

1
lim j = 0, (j < O)dhn =:> lim - = -=
so-p :rp "'_P i

Rule 4.70 (LInf3) (3.62)
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

Rule 4.71 (L'H) L'Hopital's rules (3.63). Let a and b be both the term 0, or
+00 and -00.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

~ b

lim i = a, lim I = b, lim ~:r exists => lim !. = lim .l:r
:-p :-p s-p .: Z-P I :-P ~;

Using the rule for limits of composition offunctions (3.54), we can strengthen
the rules for limits ofelementary functions. We shall prove that these are derived
rules in the next section. For convenience, the power rule (3.64) is split into
several rules LPow1, LPow2, and LPow3.
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Rule 4.72 (LPowl) Let n > 0 be a an integer or a rational number with odd
denominator.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

lim 1 = m => limi1t =mfl

:r-p %-1'

Rule 4.73 (LPow2) Let n < 0 be a an integer or a rational number with odd
denominator.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

lim i = m, ~ 1= 0 => lim in = mn
z-p r_p

Rule 4.74 (LPow3) Let n be a real number that is not in the cases for LPowl
or LPow2.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

lim'( = m, i > 0 => lim in = mn
:_7 r_,

Rule 4.75 (LLog) Limit of the logarithm (3.65).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

lim i = m, m > 0 => lim In i = In m
:-p r-p

Rule 4.76 (LExp) Limit of the exponential (3.66).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

lim" = m => lim e1. = em
s-p r ..... p

Rule 4.77 (LSin) Limit of the sine (3.67).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

lim 1 =m => limsini =sinm
r-p S'-p

Rule 4.78 (LCos) Limit of the cosine (3.68).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

lim 1 = m => lim cosl =eoam
S'_p s-p
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Rule 4.79 (LArcsin) Limit of the arcsine (3.69).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

lim 1 = m, -1 < m < 1~ lim arcsin(1) = arcsin(m)
r-p .:r-p

Rule 4.80 (LArcsin+) Limit of the arcsine (3.70).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

lim 1 = -1, (1 2: -l)dnh•• ~ lim arcsin(l) = arcsin( -1)
r-p r-p

Rule 4.81 (LAresin-) LimiL of the arcsine (3.71).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

lim 1= 1, (1:0; l)dnh•• ~ lim arcsin(l) = arcsin(l)
r-p r-p

Rule 4.82 (LArctan) Limit of the arctangent (3.72).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

lim 1 = m ~ lim arctan (I) =arctan(m)
r-p .:r-p

We must add similar rules for the other elementary functions. The next two
rules are for the integral, namely

Rule 4.83 (LIntl) (3.73)
Pretnise lines. None.
Conclusion.

.. is continuous-(r:ul, r < d < " r ::5. c::5. g

~ lim (I' 1 dx) = I' 1dx
%-«- c c

Rule 4.84 (LIntr) (3.74)
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

-t is continUQlls-[rx.], r ::5. d < " r ::5. c::5. •

~ lim (1' 1dx) = f'1dx
r-clt % ld
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The following rule is for the double limit.

Rule 4.85 (Ldb) (3.75)
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

lim j =', lim j = •~ lim j = •
z_p+ .1"-'- z-p

Rule 4.86 (Defe) Definition of e (3.76).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

~ lim (1 + :')'/< =e
:1"-0 ~

where 1 and $ are constant with respect to x.

Rule 4.87 (Lims) (3.77)
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

=> lim sin.x = 1
.1"--0 :z:

4.2.12 Rules for differentiation.

We begin by restating the definition of derivative.

Rule 4.88 (DD) (3.78)
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

lim I(x + h) - I(x) exists ~ I'(x) = lim ,--/(,--x_+'-.h-,')_--,--/(,--x-,-)
'-0 h '-0 h

where x is a variable independent of the variable h.

From this rule and the premise elimination rule 3.23, we can derive

Rule 4.89 (DD2) Second definition of derivative.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

where all the variables in r I 1, and x are indep endent of the variable h.
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We continue with a generalization of the rule of replacement for derivatives,
tbat bere will be combined witb a rule for replacement for indefinite integrals.
We first define by recursion a certain form of occurrence of terms. An occurrence
of a term 1 is O-nhx in m, if the occurrence is algebraic in p. An occurrence of
a term i is n + I-nhx in m, if the occurrence is n-nhx in a term r and dr Idx
or f p dz occur algebraically in m. An occurrence of., is nhx, if it is n -nhx for
some n 2: O.

Here, as in the case of the corresp anding rule for limits, and for the same
reaBOn, we retain the old rules which the new rule extends.

Rule 4.90 (DR1) Rule of replacement for differentiation (3.79).
P remis e lines.

Conclusion.

(A )nh.:r, s is oX -diff, Vl, ... , lin are continuous-nh,z
dl d.

~-=-
cIs: cIs:

where (A )nh.:r contains the formulas in A relativized to nh,z, and Y1, ... , Vn are
tbe variables different from:r; and not independent of:r; tbat occur unbound in
i and do not occur unbound in A or I.

Rule 4.91 (DR2) Rule of replacement for differentiation.
Premise lines.

(1)

(2)

Conclusion.

(A)nh.:r' B, lib"" lin are continuous-nhx => PI = ql

wbere (A).h. contain. tbe formulas in A relativized to nb:r;, and p, = q, i.
obtained from p = q by replacing, by i in one or more places where it occurs
nh3:, and Ill, ... , lin are the unbound variables in , different from :r: and not
independent of :r; wbicb are not unbound in A.

Rule 4.92 (DCh) Cbain rule (3.80).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

. d·ff . d·ff dl dl dui 18 u- 1 ,U 18 x- 1 => - = - . -
cIs: du dx
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Rule 4.93 (DIm) Implicit differentiation (3.81)'. Here i, '" and ., are terms
with no dependent or independent variables and with only", and y free.
Premise lines.

A, (i = O)nhZ> Y io ",·diff:} B

~ is continuous-nhx , '1 and ';l are continuous-nhx,
. . ell dy

y 10 ",·dlff:} dz =•1 + " dz

Conclusion.

A, i = 0, t, Sl, and $''2 are continuous-nhxy, 12 # 0 => B

Rule 4.94 (DInl) Differentiation of an inverse function (3.82).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

(1)

(2)

dy
dz = ", " "# 0 =>

dz
=dy

1

"

We add another useful inverse function rule, which also depends on the chain
rule.

Rule 4.95 (DIn2) Second inverse function rule.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

(m is ",.diff, m is .-diff, dm "# 0,
d.

=> d. = dm /dm
dz dz d.

Rule 4.96 (DB) Derivative at a boundary point.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

(f(",) =I("'»n.... lim j'(",) = lim j'(",):} j'(.) = lim j/(",)$-. z-. ~-.

The following rules (4.97-4.100) are derived from the rules for limits and the
definition of derivative (Rule 3.78).

lFor a stronger rule see Appendix A, Rule A.I.
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Rule 4.97 (DS) Differentiation of a .um.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

a(j + .)
j i. x-diff, • i. x-diff ~ --'--;--'ax

Rule 4.98 (DP) Differentiation of a product.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

dl a.
-+ax ax

a(j .•) dl a,
1 is .x-cliff, s is x-cliff => --- = s . - + 1 . -ax ax ax

Rule 4.99 (DRec) Differentiation of a reciprocal.
P remise lines. None.
Conclusion.

d 1 ~
j of. 0, j i. x-diff => - - =- ~ax j t'

From these two, we can derive the rule for differentiation of a quotient.

Rule 4.100 (DQ) Differentiation of a quotient.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

d ,
j of. 0, j and , are x-diff~ -- =axj

We include now the two rule., (DPO), that tran.form the Leibniz notation
to the prime operator and vice-versa.

Rule 4.101 (DP01) (3.84)
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

" ,df(x)\
f(x) •• x-d.ff at • ~ I (0) = --a;-- .=,

Rule 4.102 (DP02) (3.85)
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

I i. differentiable at:& = 0 ~ I'Co) = alj;\=,
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The following rules (4.103-4.116) can be derived from the corresponding
rules for limits and the definition of the derivative (Rule 3.78).

Rule 4.103 (DC) Derivative of a constant.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

I is defined =? ~ = 0
d3:

where i is constant with respect to:x.

From the rules for derivative of a canstan t and a product, we can derive the
following.

d'i dI
I is ",-diff =} - =,-

d", d3:

Rule 4.104 (DMC) Multiplication by a
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

constan t.

where s is constan t with respect to x

Combining this rule with 4.97, we get

Rule 4.105 (DLC) Derivative of a linear combination.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

where el, ""1 en are constant with respect to x

We introduce three cases for the rules for powers.

. din dl
i is :z;-dlff:::> _ = nin- 1 .-

d3: d3:

where if I is "', I is ",-diff and dI / d3: can be ommitted.

Rule 4.106 (DPowl)
odd denominator.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

Let n - 1 '2: 0 be an integer or a rational number with

Let n - 1 < 0 be an integer or a rational number with

din
1,# 0, I is "'-diff=? d;' = nln-l.

where if I is "', I is "'-diff and dl/d3: can be ommitted.

Rule 4.107 (DPow2)
odd denominator.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.
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Rule 4.108 (DPow3) Let n -1 be a real number not in the CaBes for LPow1
or LPow2.
Premise lines. None.
Conc::lusion.

j> 0, j is ",--diff~ : = njn-l. ~

where if j is"" j is ",--diff and <it/dx can be ommitted.

Rule 4.109 (DLog) Derivative of the logarithm.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

d(ln 1m 1 tit
j # 0, t is ",-diff~ dx j' dx

where if i is x. i is x-cliff and dt/th can be ommitted.

Rule 4.110 (DExp) Derivative of the exponential.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

. . dee') %

t IS '" -dlff ~ ---;;;;- =e

where if j is "', t is ",-diff and dt / dx can be ommitted.

Rule 4.111 (DSin) Derivative of the sine.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

d(sin t) tit
t is ",-diff ~ dx = cos j . dx

where if i is X, i is $-diff and di/dz can be ommitted.

Rule 4.112 (DCos) Derivative of the cosine.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

. . d(cosj) . dj
j IS ",-diff~ dx = - Sin j . dx

where if j is"" j is ",--diff and dt/dx can be ommitted.

We can derive, in the usual way, the rules for the other elementary functions.
For instance, we have the following.

Rule 4.113 (DTan) Derivative of the tangent.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

. d(tan j)
cos j # 0, t 's ",--diff ~ dx

1 <it
(seci) .

d",

where ifj is "', t is ",-diff and dj/dx can beommitted.
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Rule 4.114 (DSec) Derivative of the secant.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

d(seci) ell
cosi # 0, i is ",-diff ~ " = sed· tan i· "

where if i is "', i is ",-diff and dl/" can be ommitted.

Rule 4.115 (DArctan) Derivative of the arctangent.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

d(arctan I) 1 ell
1 is ",-diff=:- d", =1+1""

where if 1 is "', I is '" -diff and dl / d", can be ommitted.

Rule 4.116 (DArcsin) Derivative of the arcsine.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

. . d(arcsinl) 1
-1 < I < 1, 1 18 "'-dlff =:- L = ~

"'" vi - I'

where if 1 is"" 1 is ",-diff and dl/" can be ommitted.

4.2.13 Rules for differentials.

Rule 4.111 (Ditr) Definition of differen tials (3.86).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

Rule 4.118 (Ditre) Cancellation of differentials (3.87).
Premise lines.

Conclusion.
A~ r =i

where :r: is the absolutely independen t variable in r" = 1 ".

We can add the following derived rule, for dealing with the solution of dif
ferential equations by separation of variables.
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dy
A~'<k=i

Rule 4.119 (DiffSe) Separation of variables
Premise lines.

Conclusion.
A~.dy=i<k

4.2.14 Rules for integrals.

The old rule of replacement for indefinite integrals. IRi (3.88), is a. consequence
of the new DR2 (4.91). \Ve shall include here, however, since iLS derivation is
awkward.

Rule 4.120 (IRil) Replacement for indefinite integrals (3.88). IIere A does
not contain the stroke operator.
Premise lines.

Conclusion.

(A)nh~, !Il,' "j Yn are continuous-nh.x => Jida:;::: J' dx

where 1/11 •.. , !In are the unbound variables in , and i different from x, not.
independent of .x, and not occurring unbound in A.

From this rule and QR2 (3.25), we can obtain areplacement rule that is
useful for integrals:

Rule 4.121 (IR.i2) Second replacement rule for indefinite integrals.
Premise lines.

A~ i =,

Conclusion.

(A)e",), P < x < q, Yl>"" Y. are continuous-(pxq) ~ Ji dx =J'dx

where VII"" II" are the unbound variables in • and i different from.x, not
independent of :l: J and not -occurring unbound in A .
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Similarly as for the other rules of replacement, we need a preliminary recur
sive definition for the extended rule of replacement for definite integrals. An
occurrence of a. term 't is l-[rxp] in a term m, ifi occurs algeraically in a term q
and f: 2 dz occurs algebraically in m. An occurrence of a term; is n + l-[rxp]
in a term m, if 't occurs n-[rxp] in a term q and J: q d:r; occurs algebraically in
m. 't occurs [rxpL ifi occurs n-[rxp] for a certain n :;::: 1.

We restate, first, with the usual adjustmen ts, and for the same reasons as
for the other replacement rules, the old replacement rule for definite integrals.

Rule 4.122 (ffid1) Replacement for definite integrals (3.89)2. IIere A does
not contain the stroke operator.
Premise lines.

Conclusion.

(A){p,rr]1 Yl, ... , Yn are continuous-[pxr] => l' idx = l' sdx

• •
where Vl, ... , tin are the unbound variables in s and 1 differeD t from x, Dot
independent of x, and not occurring in A.

Rule 4.123 (ffid2) Replacement for definite integrals.
Premise lines.

Conclusion.

(A)[np[, E, VI,···, Vn are continuous-[rxp] => m, = 2'

where A["p] is the set of formulas in A relativized to [rxp], and m, = 2' is
obtained from m = q by replacing 't by r in one or more places where it occurs
(r.zp] and 1/l, ... I 1/n are the unbound variables in i and J different from x, not
independent of %, and not occurring un bound in A.

{ ;dz =1';dz => 1'; dz ={ ;[:ldu

where x does not occur dependent or independent in ;, and the only free variable
occurring in i is x.

Rule 4.124 (ICV) Change of variable for definite integrals (3.90).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

2 An alternative rule, that may be preferable, appears in Appendix B (B.8).
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ell
A"'d:&=r

Rule 4.125 (IAn) Antiderivatives (3.91).
Premise lines.

Conclusion.

rand 1 are continuous-(m",p), (A)(m.p), m < '" < P

'" Jrd:& =1 +C

where m is a term or -COl pis a term or +00, and C is a new constant which
depends on m and p.

Rule 4.126 (lAd) Additivity (3.94)3.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

iiscontinuous-I,m,p,rEI=> l' lcU= j'lch+ j'idx
m m p

where I is an interval, and m 1 p, rEI must be replaced by inequalities.

Rule 4.121 (ISubi) Integration by substitution for indefinite integrals (3.92).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

i is continuous-nhz, i is continuous-ahu, ~ is continuous-nhx

'" JIdu = JI~ d:&

We call now add a third rule of replacement for indefinite integrals, involving
differentials.

Rule 4.128 (IRi3) Third replacement rule for indefinite integrals.
P remise lines.

Conclusion.

(A)nh$1 :' till "0' Un are··continuous-nhs: => J.dy =Jich

where til, ... , !In are the unbound variables different from x, and ti, not inde
penden t of oX or yo, which occur in r and ~ and not occurring in A .

3An alternative rule that may be preferable appears in Appendix B (B.9).
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1 is continuou&-nhx => j d dx =c j 1dx

Rule 4.129 (ISub d) Substitution for definite integrals (3.93).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

(/(g(x)) is continuous-[rx,](g'(x) is continuous-(rx,),

(n = g(x))[",], lim g'(x) and lim g'(x) exist
:-,+ :-,-

j le,) J'=> f(u)du= t<g(x)).g'(x)dx
g(r) r

We replace the two rules based on the fundamental theorem, IFTla (3.95)
and IFTlb (3.96), by one version, that, although a little weaker, seems more
useful.

Rule 4.130 (IFT1) Fundamental Theorem.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

d j'i is continuous-(pxq), a, x E (P, q) => - 1 dx =1
dx,

Rule 4.131 (IFT2) (3.97)
Premise lines.

A=>jidx=,

Conclusion.

(A)e,.m), ' is continuous-(pxm]

=> jm 1 dx = 'I.=m - ,1,=,,

Rule 4.132 (lSi) Integration of a sum for indefinite integrals (3.98).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

, and 1 are continuou&-nbx => f(, +1)dx = j ,dx + j idx

Rule 4.133 (IMei) Multiplication by a constant (3.99).
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.
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Similarly, we have the rules corresponding to the two last ones for definite
integrals.

Rule 4.134 (ISd) Integration of a sum for definite integrals.
Premise lines. None~

Conclusion.

, and 1 are continuous-[p",q] * J.' (, + I) d2: =J.' ,d2: + J.' 1d2:
• ••

Rule 4.135 (IMCd) Multiplication by a constant.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

~ is continuous-(pxq} => jf d dx = C 1'1 i dz

• •

Rule 4.136 (IFi) Integration by parts for indefinite integrals.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

d, and dl .d:e dx are contmuous-(rxr), r < x < s

j dl j d,* 'd2:=,.I- id2:d2:+C

where C is a new CODstan t that depends on ,. and ,.

Algebraic rules and more rules for definite integrals should be added. For
instance, rules for the integration of specific elemen tary functions. We shall
include a few, without attempting to be complete.

Rule 4.137 (IC) Integration of a constan t.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

1#0* jld2:=I"'+C

where i is constan t with reap ect to x .

Rule 4.138 (10) Integration of zero.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

* j Od2: =°
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This rule is a peculiarity of our system that is easily derived from IRi (3.88)
and lSi (3.98).

There are several rules for integration of a power.

Rule 4.139 (IPow1) Integragion of a power with n a positive integer or a
positive rational with odd denominator
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

J
xn+1

=> ",'dz=--+C
n+I

Rule 4.140 (IPow2a) Integration of a power with n a negative integer or
negative rational with odd denominator. This rule splits into two.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

J
$11.+1

0< "', n # -1 => ",' dz = --+ C
n+l

where C dep ends on 0 and +00.

Rule 4.141 (IPow2b) Integration of a power with n a negative integer or
negative rational with odd denominator, This is the second rule.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

J
$"+1

'" < 0, n # -1 => ",' ch = --+ C
n+1

where C depends on -00 and O.

Rule 4.142 (IPow3) Integration of a power with n a rational with even de
nominator or an irrational.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

J
.2:"+1

O<"'=> ",'ch=--+C
n+1

where C dep ends on 0 and +00.

Rule 4.143 (IReel) Integration of 1/",. This rule splits into two rules.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

O<"'=> J~ch=ln",+c

where C dep ends on 0 and +00.
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Rule 4.144 (ffiec2) Integration of l/x. This is the second rule.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

x<O~ J~dx=lnlxl+c

where C depends on = -co and O.

Rule 4.145 (IExp) Integration of the exponen tial.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

~ Je' dx = e' + C

Rule 4.146 (IS in) Integration of the sine.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

=> jSinxdx=-COBX+C

Rule 4.147 (ICos) Integration of the cosine.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

=> JCOBxd%= sin.:z:+ C

Rule 4.148 (IEspi) Integration of 1/(1 + x').
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

~ J_1_, dx = arctan x + C
l+x

Rule 4.149 (IEsp2) Integration ofl/v'l- x'.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

-l<X<l~Jv' 1 dx=arcsinx+C
1- x'
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4.3 Proofs of the derived rules

4.3.1 Replacing functional parameters by terms

As an example, we shall pro ve Rule DD2 (4.89) from the other rules, especially
DD (3.78). We assume the antecedent, namely

Ii 1!.=0+. - 1Ir=. . tm eXl8 s .
• -0 h

Take a new functional parameter f and define hy Rule FD (3.1)

1lr=r =1Ir=r =:- f(%) =1[r=r.

Also, introduce, [or a new variable u, by IP (3.4)

where u is declared independent of h.
Let B be

1\:=1 and 1\r=f+h exists, u = s.

Then, by algebraic and Str rules, we get

1Ir-.+' - 11.-. f(u + h) - ((u)
B=:- h = h .

By DD, with the appropriate existence hypothesis

lim feu + h) - {(u) ={'(u).
'-0 h

By limit replacement (Rule 3.52) and algebraic replacement (3.51)

(B) 1· l[r-.+' - l[r-. f'()
d.h.o =:- 1m h = u.'-0

Since, is independent of h, by Str rules we get

(B) =:- rm 1Ir=0+' - llr=. = f'(.).
dnbhO 11:"0 h

By DPO rule (3.85), and Str rules

, <illf (,) = - .
d:r: S-=J

Thus, we obtain

(E) Ii 1Ir=r+k - llr=.
dnhhO => m h'_0

We can change the antecedent to the right one, by QR rules (esp edally 3.33)
and simplification rules.

Since f does not OCCUI in the last line, the derivation can be made indep en
dent of f by rule DE (3.2).
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4.3.2 Domain rules

We begin with the proof that the replacement ofj = j by 'j is defined' is justified.
We have that if j is a algebraic term, then

j is defined =0- j =j

is an instance of the introduction of identities (II).
Ifi is a. limit or derivative, then '1 is defined' and i = i are identical, so there

is nothing to prove.
We now prove that if 'j is defined' is given by clauses (r) or (s), then the line

j is defined =0- j =j

is justified.
For clause (I), assume that 1 = J f dx. We fust introduce the premise, by

IP (3.4)

Then, by replacemen t for indefinite integrals IRi (3.88)

This is what we had to prove.
The proof for clause (s) is similar, but using IRd (3.89) instead of!Ri.
For the case where i contains calculus operators, it is necessary to use sub-

stitution Sub (3.5), besides what we have proved.
Thus, we have in fact proved Rule Dol (4.46).
In order to prove D02 (4.47) we must apply QR6 (3.29) to Dol.
Finally in this subsection, El (4.48) is obtained as follows. We first introduce

the identity

by rule II (3.3). We also have

A, ('" ="'h =0- B

Then, by QR6 (3.29), we obtain the desired conclusion

A =0- B.

4.3.3 Extended replacemen t rules

We shall now prove the extended replacement rules. We begin by the rule
for limits, LRe2 (4.60). We assume the premise lines and the anteceden t of
the conclusion. The proof is by induction on n where i occurs n-dnh.zp. For
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simplicity, we omit the unbound variables. First, let n
occurs algebraically in r. We have

which is one of the premise lines, and by IP (3.4)

r=r=>r=r

Hence, by AR (3.51)
A, r = r => r1 = r

where r1 is obtained from r by replacing 1 by ,.
By the old LRe (3.52 or 4.59)

1 and suppose that j

(A)dnhrp, (r = r )dnhzp I lim r = lim r => lim Tt = lim r
%-p r_p r_p :-p

Then, by AR, since B ::} q =m I and li~_p r occurs algebraically

(A)dnhzPI (r = r)dnhS'PJ lim r = lim '", B => ql = ml
%_P r_p

Since we have, B => q = m, and lim,,_. r occurs in q = m, by SI3 (3.47)
and SI5 (3.49)

(A)dnhs., B => q, = m,
that is the desired conclusion.

The proof for the extended derivative replacement, DR2 (4.91), which now
includes replacemen t for indefinite integral, is similar. For the step for n = 0
we use AR (3.51) and obtain from the premise lines

B:>p=q

since i occurs algebraically, the conclusion

A, B => p, = q,

Then by QRl (3.24), we get

which is the desired conclusion.
Suppose now that the statement is true for n a suppose that j occurs n + 1

nh",. We have the premise line
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and by IP (3.4),
r=r:}r=r

Since .., occurs n-nhz in r, by the induction hypothesis, we get

(A ).b., , =, ~ '\ =,
where '"1 is obtained from r by a replacement of i by ,. Hence, by our primitive
DR (3.79 or 4.90)

When the term is an indefinite integral, we must use lRi (3.88), instead of DR.
Because drjrk occurs algebraically in p = q, and B => p = q, by AR we get

Again, since B => p = q, and dr jrk occurs in p = q, by SI2 (3.46) and SI5
(3.49), we get the needed conclusion

The proof for the rule of replacemen t for definite in tegrals, IRd2 (4.123), is
similar.

4.3.4 Strengthened limit rules for elementary functions

As an example, we shall prove the rule Ior limit of the logarithm (4.75). Thus,
since the rule has no premise lines, we must prove the conclusion

lim; =m, m > 0 ~ limln; =lnm.
z .... p ~-p

We introduce a new variable u and introduce LCom (3.54) with this variable:

(lnu = Inu).b,m, lim Inu = Inm, limu = m => limlnu =Inm. (1)
"_1"1\ ~_p ~_p

We have, by algebra
u > O=> Inu =lnu (2)

and hence from (1) and (2) by QR6 (3.29), QR9 (3.32), Str2 (3.7), and El (4.48)

m > 0, lim lnu = lnm, lim u = m => lim lnu = Inm. (3)
.. -m S'-p S'_p

We now introduce, by IP (3.4), the line

(4)
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We then get, by the algebraic rules

u =i:} Inu =Ini

By limit replacement (3.52), from (4)

(u = i)dnh.p:} lim u = lim i
.:r ..... p 1' ..... p

and, from (5)
(u = i)dnh.p :} lim In u = lim In L

1'-p 1'-p

We also have by the old LLog (3.65)

m > O:} lim u = In m.,-m
Hence, by (3) and (8), by MP (3.18)

m > 0, lim u = m => lim In u = in m.
1'-p 1'-'

We now apply algebraic replacement (4.58) to (6), (7), and (9)

m > 0, (u =i)dnh.p, limi=m:} limlni = Inm.
1'-p :-p

By PEl (3.21)

m > 0, (i =i)dnh.p, limi = m:} limlni =lnm.
1'-1' 1'-'

We add by IP (3.4)
limi=m:}limi=m
l'-p 1'-'

and hence, by SI3 (3.47) from (11)

m > 0, lim i = m :} lim In i = In m1'-' l'_p

which is our desired conclusion.

4.3.5 Second inverse function rule

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

We now prove the second inverse function rule (4.95). We first introduce a
premise by IP (3.4):

v=m:}v=m
where 11 is & new variable.

Then, by DR (3.79)
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and
. . dy dm

(y = m )nh" m IS '" -(hff => a., = d;;

By the chain rule Deh (3.80)

. d'ff d'ff d. d. dy
zIBy-l,yisx-1 =>d:r:=d,,·d.x

By DIn (3.82)
dy d. dy
-i"0=> -=1/
d. dy d.

Applying AR (3.51) to (2) and (4), we get

.. dm d. dm
(y = m)nh., m 's ,-dlff, - i" 0 => - = 1/-

d, dy d.

Using AR again with (1), (3), and (5)

(y = m )nh" (y = m )nh., m is , and ",-dilf, dm i" 0
d.

=> d, = dm /dm
a., at d.

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

By AM (3.44)

(y = m )nh., (y = m )nh., m is • and ",-diff, d, i" 0, dm i" 0
a., d.

=> d. = dm /m (7)
a., at d.

Hence, by QR13 (3.36)

(y = m )nh" m is • and ",-dill, ~~ i" 0, dm i" 0
<= d.

=> ~ = d:;; /:;: (8)

Using AR again with (7) applied twice

(V = m)nn" m is. and Miff, dr;: /d
m

i" 0, dm i" 0
0" d.

=> d, = dm /dm (9)
a., at d.

Now, by AA1 (3.50) applied to (9)

( ) . d -d'ff dm -J- 0 dm -J- d. _ dm dm
y =m nh< , m IS 'an '" 1, at r , d. r 0 => a., - at d.'

One more step using PEl (3.21) eliminates(y = m)nn. and gives the desired
conclusion.
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4.3.6 Derivative rules for the elementary functions

The rules for derivatives of elmentary functions can be proved in the usual way
from the rules for limits and the definition of derivative (Rule 3.78). These rules
can be proved in the form

As an example, we indicate the proof of

ax'I' 4
=0- -- = _x l / 3

d", 3

First show in the usual way that

and
dy'
-=3y'
dy

Let", = y'; then y ='" 11'. Ily using DIn (3.82), we get

Using the chain rule (3.80)

axil' 4__ = _xl/a
d:I: 3

Since
lim ~",ll' = 0
z..... o3

we get by DB (3.83)

so by PC (3.19) we get the desired conclusion.
To prove the derivative rules for terms, as they are stated in this chapter I we

need a separate argument. As an example, we prove the rule for the derivative
of the cosine (4.112), that is, since there are no premise lines

. -d'ff d(cosi)
i 18 '" 1 =0- d:I:

By the simple rule we have

. cit
-smi· ax ·

dCOBU .
=0- --- = - SID U.

du
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(1)

Also, by the chain rule (3.80), and the strengthened algebraic replacement (4.58)

du du dcosu . du
d:I: = d:I: =>~ = -SlUU' d:I:'

We now introduce by IP (3.4)

u =1 => u = i,

and we then obtain by algebraic rules

u =1 => COBU = COSl

u=i::::}sinu=sini

and by derivative replacement (3.79)

(2)

(3)

(4)
dcosu dcosu dcosu deoal

(u = I )ohz, ----a;;;- = ----a;;;- =>~ =~.
Hence from (1), (2), (3), and (4), by algebraic replacement (4.58) and 5Il (3.45)

cH dl dcosi . cH
(u =l)ohZ> d:I: = d:I: =>~ =- olUI· d:I:'

By PEl (3.21)

cH cH dcosi cH
(I = I)ohz, d:I: = d:I: =>~ =- oin I· d:I:

and by 512 (3.46) with IP (3.4) we obtain the desired conclusion.

4.3.7 Separation of variables

We now prove the rule for separation of variables. Assume the premise, i.e.

A:>.:'=i

By the rule Diff (4.117), we have

y is .,-diff => dy = :, d:I:

From (1), by algebraic ruleo, we obtain

(1)

(2)

dy
d:I: = d:I:, A=>. d:I: d:I: = i d:I:

Then, by AR (4.58), which io a combination of the old AR (3.51) and 51 rules

A=> .dy =id:I:.
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4.3.8 Replacemen t for differentials in indefinite integrals

We proceed to prove the replacement rule for indefinite integra.ls involving dif
ferentials, IRi3 (4.128).

Suppose
A:}.dy=jdx

We have, by Diff (4.117)

y is x-iliff => dy =:, .dx

Thus, by AR (4.58)

A, Y is x-iliff :} •. dy . dx = j dz.
dx

So by replacement, IRil (4.120)

(A)nh:' dy is continuous-nhx, Yl, ... ,Yn are continuous-nhx
dx

By ISubi (4.127)

till" . 1 lin are continuous-nh:c, 'J is % diff in a-nhx => Js : d:c = J'dy.

Hence, by algebraic replacemen t AR (4.58) we obtain the conclusion.

4.3.9 Integration by parts

We now prove integration by parts rule IPi (4.136).
By the product rule for derivatives DP (4.98)

dh dl d,
, and j are x-iliff:} dx =,. dx + j . dx

Hence, by IAn (3.91)

(, and i are x-iliff)(w), r < x <,:} J(,. ~ +i· ~)dx=j., +c

where C dep end. on r and ,.
We have, by lSi (3.98)

dj d,
(,. dx and i . dx are defined )nh.

J dl d, Jdl J d,:} (,.-+j·-)dx= ,.-dx+ i·-dx
dx dx dx dx
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But by QR2 (3.25) and algebraic rules, we can obtain

(. and t are x-diff)(u,), r < x < •

J dt d. Jdt Jd.=> (•. -+t.-)dx= •. -dx+ j.-dx
dx dx dx dx

By algebraic rules, we now obtain IPi.
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Chapter 5

Examples of derivations

In this chapter, we shall give some examples of derivations. In writing them,
we shall number the successive lines and separate in different columns the re
strictions, premises and the main equation 1. We shall add an extra column to

state the rule and previous lines used to obtain the given line. \Vhen a number
occurs in the set of premises, the numb er represen ts the main equation of the
line with that number. We shall also write (n)nh< for the main equation of line n
restricted to a neighborhood of x. Similarly for the other restrictions. Thus, the
first column contains the number of the line, the second, the main equation, the
third, the premises, the fourth, the restrictions, and the fifth, the justification
for the line.

We shall use a few abbreviations. (l conh means that l is continuous-I. AI,
means that algebraic rules have been applied.

Example 5.1 We begin with one of the simple examples that was discussed in
the introduction, namely I how to differentiate V:£4 _ "./:£".

1 -Ix2 - -Ix 2 = 0 None None AA (4.56)

d -- ~ dO DRl (4.90), 12 -(-Ix2 _ x 2 ) =- None None
d.:z: d.:z:

dO
DC (4.103)3 -=0 None None

d.:z:

d -- ~4 -(-Ix2 - x 2 ) = 0 None None AR (4.58), 2,3
d.:z:

d -- ...;;2
5 d.:z: (-Ix2 - x 2 )1<=0 = 01<=0 None None Strl (4.6),4

lFor a definition of these sets of formulas that. constiutie a line, see section 4.1.
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6 None None StrlO (4.15), 5

We first show

Example 5.2 ThiB example is for showing applications of the limit rules. Our
aim iB sho wing that if :x > 0, then

d - 1
d:x ./:X = 2./;;'

. ..;;-+II - ./;; 1
hm =~'-0 h 2./:x

thUB proving that the defivative of f(:x) = ./;; is f'(:x) = 1/2./x, for every
:x > O. We begin by proving that lim, _o./:x + h = ,;ai. In these and the other
examples, we shall condense the application of algebraic rules. We first declare
in thiB derivation that :x iB a variable independent of the variable h.

1 lim(:x + h) = lim:x + lim h None
h-O 11 ..... 0 11-0

lim :x exists'-0
lim h exist'-0

LS (4.65)

2 lim % =x'-0
31imh=0

h-O

4 lim(:x + h) = :x
h-O

5 lim(:x + h)'/' =:x'/2
h-O

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

:x>0

LC (4.63)

LI (4.64)

AR (4.58), Al

I, 2, 3

LPow3 (4.74), 4

We have completed our firBt Bubgoal. We now prove that

6

7

8

lim«:x + h )'/2+ :x'/2) = None.-0
lim(:x + h)'/2 + lim :x'/2
11.-0 h.-o

lim :x'/2 = :x'/' None.-0
lim«:x + h )'/2+ :x 1/2) = None.-0
2:x'/2

We now proceed to our final goal.
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:x > 0

LS (4.65)

LC (4.63)
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9
('" + h)'/' + ",'I'

=1
None II (4.3)

=

lim 1 QRI5 (4.40),-0 (x + h)'/' + xli'

exists

(h # O)dnhhO LRei (4.59),9

lim 1 exists
,-0 ("'+ h)'I2+ x l/'

10

11

12

('" + h)'/' + ",II'

· (",+h)'/'+",I/'
hm h,-0
I
. 1
1m

,-0 ('" + h)I/' + ",II'

· (",+h)'/'+",'/'
hm h'_0

1
lim -:-----:-,..,.:;'-;;----,=,-0 ("'+ h)'/'+ ",'I'

l
. 1
1m =

,-0 ('" + h)l/' + ",II'
1

2",1/'

None

None

None x>O LRec (4.67), 8

13
· ("'+h)'/'+x'/'

hm h,-0
1

2x'/ '

= None x> 0 AR (4.58), 11, 12

None

None

( h)'/' '1'
lim x + + '" DD2 (4.89)
'-0 h

To reach our final goal we must use DD2 (4.89).

· (",+h)'/'+",'/'
14 hm h =,-0

d..;;i
ax

d..;;i 1
15 k = 2x'/'

Thus, we complete the derivation.

exists

'" > 0 AR (4.58), 13, 14

Example 5.3 Here we deal with the related rates example discussed in the
introduction. We rep eat the statement of the exercise. Suppose that two boats
A and B start from the same point at the same time, A due north and B due
west. A travels at a constant speed of 10 Km/h, and B has Ii speed of 20 Km/h
after 5 hours when it is 30 Km from the starting p oint. At what speed are the
boats separating at this time?

We now begin the derivation of the equations.

1

2

• ' = 100i' + y' (1)

d.' d
- = -(IOOi' + y') (I).b.
ell di
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d. d.' d.'
.' is 1-<1iff3 dj = dj/a; None DIn2 (4.95)

" is .-<liff
d.' I' 0
dl
d.'
-1'0
d.

d. f,-(1001' + V')
1001' + y' is1-<1iff4 dl= ,,' (1 )nh' AR (4.58), 2, 3

J;"
%:l is z-diff
d
-(1001' + Y') I' 0
dl,

~i'O
d.

d.'
5 -=2. None None DPawl (4.106)

d.

d
6 dl (1001' + V') = None I' is I-<liff DLC (4.105)

y' is I-diff
dl' dy'

100-+-
dl dl

dl'
DPawl (4.106)1 di = 21 None None

8
dy' dy

None y is i-diff DPawl (4.106)-=2y·-
dl dl

d
9 dl (1001' + V') = None y is i-diff AR (4.58), 6, 8

dy
2001 + 2Ydj

10
d. 2001+2y~

(l)nh' y is I-diff AR (4.58), 4, 5, 9-=
dl 2.

2001 + 2y: I' 0

2. I' 0
y is I-diff

11 1=5 (11) None IP (4.4)

12 y = 30 (12) None IP (4.4)

13
dy

(13) None IP (4.4)-=20
dl
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14

15

16

z = v'3400

dz 2600

di = v'3400

dz 2600

dt = v'3400

(1), (11), (12) None II (4.3)

(l)nh" (11), y is hliff AR (4.58), 10, 11,

(12), (13) 2z;6 0 12, 13, 14
dV

2001+V- -' 0dl r

(l)nh', (11), (12), (13) V is l-cliff AA (4.56) 15

With Line (16), we obtain what we need. In this line, AA is applied twice,
because the premises imply algebraically the inequalities in the restrictions of
15.

Exa.:m.ple 5.4 We are given the oblique ellipse ,;2 - xy T Y2 - 9 = 0 a.nd we
are a.sked to determine the points with minimum and maximum distance to the
origin. We begin with the derivation.

None II (4.3)

x and yare x-diff DP (4.98)

None DC (4.103)

'" and V are x-cliff AR (4.58, 6, 7

DLC (4.105)

DC (4.103)

DRI (4.90), 1

IP (4.4)

y is x-diff DPowl (4.106)

None DPowl (4.106)

None DPowl (4.106)

None

9 are x-diff

x'J I XV I Y2, and

None

ois x-diff

1 x' - xV + y' - 9 = 0 (1)

2
d, , dO

(I).h,-(x - xV + y - 9) = -
dz dz

dO
None3 -=0

dz

d
4 -(",' _ xy + V' - 9) = None

dz
dz' dzy dV' d9
---+---
dz dz dz dx

dz'
5 dz = 2", None

6
dzy dz dV

None-=-y+x-
dz dz dz

dz
NoneT dz = 1

8
dzy dy

None-=I·y+"'·-
dz dz

9 1· y = y None

10 dy' = 2y . dy None
dz dz

d9
11 -=0 None

dz
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14

13 2x-(y+xu)+2yu=
(2x - y) + u(2y - x)

dy dy
2x - (y +xt) - 2y d3: =

(2x-y)+ d3:(2y-x)

NOlle

None

None

y is x--<!iff

None

y is x--<!iff

AR (4.58)

4,5, 11

II (4.3)

Sub (4.5), 13

.,> - xy + y> - 6, 2x - y,

and 2 y - x are con-nhxy

15

16

17

d, >
d3: (x - xy + y - 9) =

dy
(2x - y) + d3: (2y - x)

dy
(2x-y)+ d3:(2y-x)=0

dy 2x-y
d3: = 2y - x

None

(1)

y i. x-diff

y is x-diff

AR (3.51), 12, 14

AR (4.58), 2, 3, 15

DIm (4.93), 1, 16

(18) None IP (4.4)

19
d. d > >
- = -(x + y )
d3: d3:

x> + y> i. x-diff DRI (4.90), 18

x> and y' are x--<!ilf DS (4.97)20

21

22

d d3:> dy>
-(x> + V»~ = - + - None
d3: d3: d3:

d dy
d3: (x> + V') = 2x + 2y . d3: None

d. dy
d3: = 2x + 2y . d3:

y is x--<!ilf

y is x--<!ilf

AR (4.58), 20, 5, 10

AR (4.58), 19, 21

23
d. dy
d3: = 2x + 2y . d3: (I), (18)nhz 2y -x # 0 S15 (4.55), 17,22

x> - xy + y> - 9, 2x - y, and
2" -x are con-nhzy

x> - xy + y> - 9, 2x - y,and
2y - x are con-llhxy

24
d. 2x-y
- =2x+2y·-
d3: 2y - x

(I), (18)nhz
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d.
25 -=0 (25) None IP (4.4)

d:c

26
2", - Y

(I), (18)nhz' (25) 2y -'" '" 0 AR (4.58), 24, 252",+2y - --= 0
2y -'"

:r;'J_ xtl +y'J - 9, 2$ - y, and
2y -:x are con-hhxy

We now have two equations

",' - xy + y' - 9 = 0

2", - Y
2",+2y--= O.

2y - '"
\Ve have to solve the system.

We also have to solve the system

",' - "'y + y' - 9 = 0

2y - '" = °
We then evaluate z for all solutions thus obtained, and determine which is

the maximum and which is the minimum.

Example 5.5 This is a detailed work out of Example 5 in the introduction.
Occasionally, we shall condense, however, several applications of derivative ruleB
and algebraic rules into one line, We have to prove that for x > 0, arctan x +
arctan(I/"') = >:/2. We begin by showing that

d 1 1
-(arctan -) = --
d", '" 1 + ""

None

None1

2

3

4

d I
-(arctan -) =
d:c '"1 d 1
1 + (II",') . d:c (;)

d 1 1
d:c; = - ",'

d 1 "" 1-arctan - = --(--) None
d:c '" 1 + "" ""
d 1 1

- arctan - = - --- None
d:c '" 1 +",'

II'" ",-dilr

",,,,0

",,,,0

DAretan (4.115)

DRec (4.99)

AR (4.58), 1, 2

AI,3

We have attained our first goal, and now we continue.

5
d 1

- arctan :& :::: -
d:c 1+",'

None
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d 1
6 - (arctan x + arctan -) = None arctan x and DS (4.97)

~ d x 1
d:z; arctan x + d3: arctan ;; arctan(l/x) are x-cliff

d 1
1 dx (arctan x + arctan -) = None x;OO AR (4.58),4,5,6

1 1 x

1 + x' + (-1 + x')

d 1
8 -(arctan x + arctan -) = 0None x;OO AI,7

dx x

9 j Odx = None (x f. 0lcoz~),O < x, IAn (4.125), 8

1
arctan x + arctan - + C C dep on 0, co

x

10 jOdx=O None None 10 (4.138)

11 0= None (x f. 0lcozoo),O < x AR (4.58), 9, 10
1

arctan x + arctan - + C C dep on 0,00
x

12 0= None x ;0 0,°< x, QR8 (4.33), 11
1

arctan x + arctan - + C C dep on 0,00,
x

(x=x)(oz~)

13 0= None x;O 0,0 < x, EI (4.48), 12
1

arctan x + arctan - + G C dep on 0,00
x

14 -C = None 0< x, AA (4.56), AI, 13
1

arctan x + arctan - C dep on 0,00
x

r
Sub (4.5), AI, 1415 -C =- None 0<1,

2
CdeponO,oo

16 -C = ~ None C dep on 0,00 AA (4.56), 15
2

1 r
None AR (4.58), 1611 arctan x + arctan - = - O<x

x 2

This line ends our derivation.
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Exunple 5.6 This example is a solution of very simple differen tial equations
by separation of variables. Suppose we are given,

dy
and y!.=o = 1-=ky

dl

1 dy k (1) None IP (4.4)-= y
dl

2 dy = ky dl (1 ) None DillSe (4.119), 1

1
(1 )3 -dy = kdl y",O AI,2

y

4 J;dY = Jk dJ (l)n". (y '" O)nhl IRi2 (4.121), 3

5 J;dY = Jk dJ (1)(_~<+~) y",O QR2 (4.27),4

(y con)(_~<+~)

6 J;dY = In y + C, )lone O<y lRecl (4.143)

7 Jkdl = kJ +C, None
k '" ° Ie (4.137)

8 In y + C, = kJ + C, (I)(_~<+~) O<y,k",O AR (4.58), 5, 6, 7
y", 0, (y conl<-~<+~)

9 In y+ C, = kJ+C, (1l<-~.+~) O<y,k",O AI, 8
(y con)(_~<+~)

10 y = eli eCJ -C1 (1)(_~<+~) O<y,k",O AI, 9
(y con)(_~<+~)

11 I " c,-c'l (1l<-~<+~) °< yl.=o, k '" ° Strl (4.6), 10y 1=0 = e e ~=o

(y contl<_~<+~)

12 ul1=o = elOeCJ-C1 (1)(_~<+~) 0< yl.=o, k '" 0 Str4 (4.9),11
(y con)(_~<+~)

13 ul1=o = e
CJ

-C1
(1)(_~<+~) 0< y[.=o, k '" 0 AI, 12

(y con)(_~._)

14 yl.=o = 1 (14) None IP (4.4)

15 1 = eCt - C1
(1)(_~.+~), (14) O<I,k",O AR (4.58), 13, 14

(y conlc_~.+~)
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16 1 = eCt - C1 (llc-ooHoo), (14) k #0 AA (4.56), 15
(y con)(_OOHoo)

11 11 = e.lc1 (1)(-OOHOO), (14) 0< y, k # 0 AR (4.58), 10, 16
(y con)(_ooHoo)

With this line, we conclude the solution of the equation. It can be seen, that
the line includes all the necessary conditions for the solution to be valid.
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Chapter 6

Infinitesimals and
differential equations

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we introduce infinitesimals, and a very elementary fragment of
nonstandard analysis, in order to deal with derivations of differential equations
and definite integrals. As it will be seen, however, this method has advantages
for equational deductions in general. We plan to continue the study of this type
of systems, so this can be considered a preliminary report.

We keep the same language as the old object language, but with a wider use
and a new interpretation of differentials, which now represent certain infinitesi
mals. We shall also be able to eliminate some of the calculus operators.

In this report, we only deal with first-order differentials. We plan further
study of higher order differen tials.

We emphasize that the intuitive (and formal) interpretation of differentials
that we adopt here is the view that is ineradicably a part of the thinking of
engineers, physicists and other scientists who make extensive use of the calculus
and differential equations. Differentials are infinitesimal increments. Thus dx
is an infinitesimal increment, and so, for dz > 0, We have the strict inequality

'" - d", < '" < '" + dz.

The second point, already mentioned, but useful to reemphasize, is that
unlike many modern expositions of infinitesimals within the framework of non
standard analysis we have made a stren uous effort not to deviate from the
traditional notation, both because of its intuitive familiarity and its efficiency
as a calculus for computation.

In the formal justification of individual rules of inference we shall he very
explicit ahout the formal interpretation of differentials, but in this introductory
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remarks we deliberately commingle intuitive ideas and formal interpretation.
Without an explicit theory of infinitesimals, it is scarcely possible in a way

that is both mathematically correct and intelligible to students of elementary
calculus to say what differentials are as mathematical objects.

In brief summary, here are the main ingredients of our approac h:

1. When the independent variable is not explicitly declared, all variables are
interpreted as functions of an implicit, unstated parameter I which is often
though t of as j.

2. The differen tial symbol d denotes an operator or function that maps a
continuous function from R to R into a function from R to the set of in
finitesimals. So, following through on the usual ambiguity of the notation
for independent and dependen t variable as denoting numbers or functions,
we can say, either ch and dT! are infinitesimal numbers or dx and dy are
functions mapping the real numbers into infinitesimal numbers. The con
text ordinarily makes clear which denotation is intended.

3. But a natural demand is to say exactly what function d:I: or dy is, given
x and v. Let x be the independent variable. The dx i, an infinitesimal.
It is characteristic of nonstandard analysis that more than one choice
is possible, Le., there is no unique infintesimal that rk must designate.
However, in the context of having a single independent variable, once dx
is fixed, so are the infintesimal differentials of dependent variables such as
d~ and d•. Intuitively, this is familiar enough. Thus if

~ = :Ix' + 2x + 3

then
d~ = (6x + 2)dx,

and 80 for dx > °and x > 0, we have dy > dx, not that such inequalities
for infinitesimals are much used.
One possible way of defining differentials i. by use of derivatives. If the
derivative Vt of tI with respect to :& exists, having selected the infinitesimal
ch:, we can define

d~ = y'dx.

Without appeal to the concept of derivative, we can recursively define the
differen tial dy. So, for example, if

then
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4. Still keeping our choice of da:, we shall take a simpler, very algebraic ap
proach to the definition of dy for y any continuous function of x. Namely,

dy=y(x+da:)-y(x).

This approach works, at least for first order differentials.
Let us see how this works out on our earlier example of 1/.

dy 3(x+da:)'+2(x+da:)+3-3x'-2x-3

6x da: + 2da: + 3 (da:)'.

(1)

Since, according to intuition and a formal rule we state later l (dx)2 is a
higher order infinitesimal that dx I we infer

which means that dll is infinitely close to (6x+2)dx with respect to dx or
modulo dx. This is not exactly what we had before, but, as we shall see.
it works just as well. The meaning of

is that the difference

The by (1)

is infinitesimal.
But what about an exponential function of x? On the surface, it does not
seem to work as well. Let

v = e.$'.

dy = eS'+d.:r _ e$ = e.s'(ed.:r _ 1).

By the use of Taylor's theorem or the definition of the logarithm as an
integral, we obtain that

e"-l=da: (da:)

and hence
dy = e' da: (da: )

which is what we need.
A similar problem arises if

tJ = sin $.

Then

dy = sin(x + da:) - sin x

= sin x cos d:z: + cos x sin d3: - sin x

sin x(cos da: -1) + cos xsin da:.
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But
cos d.:r: - 1 = 0 (d.:r:)

and
sin d.:r: = d.:r: (d.:r: ),

80 that
dy = cOS:J: d.:r: (d.:r: )

as expected.

5. The extension to two and three dimensions is natural and much used
in applications, not to speak of a range of applications to n dimensions.
We continue to restrict oUIselves to univariate calculus, Le., to a single
independent variable. But what we have to say about the geometry of
infinitesimals applies whether x, ti, and z are all three independent vari
ables or only x is. It is important for the geometry to work out to be the
same, for we may not want to make an early decision in a derivation about.
which variables are independent and which are dependent.
The approach is straightforward. We just extend ordinary Cartesian ge
ometry of R" to the Cartesian geometry of infinitesimals in R·".
What is crucially important about this extension is that the infinitesimal
relations are vary nearly exact. For example, an infinitesimal length d. of
a curve y(x) in two dimensions is just given by the Pithagorean theorem

(d,)' = (d.:r:)' + (dy)' (eli),

or in familiar notation without the parentheses

d, = v'd.:r:' + dy' (eli). (2)

(3)

Thus, the two sides of the equations are infinitely close even when divided
by an infinitesimal. In three dimensions, of course,

d, = v'd.:r:' + dy' + d,' (di).

It is easy to check that these formulas give the right results in familiar
cases. The importance of (2), for example, is that it holds exactly, as
opposed to its finite approxima.tion

A. '" v'A:J:' + AU'·

Similarly, for a continuous surface f(:J:, U) the infinitesimal area dA (:J:, y)
around a point (:J:,y) is given by

dA = d.:r: dy,

and in three dimensions an infinitesimal volume dV by

<IV =d.:r: dU d, .

The infinitesimal equations (2), (3), and (4) are of the greatest importance
in applications, as we illustrate below.
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6.2 Languages and interpretation

We begin now with the formal development. Recall that a normal term was
defined as one with no indefinite integrals, strokes with more than one variable,
or differential terms. We now widen the definition of normal term, in order to
include differentials, by adding the following clause.

If T is a. normal term, then dT is also normal.

We mainly are interested in this report in first order differentials, so that T will
not contain differen tials.

We also eliminate derivatives and limits from our language. So now the only
dependent variables occur in differentials and integrals.

We, thus, eliminate the restrictions on differential terms, and, also, the cat
egory of equations with differentials.

We, now, single out a special type of term. In order to be able to use 1 and
s as variables, we shall use Greek letters, especially T, p, and <T with or without
subscripts, for terms.

Definition 6.1 (Real terms) A term in which no differentials occurs is called
a real term. We reserve the Greek letter p for real terms.

The metalanguage for the set-theoretic interpretation of the ob ject language
is similar to the old metalanguage. But for this case, besides the real numbers
R and real functions, we also need the structure of nonstandard real numbers
R·. Real variables %, V, etc. are interpreted as elements of R l Le., real numbers.
Functional variables f, 9 I ••• , and also special functional variables Y.1' I Y'll' ... ,
are interpreted as canonical extensions of real functions to R· . That is, if h is a
real function, these functional variables may be interpreted by h' . If we do not
include definition by cases, the functions h may be assumed to be continuous.
With definition by cases, they could be restricted to piecewise can tinuous.

We introduce in the metalanguage new variables for infinitesimal numbers.
We shall use < and S, with or without subscripts for these numbers. The relation
Tl ~ T2 stands for Tl - T2 is infinitesimal.

For the object-language, we introduce two new types of basic equations. \Ve
now write

for T~ s:::1 T2•• Equality will now be written

In the metalanguage, however, we retain the old symbol.
We also now allow for the declaration of an independent variable for a line.
We also use
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which are called equation •.
We abbreviate

where n is a positive integer to say that x is the independent variable and

So we have

Definition 6.2 (Basic Cormulas) The following are basic formulas

which are called identitie' l

Tl T2

dxn d:J:n

plus the declaration of:r: as independen t variable by

TI =,., (dx").

which is called a relative equation.
We also allow the conesp onding inequalities

and

We introduce a new type of restricted quantifier statements.

Definition 6.3 (Restricted quantifier statements) If A i8 any basic for
mula and dx i8 a differential where :r: is a variable, then (A)•• >o and (A)••eo
are restricted quantifier statements.

We abbreviate (A)•• >o, (A)•• eo by (A)....o, and (A)....o, A~'], by (A) •.,
where A ~'l is A with dx replaced everywhere by O.

These formul... will be called mo""d 'ormul",.

The informal interpretation of (A).. is "for all infinitesimals cit, A holds;"
(A)""0 is similarly interpreted ... "for all cit '" 0, A holds." Similarly for the
one-sided monad formul.... These statements could replace the neighborhood
and deleted neighborhood formul ...... we shall see later.

Lines are as before, but allowing equations and identities in the consequen t.
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Definition 6.4 (Lines) A line is an expression of the form

where A is a set of formulas and B is an equation or an identity.

We now proceed with the formal interpretation of differentials. We first
assign an infinitesimal variable e: to each numerical variable x. A numerical
variable z can be declared the independent variable of a line. We assume that
in a relative equation

( '_0)
'1 = 7'2 a.:c

occurs in a line, then x is declared the independent variable.
If a line A contains the differential terms dp 1, dp"ll ... I dpn in equations or

identities and x is declared the independent variable, then we replace dp, by

(Ax p')(z + <,) - (Ai rho')(z).

If no independen t variable is declared, then we find a new variable" and replace
dPi by

(Ai p;)(i + <.)- (Ai pi)(i).

We, thus, obtain A o. In order to obtain AI, we also include m the special
formulas for the line, i.e., in the condition Sp(A0), the formulas

for every special variable oX occurring in the terms .\W p. occurring in A". If x
is declared indep endent or is the new variable introduced, then we also add to
the prefix <, "# 0

The formal interpretation in the metalanguage of (A)" is

where the interpretation of A ° is done with z as independen t variable. The
interpretation of (A )" >0 is

v«<, > 0 -+ A O
),

with a similar status for z. Similarly for the other monad formulas. Recall that
e: are variables restricted to infinitesimals in R·. We must add in the formulas
Sp the same formulas as above, except for ~~ "# o.

We do not need neighborhood or deleted neighborhood statements, so we
omit them. The neighborhood and deleted neighborhood statements could
be redefined as follows. (A)nhH could be taken to be an abbreviation for
(Ak=r+")'" and (A)dnhH for (A!,=r+")",.o, Similarly for the one-sided
deleted neighborhood formulas. By the usual laws of nonstandard analysis, we
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can easily see that if we give this new definition to the neighborhood statements,
all previous rules remain valid. In fact, it can be proved that the metalinguistic
interpretation of the old and new versions are equivalent.

The interval statements receive the same metalinguistic interpretation, but
they can be easily shown to be equivalent to a stronger version. For instance,
the interpretation of (A)[.. I] is equivalent to

Vr(r E R" 1\ a ::; r ::; b --+ A[;ll

where r is an unrestricted variable. This equivalence can be shown by the
nonstandard principle of transfer, which proves that any statemente of the form
discussed here is true in R if and only if it is true in R· .

We also may have «A)d. )[.. IJ and similar statements with the obvious in
terpretation.

All of the theorems and lemmas of Chapter 2, with slight modifications in
some cases, remain valid with these additions.

6.3 Rules

Similarly to Chapter 3, we shall give now the new rules with their interpretation.
In all of these rules, we assume that p is a real term. T and a are an unrestricted
terms. We shall use the following old rules with a few modifications: Function
definition (3.1), introduction rules, restricted quatifier rules (except for rules for
neigborhood and deleted neighborhood formulas), simplification rules, logical
rules, and algebraic rules.

6.3.1 Restricted quantifier and logical rules

We need additional QR rules similar to those introduced earlier. We state a few
that will be needed in the examples.

Rule 6.1 (InfQR1) Let h be dj, dj '" 0, cJj > 0, or cJj < 0 and I any of the
relativizations or empty.
Premise line.

A, «B).h =? C

Conclusion.
A,(BlI=?C

ifB does not contain cJj free.

Interpretation. We assume that h is cJj '" 0 and I is [a..,bj.
Premise line.

Sp --+ (A' 1\ V.., (a ::;.., ::; b --+ (Ve,(e, '" 0 --+ B')) --+ C)
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Conclusion.
sp, --+ (A' /\ V",(a S '" ::::; b --+ B') --+ C)

Proof. IT di is not free in B, then ~i is not free in B·, i is new to B· ,and the
new formulas in Sp don't occur in the conclusion.

is logically equivalent to
3&, &, # 0 --+ B'

and hence, since in R· , 3~ ~i :j:. 0 is true, to B· .
By Theorem 3, we can eliminate the extra formulas from Sp.

The reciprocal rule is also true, and has a similar justification.

Rule 6.2 (InfQR2) Let h be dj, dj # 0, dl > 0, or dl < 0 and I any of the
rela.tivizations or empty.
Premise line.

A,(Bh~ C

Conclusion.
A, «BlAh ~ C

ifB does not contain dl free.

Interpretation. We assume that h is dl # 0 and I is empty.
Premise line.

sp --+ (A' /\ B' --+ C)

Conclusion.
sp, --+ (A' /\ V<,«, # 0 --+ B') --+ C)

The interpretation of the following rule is obvious, so we skip it.

Rule 6.3 (InfQR3) Algebraic relativization.
Premise lines.

A, (B). ~ C

Conclusion.
A, (D). ~ C

where 1\ B --+ 1\ D is algebraically valid.
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It is very convenient for some proofs to have the following additional rule
for proof by cases.

Rule 6.4 (ImP C) Proof by cases. :J: is declared the independent variable.
Premise lines.

A,o.: > O~ C

B, 0.: < O~ C

Conclusion.
A,B~C

(1)

(2)

Proof. This rule is correct, because when :t is independent. d.x ::j:. O.

We add two negation formulas to Rule peo (3.20) of proofs by contradiction.

and
A,pof;a~p=a.

Notice that in the second negation line the terms are real terms, while in the
first, they are arbitrary.

6.3.2 Infinitesimal rules

We continue with rules for operating with the two new relations, i.e., equations
and relative equations. We begin with the equivalence of two characterizations
of finite terms. The interpretation is obvious, so we do not write it explicitly.

Rule 6.5 (InfFin) IIere if C, is 0 of; ITti :0; T, = p, then C, is l/T, of. 0 and
vice-versa. 1) and p do not occur in A or B .
Premise lines.

A, C , ~B

where
Conclusion.

A, C,~B

Proof. We have that T1 is finite and different from 0 if and only if T1 is not
infinitesimal.

We begin with the main characterization of the new =. From rules 6.6-6.14
we can derive the same rules with = replaced everywhere by relative equality,
= (0.:"). The negation T3 of. 0 in Rule 6.13, however, should not be replaced.
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Rule 6.6 (InID ef) Premise lines.

B=>T,=O

C => T, = 0

Conclusion.
A , B, C => Tl = T3

Interpretation. Premise lines.

S (A' '+' . + ')Pl -+ -+ T1 T2 = TJ T4

Sp, _ (E' _ Tj '" 0)

SP3 - (C' ---+ T; '" 0)

Conclusion.
Sp, _ (A' /\ E' /\ C' _ T; '" Ti)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(1)

(2)

(3)

We continue with rules that imply that =, and, hence = modulo (d","),
is an equivalence relation. Thea rules are correct, since the relation of ~ is
an equivalence relation. In some of the rules the interpretation is so obvious,
that we shall not give it explicitly. Instead of reflexivity, we state the follo wing
stronger rule.

Rule 6.1 (InfRe) Reflexivity.
Premise lines.

A=>Tl=T2

B=:>T:l=T3

Conclusion.

Interpretation. Premise lines.

Sp, _ (A' _ T,' = Tj)

Sp, _ (B' _ Tj '" Ti)

Conclusion.
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Rule 6.8 (InfSy) Symmetry.
Premise lines.

Conclusion.

Rule 6.9 (InfTr) Transitivity.
Premise lines.

A=> Tt ='2

B:::>T2=rJ

Conclusion.

The following rule Btates that any positive power of d3: is infinitesimal.

Rule 6.10 (Infdx) Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

=?d3:' =0

where:J: is the independent variable and r > O.

Interpretation. Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

Now, we continue with rules for preservation of addition, mutiplication and
division.

Rule 6.11 (InfAd) Premise lines.

B => '3 = 'i

Conclusion.
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Interpretation. Premise lines.

(1)

(2)

Conclusion.

Proof. The proof follows by the triangle inequality, because the sum of two
infinitesimala is an infinitesimal.

For the cooresponding rule for multiplication. we need that the term that is
multiplying the equation be flnite, that is, less than a real number.

Rule 6.12 (InlM:u) Multiplication by a finite number.
Premise Lines.

Conclusion.

Proof. This rule is correct, because the product of a finite number by an
infinitesimal is infinitesimal.

Rule 6.13 (InIDi) Division by a noninfinitesimal number.
Premise tines.

Conclusion.

Proof. The rule follows from the fact that the reciprocal of a noninfinitesimal
number is finite. It can actually be deduced from InlMu (6.12) and InfFin (6.5)

The next rule is very useful for proving that two quantities are infinitely
close.
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Rule 6.14 (InfSq) Squeeze rule.
Premise lines.

A:}Tl=T,

B:}Tl=T3

Conclusion.

Interpretation. Premise lines.

Conclusion.

Rule 6.15 (InfSt) Premise line.

A:}Pl=p,

Conclusion.
A:}Pl=p,

Interpretation. Premise line.

Conclusion.
SPl -+ (A" -+ pi = pi)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(2)

Proof. Assume the premise line and the antecedent of the conclusion. Let st
be the standard part function, that is, st(T) is the real number that is infinitely
close to T. Then st(Pl) = step,). But step;) = pi, because pi is real. Similarly,
st(p;} = pi.

We conclude this subsection with two derived rule for relative equality.
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Rule 6.16 (Inme1) Relative equalities.
Premise lines.

A:;. Tj ;;; 1'J + '" d3: n

B:;'T3=0

Conclusion.
A, B :} Tj = T, (d3: n

)

Rule 6.17 (InfSure1) Replacement for relative equality.
Premise lines.

A:} Tl = T, + T3dx (dx)

Conclusion.

6.3.3 Rules for limits and continuity

(I)

(2)

(1 )

(2)

We do not need limits in our framework with infinitesimals. In order to assert
that

lim p = T.-.
we can declare x to be the independent variable and assert

:} p(<T + d3:) = T.

For one-sided limits, we need to add the condition d3: > 0 or dx < O.
We should have the following limit rules, whose interpretation is obvious. In

the three next rules, x is declared the indep endent variable.

Rule 6.18 (InJlex) Limit of the exponential
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

:} e" = 1+ d3: (d3:)

1:his rule asserts
eoS' - 1

lim -- = 1.so_o :x
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Rule 6.19 (Inlloi) Limit of the sine
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

~ sin(dz) = dz (dz)

This rule asserts

Rule 6.20 (Inlleo)
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

The rule asserts

sinx
lim --= 1
%-0 :r;

Limit of the cosine

~ cos(dz) = I (dx)

I
' coox - 1
1m = O.

%-0 :r;

Similarly as for limits continuity can be easily expressed. In order to assert
that f is con tinnous at:r; under a certain condition A for X, we just say

A ~ f(x+dz)= f(x)

where !& is the independent variable. For instance, the continuity of the loga
rithm is asserted by

x> 0 ~ In(x+dz) = lnx.

We shall not write explicitly all the rules that assert the continuity of ele
mentary functions, but we shall use them when needed.

6.3.4 Rules for differentials

Differentials are introduced by the following rule, which is in fact a definition,

Rule 6.21 (InIDilf) Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.
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Interpretation. Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

Sp --+ ((AU')(X + (( Aix)(1+ <,) - (AI x )(1))) =
(AX T')(X + ((AI x)(l + <,) - (Alx)(l))) A (AX T')(X) = (AH')(X)

--+ (AlT')(1 + <,) - (AlT')(I) =

(J.H')(X + ((Aix)(l + <,) - (Alx)(l))) - (h T')(X))

Pra af. We have by the special formulas in Sp

(AU')(X + ((Alx)(l + <.) - (Alx)(l))) (AU')((Aix)(H <.))

= ((Ax T') 0 (AI x))(j + <,)

= (AlT')(I+<,)

and

(hT')(X) (Au')((Alx)(j))

= ((h T') 0 (AI x))(l)

(AI T')(l)

Thus, we obtain the conclusion.

Derivatives are not needed. They can always be replaced by differentials.
We can express that p is differentiable with respect to :£ by

dp = p, dx (dx)

where, of course, Pl is a real term. We could have, however, the following two
rules.

1. Conclusion.
"(X) == I'(x):} df(x) = "(x) dx (dx)

2. Premise line.
A:} df(x) = p dx (dx)

Conclusion.
(A)., :} "(x) = p

Instead of having Rule 1, above, we introduce differential rules for specific
functions of the following form

:} dsinx = cosxdx (dx)
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and
1

";60~ din 1.,1 = -cIs: (cIs:) ..,
We shall not formulate them in detail here, but we shall use tbem. Many of
them can be derived, as we saw in the introduction to this chapter.

We have, however, the follwoing derived rules.

Rule 6.22 (InfDSum) Differential of a sum.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

dr == dr, d" == d" ~ d(r + ,,) == dr + d"

Rule 6.23 (InfDPro d) Differential of a product.
Premise lines.

Conclusion.
A, dr == dr, d" == d" ~ d(r . ,,) = "dr + rd"

Rule 6.24 (InfDQuo) Differential of a quotient.
Premise lines.

Conclusion.

(T Tdu - (fdT
A, dr == dr d" == d", r ;6 0 ~ d( -) = ---;;,----

r r'

The chain rule (3.80) is not very useful in this new setting. It can be formu
lated

t'(u) == /'(u), du == du ~ d/(.,) = f'(u)du (dx).

What we frequently use is the derived rule

Rule 6.25 (InfCh) Chain rule
Premise lines.

Conclusion.

A~dy =pcIs:

B~ dPl = P, dy

(cIs:)

(dy)

(1)

(2)

A, B ~ dPl = p,pcIs: (cIs:)
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The inverse function rule (3.82) although it looks algebraically provable in
its differential form, namely

Rule 6.26 (InIDin) Inverse function.
Premise lines.

A=> dy := pd:J: (d:J:)

Conclusion.
1

(A),,, P oft 0 => d:J::= -dy (dy)
P

it depends on the inverse function theorem, just as the corresponding rule for
derivatives.

From tbiB rule. we can derive a rule similar to Rule DIn2 (4.95).

Rule 6.21 (InIDin2) Second inverse function rule.
Premise lines.

A=> dp := p, dz

B => dp := p, d:J:

(dz)

(d:J:)

(I)

(2)

Conclusion.
p, oft 0, (A),., B => dz := ~d:J: (d:J:)

p,

Proof. As an example, we sketch the derivation of this rule. We pick a new
variable y and introduce

C=>C

where C laYI,=. = pl.=., yl.=,+,sJ =pl.=,+J,. Frome we can derive

dy := dp.

ABBume the anteceden t of the conclusion and C. Then, we ha ve A. Thus,

dy := p, dz (dz).

By InfDin.
1

(A),., (C),., p, oft 0 => dz := - dy (dy).
p,

Then using the second premise and the chain rule (6.25)

(A),.. (C),.. B, p, f' 0 => dz := p, d:J: (d:J:).
p,

The condition (C),. can be eliminated by an application of a modified premise
elimination rule.

The rule for implicit differentiation (3.81) also has a differential form that is
not trivial. Since we shall not use it here, we shall not give it explicitly.
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6.3.5 Rules for integrals

Integrals cannot be disposed of as easily as limits and derivative. We would
need, to treat them strictly algebraically, to reduce them to infinite sums, but
these sums are not elementary. Instead, we suppose their definition is known
and develop them axiomatically.

We change the rule for antiderivatives, by the following rule, which we call
rule for antidifferen tials.

Rule 6.28 (InfAndiff) Premise line.

A,", drho =uch (ch)

where p and a are real terms.
Conclusion.

Interpretation. Premise line.

S «
,\,;p·)(x+<.)-(AXP·)(X) .)

p -;. d3; ~ D'

Conclusion.

SPl-+ «(A·)d.)(p;.p; Api < x < P; -+ l' ,\,;u' = p' +C(p;,p;»
G.

Proof. We use Keisler's infinite sum theorem, proved in [3]. Let a, < x be in
the interval (p',q'). Define for u, u E (p',q')

W(u,u) = (AXp')(U) - (AX p')(u).

We have, for u, tJ, W E (p., q.)

W(u,u) =W(u,w) + W(w,u).

That is, W is additive in Keisler's terminology. Also,

dp =W(x,x +ch)

and, hence, by the premise

W_(,-X...:.,-:x_+_ch.....:..) ~ u'
ch ~.
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Therefore, by Keisler's infinite sum theorem

W(a.. .:r:} =l' A.:r: <T' .
"

But

W(a.. .:r:) (A.:r:, p')(.:r:) - (A.:r: p')(a.)

= p'+C(pi,p;)

if we set (A.:r: p·)(a.) = C(p;,p;).

Form an extension of this rule and the fundamen tal theorem (or also di
rectly), we can prove the following rule, which is equivalent to the infinite sum
theorem.

Rule 6.29 (lmsurn) Infinite sum theorem.
Premise lines. Premise lines.

A~dp=<Tdx (dx)

where p and a are real terms.
Conclusion. Conclusion.

1"«A)'.)("."J ~ <Tdx = p(P') - pep,)

"
It is interesting to note that, in genera.l in both rules, A will not contain dx,

so that the formula «A)•• h can be simplified to (A)l.
We keep the other rules for integrals with minor adjustmen ts. For instance,

if

F(x) =[ f(x) dx
•

then

1·+··dF(x)=. f(x)dx.

Thus, Rule IFTI (4.130) is now, with the appropriate existence assumptions

d[ f(x)dx = f(x)dx (dx).

Useful rules are the following replacement rules, which we state without
interpretation.
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Rule 6.30 (InIRdIn) Replacement for definite integrals.
Premise lines.

A=> pdy = tT d:r: (d:r:)

where p and a are real terms.
Conclusion.

The proof is rather complicated, so we don't reproduce here. From this rule,
'We can conclude the corresponding rule for indefinite integrals.

Rule 6.31 (InfRiIn) Replacement for indefinite integrals.
Premise lines.

A=> pdy =tT d:r: (d:r:)

where p and a are real terms.
Conclusion.

6.4 Axioms

In order to derive differential equations, very often we need to introduce func
tions in axioms, which are the expression of physical, probability prop eIties or
other properties. These functions are Dot known, except that they satisfy the
conditions expressed in the axioms. We may be able to prove from the axioms
that certain of these new functions are continuous, and we would like to use
this property. So we shall introduce now the notion of an axiom system and of
continuity relative to an axiom system.

Definition 6.5 (Axioms) An .mom 'y,tem is a set of basic formulas, not
including dependent variables, restricted quantifier, indefinite integrals or stroke
nonnormal terms, subject to a set of infinitesimal restrictions of the formdz > 0,
d:r: < 0, or d:r: f. 0, and a set of real variable restrictions which are algebraic
inequalities or equation involving real variables. The set of restrictions may be
empty.

A line is valid with re.pect to the cu:iom .ydem A, if the line with instances
of the axioms relativized or not to the infinitesimal restrictions and with the
real variable restrictions added in the antecedent is valid.
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As an example, we can examine the axioms that will be introduced later for
the PoiBSon pro cess. We introduce an infinite set of functions P1\, one for each
natural number n. The infinitesimal restriction is dt > 0, and the real variable
restriction, 1 > ~Ol where 10 is & constant. We also 8BSume that A, "\1\-i, for
2 ~ , ~ n, and "y are positive constants. The axioms are

"'-4 "-4

(I) p. (i+ dt) == (1 - ~dt - :L ~idt )P.(i) + ~dtP. -1 (i) +:L ~idtP.(i)
i=O i=O

"-4 "-4

(II) p. (i) == (1- ~dt - :L ~,dt)Pn(J - dt) + ~diPn_ L(i - dt) + :L Ai dtPi(J - dJ)
1=0

(III)

for 2 ~ 1 :::; R.

(IV)

where 'T is any term.

(V)

A line

is valid with respect to this axiom system, call it P, if

is valid where C is a set of instances of axioms and h is eitber empty or di > O.
We can prove!

Axioms I, i > io => P n(i + dt) == Pn(i) + <

and
Axioms II, i > io=> P.(i -dt) == P.(i)+<,.

for certain terms < and <, which, by Axioms III and IV, are infinitesimal. Thus,
the formulas

and

lWe shall prove these lines formaJ.ly in Example 6.3.

=> P.(i - dt) = p. (i)
.......,..-------
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are valid with respect to the axiom system.
Since we are assuming that the axioms are universally quantified with re

spect to dl > 0, this implies that the functions p. are continuous at every
i > 10. Thus, we introduce the following general definition. We assume that the
restrictions of the axioms include eli > 0. If the restrictions are different, the
definition has to be modified.

Definition 6.6 (Continuous terms) We say that the term p is continuous
with re.pect to the a.t:iom .ystem A at 1, if the lines

=> p!.=.-,. = p
are valid with respect to A.

It is clear that if we prove that some functions are continuous with respect
to A, then we can prove that all terms obtained from this function by algebraic
operations and elemen tary functions are can tinuous.

Rule 6.32 (InfAx) Derivations from axioms. Let A be an axiom system with
infinitesimal restriction h and real variable restrictions C. (Here, what we are
asserting is that if the premise line is valid with respect to A, then the conclusion
is also valid with respect to A.)
Premise lines.

(A,)" A" C, D => B

Conclusion.

if A 1 and A:l are sets of instances of axioms.

6.5 Examples

We begin with a look at a couple of the old examples discussed in Chapter 5,
namely Examples 1 and 3, now that we do not have the replacement rule for
derivatives.

Example 6.1 (Differentiation without replacement) We begin with Ex
ample 1, namely, the differentiation of

It is clearly true algebraically
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and
v(z +<1%)' - v(z+ <1%)' == O.

Then, by the definition of differentials (6.21)

so

and, hence

which is what we want.

EXl!lDlple 6.2 (Related rates) \Ve now ciiscuss old Example 3. IIere the hy
potheses we start with the identities

z, == 1001' + V'

and
(z + dz)' == 100(1 + dl)' + (V + dV)',

and the assingments
V == 30,

1==5,

and
dV = 20 dl (dl)

From (1), (3), and (4), we obtain

z = -13400.

Substituting the numbers given by (3), (4), (5), and (6) in (2), we get

(-13400+ dz)' =100(5 + dl)'+ (30 + 20dl)'.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5).

(6)

By algebra
2-13400 dz + dz' = 1000 dl + dl' + 40 dl + dl'.

If we assume that dz / dl is finite, whic h is implied by the differen tiability of z
with respect to I, Le., dz = pdl (dl), then we immediately obtain

dz = 2600 dl (dl)
-13400 .
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If we want to avoid this assumption, we need a more complicated argument
with the inverse function rule. As above, we prove from the assignments that

d(10()j' + V') = 2600 cIl (cIl).

We now have to assume A which is

From A weobain

We also have
d.' = 2,;'3400 d. (d.),

and so
d(100i' + V') = 2,;'3400 d. (d.).

By InfDin2 (6.27), with (A)" as hypothesis we obatin the desired conclusion,
namely

d. = 2600 cIl (cIl).
,;'3400

Example 6.3 (Derivation of Poisson process) Let X" i E (0,00) be a non
negative integer-valued random variable. intuitively we think of X, as a counting
random variable, so that the value of X, is the numher of counting events that
have occurred in the interval (io,i]. Examples would be the number oftelephone
calls or number of decaying atoms (as measured by a Geiger counter or similar
device).

We assume that X" =0, and that the process is one of independen t incre
ments and satisfied stationarity, but in deriving the basic differential equation of
the process we shall DOt. use these assumptions explicitly. The basic assumption
we do use is this. For any infinitesimal interval tit > 0

and

P(Xo+d< = niX, = n - I) = .\cIl (1)

(2)

where 2 ~ • :5 n, the A,,_i are unknown positive coefficients, and A and "y are
positive real numbers. When infinitesimals are not explicitly used, (1) and (2)
are replaced by something like the following:
During an interval (i, i + h) for small h

and

P(X<+h = niX, =n - 1) = .\h + o(h)

P(Xo+h =niX, = n - 0) =o(h),
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where o(h) is a magnitude of smaller order that h. When (1') and (2') are used,
explicit limiting argumen ts as h ..... 0 are needed to eliminate the term o(h).
The explicit use of infinitesimals avoids thiB limiting argument and permits the
derivation to have an algebraic form, of the sort much used in physics and
engineering, but now without any ap ology for lack of rigor.

The most of the rest of the derivation iB elementary probability but in an
infinitesimal setting. Suppose that cit > 0 and i > io. By the theorem on total
probability

•
P(XH ., '" n) _ 2: P(X<+" '" niX, '" i)P(X, '" i)

i=O

P(X,+., '" niX, '" n)P(X, '" n) + AdtP(X, '" n - 1)
.-,

+ 2: A,dJP(X, '" ,)
1=0

.-,
_ (1 - AcIt - 2: A,cIt)P(X, '" n) + AdJP(X, '" n - 1)

1=0

ft-'
+ 2: A,cltP(X, == i).

1=0

Thus, if we put P.(i) '" P(X, '" n), we have Axiom I

ft-2 ft-2

(I) Pft (H dt) '" (1 - AcIt - 2:: AidJ)P. (J) + Adi p. _l(i) + 2: Ai diP, (i).
i=O i=O

Substituting i by i-cit in the ab ove derivation, we get Axiom II

71-2 ... -2

(II) P.(i) '" (I-AcIt- 2:A,cIt)P.(J-clt)+AdtP._I(J-dJ)+ 2: AidtPi(i-dJ)
i=O ,=0

Axioms III, IV I and V, are immediate consequence of the assumptions.

(III)

for 2 :::; i :::; n.

(IV)

where T is any term.

(V)

Axiom V is only needed for the solution (and not for the derivation) of the
differential equation.
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We have, by Axiom I, of dl > 0

.-,
p.(~ + dl):; p.(1) + Adl(P._1(i) - P.(i)) +I: Aidl(P;(i) - p.(i)).

i=O

By Axioms III, IV and algebra

.-,
II: A,(P;(i) - p. (i)) I ::; (n - 2)-ydl

1=0

and the right side is an infin tesimal. lIenee, we have proved for dl > 0

We also have. from Axiom II, if di > 0

.-,
+I: A;dl(P;(i - dl) - P.(i - dl)),

1=0

that is

.-,
+I: A; (Pi(i - dl) - p. (i - dl) dl).

1=0

As above, by III, IV, and algebra

.-,
II: A,(P;(i - dl) - P.(i - di))1 ::; (n - 2hdi,

where the righ t side is an infinitesimal. So

P.(i - dl) = P.(i) - A(P._1(i - dl) - P.(i - dl))dl (di).

Let dl < O. Changing dl by - dl in the formula above, we get

We shall use, from now on, (1') and (II') instead of (I) and (II). (1') and (II')
give immediately the continuity, because, by Axiom (IV),

and
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So for any cit # 0
Pft(l + cit) = Pft(l).

Thus, by Rule 6.17, from (II') for cit < 0

(1') .

Therefore, we just need (1') for every cit # o.
By the definition of differentials (6.21), we have

dPft(l) == P.(l + cit) - p.U).

Thus, from (I'), if cit # 0

This is the different.ial equation in our form. For the given initial conditions
may be shown to have the solution

(AI)'
P(X, = n) = P.(l) = e-" --,

n!

We now give the formal derivation. We abreviate by Al the use of algebraic
,,-2 ,,-2

rules, by TI the term L Ai(Pi(l) - P.(l)), and by T., L .qPi(1 - cit) - p. (1-
i=O i=O

cit)). We shan condense the applications of some obvious rules. We shall abbre
viate the use of several infinitesimal rules by In! and existence assumptions by
Ex.

1 P.(l + dl) == P.(l)+ Axiom I, dl > 0 Ai
A(P._I(I) -P.(l))cit +Tlcit

2 Pft(l - dl) == PA(I)- Axiom II, dl > 0 AI
A(Pft_I(1 -cit)- PA(1 -cit))dl - ",cit

3 Pft(l + dl) == P.(l)+ Axiom II, dl < 0 AI, 2
A(Pft _ I (I - cit) - p. (I - cit)) dl + '" cit

4 Pft (I + dl) =Pft(l)+ Axiom I, dl > 0 AI,IaIRe! (6.16),1
A(Pft_I(I) - P.(l)) cit (cit)

5 Pft(l + cit) = Pft(l)+ Axiom II, cit < 0 AI,InIRel (6.16),3
A(Pft_I(1 - cit) - PA(1 - cit)) dl (dl)

6 p.U + dl) =P.(l) Axiom I, Axiom III, AI, Iaf,4
Axiom IV, cit > 0
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1 P.(i + di) =P.(i) Axiom II,Axiom III, AI, Inf, 5
Axiom IV, di < 0

8 p. (i+ di) =P.(i)+ Axiom II, Axiom III, AI, InfSurel
A(p._,(i) - P.(i))di (di) Axiom IV, di < 0 (6.17),5

9 P.(i + di) =P.(i)+ Axiom I, Axiom II, InfFe (5.4) 4,8
A(P._,(i) - P.(i)) di (di) Axiom III, Axiom IV

10 dP.(i) =P.(i + di) - P.(i) Ex InfDiff (5.21)

11 dP.(i) ="(P._,(i) - P.(i)) di (di) P AI, 10

EXa.IIlple 6.4 (Equation of a catenary) We can illustrate with the deriva
tion of the classical equation of a catenary how derivations can be simplified
in several respects by the unabashed use of differentials. The reasons for the
simplifications are ob vious. Derivatives are ratios and to carry out complicated
algebraic manipulations with ratios can be awkward, as is so thoroughly exem
plified in Greek geometry.

The catenary is the curve of a uniform cable on rope susp ended at two ends,
with ends pOBBibly at different elevations (see Figure) Let

A = point (x, ~)

B = point (x +dz, ¥ + d~)

T = tension of the cable at point A

dr = infinitesimal length of curve AB

wdr = weight of AB

9 = angle of the tangen t at A

so
dz = cos 9 dr, d~ = sin 9dr, etc.
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We shall use the following relation

dV = tan9ch (ch).

The cable is in horizontal equilibrium, so that

T cos9 == (T + dT) cos(9 + d9)

so
d(T cos 9) == 0,

Le.,
H == T COB () = constant =horizontal tension.

The cable is in vertical equilibrium, so the vertical forces must balance

Tsin9 + w d. == (T + dT)sin(9 + d9).

Dividing (4) by (2) and rearranging, we get

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

tan(9 + d9) - tan9 _
wd.

Tcos9
wd,

H

by (3). But the left-hand side is just d tan 9, so we have

w d,
dtan9 == H

Ifwe put u = tan9, by (1)

dV =u ch (ch).

Also d. = .jch' + dv' (ch), so

d, .jch' +u'ch' (ch)

= ~ch (ch)

Substituting in (5)

(5)

(6)

w.j-
du =- 1+ u'ch

H
Integrating, by Infsum. (6.29)

(ch).

Le.,
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and 50, by (6)

dV =sinh(;z+ Cddz (dz)

Integrating again by Infsum, we obain

H w
V = ;;;-cosh( HZ + Cd + C,.

Exa:mple 6.5 (Flux in .. blood vessel) This is an example of the derivation
of a definite integral. Poiselle's law for a laminar fluid says

p
v == vCr) == -(R' - r')

4qL

where R is the radius of a blood vessel, L, ita length, p. the difference in
pressure. q. the viscosity of the blood. and v. the velocity of the blood at a
distance,. of the center of the vessel. Setting

..!'- == K
4qL

we can write this formula
v == K(R' - r').

The problem is to calculate the flux of blood (volume per unit time) in the
blood vessel. Let Q(r) be the flux of blood in the vessel from the center to a
distance r of the center. Then, the flux we want to calculate is Q(R).

Let A(r) be the area of the surface of the blood. If we take an infinitesimal
increment dr, then dA is approximately the area of the annullus between rand
r+dr,i.e. ,

dA _ A(r+dr)-A(r)

= ..(r+dr)'- ...' (dr)

= 2ndr + .. dr' (dr)

Since .. dr' =0 (dr), we get

dA = 2... dr (dr). (1)

We have that v is decreasing on r, thus, on the interval [r,r + dr] the max
imum velocity is vCr) and the minimum is vCr + dr). The infinitesimal flux.
dQ =Q(r + dr) - Q(r), satisfies, then, the folioing inequality

vCr + dr)dA ~ dQ ~ v(r)dA.

From the form ula for v we get

vCr + dr) == vCr) - K(2r dr + dr')
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'0
u(r + dr) dA =v(r)dA (dr).

Thus by the squeeze rule (Rule 6.14), (2) and (3)

dQ =u(r)dA (dr).

Hence, by (1)
dQ = 2rrv(r)dr (dr).

For dr < 0 we abatin the same result in a similar way.
By Rule 6.29

Q =1B

2rru(r) dr.

Integratinp;, we get
rPR'

Q=--.
8~L
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Appendix A

Strengthened implicit
differentiation rule

The following implicit differentia.tion rule can be justified by tbe implicit func
tion theorem. This new rule does not shorten deductions, but strengthens the
conclusion of certain derivations by weakening the antecedents of Borne lines.
It allows to obtain certain conclusion. without assuming that the anteceden t
equation is valid in a neghborhood of the main variable.

Rule A.I (DIm2. Implicit differentiation for more that two v.nables)
Let i 1, '" , i" be normal terms with only Vl, ... , Vn t.:z: free and no dep endent
or independent variable.
Premise lines.
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Conclusion.

A,i 1 =0, ... , i'l. = 0, ('10 = 'lO)nh ""1 ('l'l. = 'In.)nh '$11···)'.. $11···7.

(1'0 = "')nh ' ... , (I,. = "')nh , ... ,$)'1 .. ·7. $71·.. 7 ..

('ftO = 'ftO)nh$71""""'" ('ft" := 'ftft>nh$fl •.. , .. J

(il =il)nh." ... ,.,"" (i. =i')nh." ...,.,

The proof that this rule is correct depends on the implicit function theorem
of analysis. It is only necessary to notice that if we let F,(x, til, ... I YII.) :::::; -t 1 for
i = 1, ... , i = n. then the function

F(x, Yl, ... , Y.) = (Fl(x, Yl, ... , y.), ... , F.(x, Yl,"" Y.))

is from R·+ l to R', and that the premise lines and the antecendent of the
conclusion imply that F is con tinuous, that

and

for i and j between 1

{}
'tj = -Fi(x, Vl,"" tin)

8y;

and n, and that these partials are continuous.

As an example of the use of this rule, we shall indicate how to strengthen
the derivation for Example 4 of the last chapter. For this case, we have two
terms, 11 = x:Z - xy + y:Z - 9 and 1:z =z: - x:Z - y:Z, with three variables, til being
ti, and 112, r.. We shall schematize the deduction, condensing some application
of algebraic rules and differentiation rules just writing Al and Diff.

1

2

x' - xy + Y' - 9 = 0 (1)

(2)

None

None

IP (4.4)

IP (4.4)

3

AI. Line 17 of Example 4, we obtain

d, ,
dx (x - xy + Y - 9) = None

dy d.
2x - Y + (2y - x)-+o-

dx dx
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As Line 27 of Example 4, we obtain

4

5

d , ,
d3:(-" -~ +%)=

dy d,
-2., - 2~ d3: + 1 d3:

dy 2.,-~

d3: = 2~ - .,

None ~ is ., -diff,

, is .,-diff

2~ - ., i- 0

y is .,-diff

Diff

Diff, AI, 1

6 ~ is .,-diff

Z is %-diff

Diff, AI, 2

1
d% 2., - y
- =2z+2~--
d3: 2y - .,

~ is .,-diff

% is .,-diff
2~ - ., i- 0

Ai, 5, 6

8
d, 2.,-~
-=2z+2y-
d3: 2y - .,

1,2 2~ - '" i- 0 AI, DIm2 (A.l), 3, 4, 5, 6

\
2Y - '" 01-2~ 1 =2~ - "'.

The rest of the derivation proceeds as in Example 4 after Line 30. Line 8
is Line 30, but without requiring that the equation' =.,' +~' be valid in a
neighborhood of .,.We only need that the function F(.,,~, %) = %_ ",' - ~, be
continuous in a neighborhood of (%,1I,z), which We can prove it is, so it is not
explicitly in the anteceden t.

This last line, 8, is correct, because the Jacobian determinant involved in
the rule is
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Appendix B

Functions defined by cases

We discuss here some ideas for including in our system functions defined by
cases. In order to be able to introduce them in the framework of the system.
we must modify the rule FD (3.1). A function I, then, can be introduced by a
finite set of lines of the form

z E[,,1.1.=. =1.1.=. ~ /(z) =1,1.=.

zE [,,1,1.=. =1,1.=. ~ /(z)=I,I.=.

(1)

(2)

(n)

where II, 1:;z, "'1 1ft. are disjoint intervals, and ~ll·~JI •. "1,, are normal terms
which do not con tain I or any undefined functional parameter. The rule, call it
FDC, then, allows for the introduction as conclusions of this set of lines. When
I is introduced by such a set of lines, wesay tbat I(x) is defined with intervals
It I ••• , 1ft , and terms "1, ... I 1ft .

Here, to be consistent with our language the expressions x E I, are to be
unclestood as abbreviations for inequalities. Similarly for expressions, that will
be used later, Buch as 'I is in the interior of Ii' or~, is and endpoint of Ii" The
intervals may cODsist of just one point.

With functions defined by cases, the equivalence of being defined and contin
uous at a point does not hold any more. To analyze the endpoints of intervals we
also need to introduce right and left con tinnity. Thus, we need equations valid
in right and left neighborhoods. We introduce, then, equations and inequalities
(iR')rnh.l" and (iR')lnhu, where R is =, 'f=' <, >, ~J or~. The first one means
that the equation or inequality is valid for all z ~ , and near" and the second,
for x ::; I and near I.

We now introduce the expressions i i. continuo,.. at x = I, 1 i. rightcon
tinuou. at :& = I, and 1 i. leftcontiriuou, at Z = I. These expressions are
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abbreviations of old expressions. Thus,"t i. continuo,,, at ~ = $ stands for
liJIlso_," = il.l'=" "t i. righicontinuou. at ~ = " for lim.l'_tt i =;1.1'=" and"t i.
lejtcontinuou. at % =,, for liOlso_ I - i = "tl.l'='. The following rules can now be
derived from our old rules.

Rule B.I (RCI) Let i be a term with no functional parameters.
Premise lines.

"t is rightcontinuous at ~ =" A => B

Conclusion.
(I =i)mh... A:;. B

and another rule with the premise line and conclusion interchanged.

Rule B.2 (RC2) Let i be f(p) such that f(V) is defined with intervals II, ....
I",and terIIlS ill , ift.

Premise lines.
i is rightcontinuous at ~ =" A => B

Conclusion.

• E Ij, ij 1.=. is rightcontinuous at $ =" A :;. B

Rule B.3 (RC3) Let i be f (p) such that f(V) is defined with intervals II, ... ,
1", and terms "tl l ••• , "ft.
Premise lines.

i is rightcontinuous at x = " A => B

Conclusion.

• is a left endpoint of I" I E Ij, i,I,=. is rightcontinuous at $ =I,

i; 1,=, = i 11,=., A :;. B

Similar rules can be derived for leftcontinuous, and then

Rule B.4 (Con) Rule for continuity.
Premise lines.

i is continuous at:x = " A => B

Conclusion.

i is rightcontinuouB at:x =" i is leftcontinuou8 at :& = s, A => B

and another rule with premise line and conclusion interchanged.
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Some of the old rules should be changed. The main difference is that we
would need to have 'continuous' instead of 'defined' in many cases. Since in the
derived system, we abbreviated 'defined when :r: is in a neighborho ad of " by
'continuous when:x is in a neighborhood of 6,' most rules look the same as the
corresponding derived rules, but with the new interpretation of continuity. For
instance, the rule for limits LCom (3.54) should read

Rule B.5 (LCorn) Limits for composite functions (3.54). Here p is a term, or
+00 or -00, where it makes sense.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

1 is continuous at x = m , lim i = ,I, lim z = m => lim i = ,
z-m ,_, y-p

which is the similar to the statement of the derived rule (4.62). The other limit
rules stay the same

Some of the QR rules should be changed in a similar way. The QR rules
that should be changed are: QR4 (3.27), QR8 (3.31), and QR9 (3.32).

All of the derivative rules remain the same, except for implicit differentiation,
where one should require continuity in a neighborhood of (:r:,y) instead of just
existence. Thus, we need to introduce also the expression 'i is continuous on a
neighborhood of (:r:, y)' with similar rules.

1n the integral rules, existence of the corresp onding integrals should replace
existence of the function. For instance IRi (3.88) should read

Rule B.6 (IRil) Replacement for indefinite integrals.
Premise lines.

Conclusion.

(A)nh., J' dz exists => J j dz =J,dz
The rule for antiderivatives, IAn (3.91) is changed to

Rule B.7 (IAn) Antiderivatives.
Premise lines.

c/j
A=> -=.dz

Conclusion.

, and j are continuous-(m.,p), (A)(m•• ). m < :r: < p

=>J,dz=j+C
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where m is a term or -00, p is a term or +00, and C is a new constan t which
depends on m and p. 'Continuous -(m:cp)' means 'continuous at :]; = :& when
'" E (m,p).'

The rule for integration by substitution 3.92 looks jus, the same as ,he
derived rule 4.127.

The changes for the rules for definite integrals include the following. These
new rules could, in fact, be taken as our original rules without much complica
tion. The rule of replacement, IRd (3.89), could be written as

Rule B.B (IRd) Replacement for definite integrals (3.89).
Premise lines.

Conclusion.

(A)C,")' J.' rd:<exis,s:>- J.' jck= J.' rck
, "

Also the additivity rule (3.94), should be changed to

Rule B.9 (lAd) Additivity.
Premise lines. None.
Conclusion.

J.' 1d:< exist:>- J.' 1ck=J.'jck+J.' 1d",
p "' 'II ,
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